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As multimodal composing plays more prominent roles in academic, professional,
and public life, writing centers are challenged to take on multiliteracy work, and some
have even gone so far as to redefined themselves as multiliteracy centers. However,
writing centers that take on this work will find process theory, which has dominated
writing consulting since the 1970s, inadequate for the task. A study of the history of the
higher- and lower-order concern prioritizing strategy demonstrates the shortcomings of
process pedagogy-based tenets of writing center practice. They represent historical
vestiges of the field’s struggle for disciplinary legitimacy rather than a response to
exigencies of composing.
Teaching multiliteracies instead demands a rhetoric-based approach. This project
explores what such an approach would mean for the writer/consultant interaction,
consulting staffs, the writing center’s institutional identity, and centers' role in the public
sphere. I redefine the role of writing consultant as rhetoric consultant and propose a
writing/multiliteracy center-specific pedagogy of multimodal design. The focus then
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turns to finding definitions of centers that can shape their evolving identities and
construct multiliteracy work as integral rather than an add-on. Drawing upon Kenneth
Burke’s frames of acceptance, I examine the limitations of the field’s defining
mythologies and propose a way forward in identity formation, shaping definitions of
writing/multiliteracy centers that are at once stable and flexible. Finally, this project
argues for a fresh interpretation of the center’s core identity as a democratizing force.
John Dewey's definition of publics helps to define the field's democratizing mission as a
project of extending access to education to diverse groups of people. Projected growth in
the number and diversity of higher education enrollments offers writing/multiliteracy
centers important opportunities to shepherd underrepresented groups through college.
However, a more ambitious democratizing mission stands within reach: the changing
landscape of composing challenges centers to support composers who want to take active
roles in the public sphere. This project proposes pedagogical shifts that make public work
possible.
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Chapter 1: New Priorities: Rethinking the Role of
Process Pedagogy in the Writing Consultation
[W]ith enough improvement in Rhetoric we may in time learn so much about
words that they will tell us how our minds work.
I.A. Richards
The Philosophy of Rhetoric (1939)
This chapter begins with a writer’s frustration. In an anonymous response on the
Columbia University writing center exit survey, a student writes, “I was expecting that
[the writing consultant] would be more focused on my grammatical errors and mistakes,
but he kept explaining about a general idea of writing well. So, generally, I am not
satisfied.” We can imagine what probably happened in this consultation if we read
between the lines of the comment: the writer likely came in wanting to polish a draft and
not feeling confident about his or her grammar. But the consultant interpreted the writer’s
priority as misplaced and encouraged him or her to focus on some apparently more
pressing issue, like the argument or the writing process. The writer may have felt
overwhelmed by this and therefore interpreted the feedback as “general.” Both the writer
and the consultant were most probably well-meaning and both undoubtedly shared the
goal of helping the writer. Yet, the writer was “not satisfied” with the session. I am
willing to guess that the consultant would report feeling equally frustrated. The rub is that
the consultant very likely followed everything he learned in training. Perhaps the siren
song of Stephen North’s motto, “Our job is to produce better writers, not better writing,”
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even rang in his ears (“Idea” 438). Still, the writer walked out of the door feeling like the
consultant ignored his or her interests.
I do not think this sort of disconnection is unusual in the writing center. Nor is it
mere static in the system. Instead, it indicates something is not working. While writing
center practitioners never want a writer to leave feeling unheard or frustrated, the
moments when the consultant does everything by the book and the consultation still fails
have something to teach us about writing center pedagogy. This chapter explores the
lessons we can learn about the limitations of process pedagogy, which writing centers
adopted and adapted from composition studies scholars and made a centerpiece of writing
center practice. It will focus on one aspect of process pedagogy in particular, higher- and
lower-order concerns, in order to raise larger questions about the suitability of the process
approach in contemporary writing and multiliteracy centers. By tracing the origins of this
aspect of process pedagogy, it reveals itself as a response to political pressures in the
writing center community and the wider field of composition studies that may no longer
carry the same exigency today. Doing so opens up room for more timely approaches to
teaching in the writing center, which is the project that the chapters that follow will take
up.

THE TROUBLE WITH HIGHER- AND LOWER-ORDER CONCERNS
In 1984, the same year that College English published Stephen North’s article
“The Idea of a Writing Center,” Thomas Reigstad and Donald McAndrew’s monograph
2

Training Tutors for Writing Conferences suggested that writing center consultants learn
to distinguish between what they termed higher-order concerns (HOCs) and lower-order
concerns (LOCs) when they prioritized which issues they should ask writers to focus on.
Reigstad and McAndrew identify thesis, tone, organization, and development as higherorder concerns (11). These issues operate on the paragraph level or the level of the entire
piece of writing. Lower-order concerns, which operate on the sentence-level, include
sentence structure, punctuation, spelling, and usage (18). Training Tutors argues that the
HOC/LOC distinction should function as a heuristic: writing consultants should favor
HOCs over LOCs when setting the agenda in the writing consultation. Reigstad and
McAndrew make no bones about the values underlying their choice of terms: “As the
names imply, some types of problems are more responsible for the low quality of a piece
than others. Since the tutoring session is geared to improving the piece within reasonable
time limits, these more serious problems must be given priority” (11). Consultants, they
advise, may address LOCs but only “as long as this concern for less important kinds of
problems does not shift the focus of revision from the much more significant HOCs….
Tutors, therefore, must be very careful not to become distracted by LOCs at the expense
of HOCs” (18).1

1 Some refer to HOCs and LOCs as global and local concerns, respectively. Though global and
local do also carry some connotation of value (global connoting encompassing and local
connoting contained and small), I choose to use HOCs and LOCS because the terms more
explicitly highlight their value-based nature.
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In the last nearly three decades, Reigstad and McAndrew’s HOC/LOC distinction
has become a tenet of writing center pedagogy, standing as the best practice for setting
the agenda in the consultation. And the language that tutor training manuals have used to
describe it has remained surprisingly rigid, even while the larger trend in the field has
been to advocate for more fluid, improvisational approaches to consulting as a whole.
The two most sustained arguments for greater fluidity and openness in the writing
consultation are Noise from the Writing Center and The Everyday Writing Center. In the
former, Elizabeth Boquet uses musical improvisation as the controlling metaphor for
writing consulting. Boquet argues, “The lockstep repetition of much of our advice to
tutors (‘Begin by asking the student what he or she would like to work on’) and
consequently the lockstep repetition of much of their practice, threatens to mask what
gets repeated each time” (Noise 71). Instead, she suggests that consultants embrace
informed repetition with a difference, like jazz improvisers who pick up on other
bandmates’ patterns and sounds in order to invent something referential but original,
open to risk and dissonance (Boquet, Noise 76).
Yet, when it comes to HOCs and LOCs, popular tutoring guides take on a
decidedly more directive tone. From Training Tutors for Writing Conferences consultants
learn that “After tutors have addressed the higher order concerns, they turn to LOCs”
(Reigstad and McAndrew 18); the Bedford Guide for Writing Tutors tells consultants,
“Remember that it is better to cover larger, more global issues like content and
organization before dealing with matters like sentence structure and surface errors” (Ryan
and Zimmerelli 21); and the Allyn and Bacon Guide to Peer Tutoring exhorts, in a
4

bolded, capitalized heading, “HIGHER-ORDER CONCERNS COME FIRST” (Gillespie
and Lerner 35). These commands connote the kind of lockstep, formulaic consulting
routine that Boquet worries can make writing center practitioners forget the pedagogical
rationale underpinning their practice.
The HOC/LOC distinction also represents part of the public face of writing
centers, and it appears encoded in mission statements and promotional materials.
Examples of writing centers’ embrace of the HOC/LOC heuristic appear frequently in the
advice they offer on their websites to instructors and writers. The sites affirm that the
HOC/LOC pedagogy entails an argument about values: LOCs are not merely what
writers should work on later; they are less important than HOCs. A handout on the
Purdue OWL entitled “Higher-Order Concerns and Lower-Order Concerns” is fairly
typical:
When you are revising your papers, not every element of your work should have
equal priority. The most important parts of your paper, often called "Higher Order
Concerns (HOCs)," are the "big picture" elements such as thesis or focus,
audience and purpose, organization, and development. After you have addressed
these important elements, you can then turn your attention to the "Lower Order
Concerns (LOCs)," such as sentence structure and grammar. (Purdue OWL)
The Susquehanna University Writing Center states it even more strongly on its webpage
entitled “What Writing Tutors Do”:
LOCs include sentence-level errors, i.e., grammar problems. HOCs involve
essential (and, frankly, more important) issues, such as understanding and
5

following the assignment, writing a clear and concise thesis statement, organizing
and developing the argument in a logical manner, etc. It’s easy to find sentencelevel errors. We could quickly point out punctuation and grammar problems and
send the student on her/his way. However, we don’t limit ourselves! The process
of writing allows students to develop their thoughts, so we challenge their ideas,
not just their semi-colons. (J. Black)
Certainly, these passages are attempting to educate writers about setting priorities as they
tackle revisions. However, as the Susquehanna writing center explanation makes clear,
centers may also have something at stake in being seen by others as more engaged with
HOCs. Showing concern for LOCs appears petty or in some way beneath them; they are
“easy to find,” unimportant, and limiting. Thus, the lack of interest in LOCs projects an
image of seriousness and smarts; writing center work, they protest implicitly, is not
remedial.
The HOC/LOC heuristic is rooted in process pedagogy, which asks writers to first
master the activities that experienced writers tend to tackle first—and valorize most—
before moving on to tasks they save for last. Research like Nancy Sommers’ 1980 study
comparing college students’ revision practices to those of experienced adult writers
demonstrates that experienced writers’ “scale of concerns” tipped toward the issues that
Reigstad and McAndrew later categorized as higher order (“Revision Strategies” 380).
Process pedagogy maintains that focusing on sentence-level issues early in the
composing process distracts writers from the most crucial conceptual issues that unfold
throughout a piece. Furthermore, addressing lower-order concerns, like polishing the
6

wording of a sentence, can waste energy because higher-order revisions might eliminate
the sentence altogether.
However, three realities can interfere with the process-based logic of the
HOC/LOC approach. The first reality is that issues considered higher order do not always
exist apart from their expression at the sentence level; ideas do not exist apart from their
utterance in words. In her 2003 book Rhetorical Grammar: Grammatical Choices,
Rhetorical Effects, Martha Kolln makes this argument to writers in regards to
punctuation: “Many of the punctuation choices you make will be determined by the
rhetorical situation; those choices will be an integral part of the composing and revision
stages in all of your writing tasks” (280). The very fluidity of the terms in question—
grammar, editing, flow, transitions—implies that the HOC/LOC binary does not
sufficiently account for the interwoven nature of what actually takes place when writers
put pen to paper and fingers to keyboard. Several writers have offered responses to the
Columbia University writing center exit survey that underscore this point. In their
comments about the work they did during the consultation, the students construct
sentence-level work as a means to higher-order meaning making. In a typical comment,
one writer explains that the consultant “helped me become more attuned to editing on a
sentence-by-sentence basis and the significance word order has on the meaning of the
sentence.” Another writer describes how the consultant helped him or her with “style,”
which the writer described as “the transition between ideas and making sure I had both
‘known’ and ‘new’ ideas in the sentence” and the way that “the order of ideas within
sentences emphasizes the importance of those ideas.”
7

Unlike these writer’s perceptions of their composing processes, scholars’ efforts
to dissect writing procedures have produced some models that perpetuate the notion that
LOCs and HOCs take place at discrete, mutually exclusive moments. D. Gordon Rohman
and Albert O. Wlecke’s (1964) early linear model breaks down composing into three
sequential stages: pre-writing, writing, and rewriting (Faigley 529, 532). Janet Emig’s
(1971) recursive model of the writing process improves on the linear model in the sense
that it recognizes that composers loop back to repeat steps at the appropriate moments
(Faigley 532). Yet, Emig still divides up composing into four discrete steps—pre-writing,
planning, composing, and reformulation—and does not envision that steps could occur
simultaneously (Emig 79–86). Linda Flower and John Hayes (1980) present a more
workable model of composing stages as interwoven but echo the stages of the classical
rhetorical canons of invention, arrangement, and style (Faigley 533–34). Adherence to
these stages suggests that, rather than producing meaning, language follows invention
(Faigley 534). However, as Kolln and the Columbia University writers themselves
suggests, writers cannot do higher-order tasks without simultaneously engaging in lowerorder tasks. Merely breaking down writing activities into separate, isolated concerns can
sometimes be an artificial exercise; for instance, LOCs like word choice and sentence
structure have significant rhetorical consequences for a writer drafting a thesis. Working
with sentence-level issues involves not just correcting or eliminating repetition but
producing meaning.
The second difficulty with the current HOC/LOC heuristic is time. Because time
is limited in the writing consultation, priority-setting becomes not only a choice about
8

what the writer will work on, but what the writer will not work on. Saving LOCs for last
in a consultation, as so many tutoring guides suggest consultants do, often means not
addressing them at all. Thus, when writing center consultants apply the HOC/LOC
heuristic in their work with writers, they consciously or unconsciously convey what they
find valuable in writing. This valuation is at work in writing center pedagogy, where
teaching writers to address sentence-level issues is often stigmatized as remedial work,
rather than, say, the process of introducing a writer to the rhetoric of academic writing or
the conventions of a specific discipline. Later, the chapter will explore further how that
stigma is, in part, a response to the disciplinary struggles that composition programs and
writing centers faced during the 1970s.
Thirdly, and most consequentially, the pervasiveness of the HOC/LOC heuristic
obscures a problem in writing center pedagogy, one that creates difficulties for writers
once they leave the humanities classroom and one that warrants fuller exploration: ways
writing center consultants are trained to account for writers’ audiences. Warrants in
process pedagogy about audience can leave some writers underprepared to meet the
needs of readers in business, the sciences, law, and other disciplines, both in academe and
beyond. Revising the strategies consultants and writers employ in setting the agenda in
writing consultations offers a more coherent approach to writing instruction for students
in the myriad rhetorical situations they face. The reevaluation of the HOC/LOC heuristic
on these grounds illuminates one blind spot that process pedagogy creates within writing
consultations but also represents a larger effort to reevaluate the centrality of process
pedagogy in writing center practice more broadly. While I do not wish to reject process
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pedagogy, I do want to question its dominance within writing centers for two reasons.
First, it has sclerosed into the “lockstep repetition” that Boquet warns about, impeding a
more responsive, reflective consulting practice. Second, moving process pedagogy out of
the center of writing center practice makes room for approaches to consulting that are
better attuned to the contemporary multimodal composing landscape rather than limited
strictly to writing composition. This chapter carves out space for other pedagogies. Then
the chapter that follows proposes such a pedagogy, grounded in rhetorical theory and
focused on audience.
This study looks at the predicament that writing consultants confront when
writers’ audiences in academe, the workplace, and civic life do not share one another’s
values about what makes writing “good.” To see what is at stake in this issue, first, I will
examine one of my own consultations that calls into question the source of the values that
inform the heuristic. This session was with a writer whose business professor’s notion of
good writing challenged the typical HOC/LOC heuristic. To that end, I trace the origins
of HOC/LOC-informed values back to writing centers’ efforts to gain a disciplinary
foothold during the 1970s and the decades that follow and suggest that the HOC/LOC
distinction partially stands as a vestige of past struggles for academic legitimacy rather
than a purely pedagogical response to the realities of working with writers. An analysis of
consultation statistics follows, showing unexpectedly wide gaps between what writing
concerns are important to writers compared with what concerns are important to
consultants who employ the HOC/LOC hierarchy. Studies of readers in professional
settings then call into question the assumptions behind the HOC/LOC heuristic and ask
10

writing center practitioners to see the definition of “good” writing as an audiencespecific, kairos-bound construct rather than an immutable constant. A study of audiences
outside the composition classroom demonstrates that, however much writing center
consultants and composition instructors embrace audience awareness, the HOC/LOC
hierarchy of writing concerns undermines that message. By adopting a rhetorical
approach to agenda-setting as an alternative, one that considers specific rather than onesize-fits-all realities of audiences’ demands, writers will be able to claim greater agency
in assessing audience and, therefore, exert greater critical control over their texts within
and beyond the composition classroom and the writing center.

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN INSTRUCTORS DO NOT SHARE THE WRITING CENTER’S
VALUES?
One of the delights of writing consulting is the way writers test pedagogies.
Whatever grand theoretical designs writing center scholars might construct cannot hide
from scrutiny under the bright light of practice. Writers continue to show up at the
writing center’s door with their drafts, their ideas, and their investments, laying bare
whatever rings false in its philosophies. One such moment, a consultation with a
University of Texas at Austin freshman business major, knocked me off of my
pedagogical moorings and provided the seed for this chapter. My meeting with the
student, whom I will call Jason, in the Undergraduate Writing Center (UWC) illustrated
for me the HOC/LOC heuristic’s pitfalls. Jason brought in a business communication
11

paper, and while his writing concerns about it were fairly typical for a first-year college
student, several unusual circumstances demanded that we discuss in detail the concerns
of his audience and challenged the dogma that HOCs should always be the writing
consultant’s primary focus. Jason was a first-time visitor to the center, and when we sat
down together, he explained that he wanted to work on grammar and style: two LOCs.
He placed two drafts of his paper on the table between us, the first marked up by his
professor and the second a clean copy with his revisions. I asked if I could see the
assignment sheet, and Jason explained that the instructor did not give him one. At the end
of class, the professor had simply asked the students to write a one-page, double-spaced
essay on culture. That was it. When Jason’s classmates asked for more direction, the
instructor told them that the assignment was purposely vague. He wanted to see what
they could do with it. I guessed that it was one of those beginning-of-the-semester
assignments designed to establish a baseline for students’ writing skills. Instead of feeling
freed by the openness of the assignment, Jason understood it as a challenge to construct
the paper he imagined that his professor really wanted but was too coy to ask for outright.
In his paper, Jason set out to show that he had mastered the portions of the course
readings that dealt with culture. The result was what one might expect from an
inexperienced academic writer: the paper sounded like a first-year undergraduate who
was trying to sound like a professor. To my eyes, the result was a stilted compilation of
definitions and name dropping of the course text authors, none of which went beyond the
obvious; Jason had tried so hard to produce the paper he imagined that his professor
wanted that he lost sight of what he had to say about culture. Using the course readings as
12

models, Jason attempted to mimic an academic prose style. But because this style was
foreign to him, his attempt to duplicate it carried all the signs of a non-native speaker:
slightly-off word choice, unnecessarily puffed up language, and ornate syntax, which
produced tangled sentences.
After we assessed the rhetorical situation, it was time for Jason and me to set the
agenda for our meeting. In the back of my mind was the UWC “Consultant Handbook”
description of a consultant’s responsibility for establishing priorities:
To make the most of your time with the writer, work on higher-order concerns
like argument, audience, organization, and supporting evidence first. Then if time
still permits, move on to lower-order concerns, such as grammar, punctuation, and
other sentence-level issues. Sentence-level problems become higher-order
concerns only when they impede the reader’s basic comprehension of the
argument. (27)
According to the HOC/LOC heuristic, my responsibility was clear: shift Jason’s attention
from sentence-level concerns (LOCs) to his larger argument and his negotiation of his
authority (HOCs). Like me, writing center consultants everywhere are trained to redirect
the attentions of writers who come to the center looking for help with mechanics. While
consultants are writer-focused and ultimately defer to writers’ priorities when setting the
agenda in the consultation, they are also trained to explain to writers why those priorities
might not be the best ones and offer what they think of as better alternatives. Listen in on
a few consultations and chances are it will not be long before you hear a consultant say
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gently to a writer, “We can talk about your grammar concerns, but I noticed something
else that might be more important for us to talk about first. . . .”
Steve Sherwood, the writing center director at Texas Christian University,
explains that one of the things that sets apart the writing center from the classroom is that
“the writer sets the agenda” in the writing consultation (18). But the reality within the
consultation can be more complex. The language of the DePaul University “Tutor
Handbook” belies how vexed the priority-setting negotiation can be: “Aim for writers to
set their own agendas in their meetings with you, and use your tutoring skills to help your
writers realize what that agenda is” (92). The first half of the statement affirms
Sherwood’s characterization of the writing consultation but suggests that it is an ideal to
“aim” for rather than something that is always attainable. The second half connotes that
either writers simply need prompting to articulate their priorities or, read cynically, that
the consultant needs to educate the writer about what her priorities really should be. A
number of consulting handbooks and other resources caution consultants to expect that
“educating” writers to prioritize HOCs will sometimes be met with push-back (Gillespie
and Lerner 35; Ryan and Zimmerelli 11; Reigstad and McAndrew 18). Leigh Ryan and
Lisa Zimmerelli’s The Bedford Guide for Writing Tutors explains that when it comes to
revising HOCs, “Some students resist this stage, bringing their first draft of a paper to the
writing center with the belief that it is their best” (11). Consultants at the writing center
that I direct joke that helping writers “realize what that agenda is” requires performing a
Jedi mind trick on the writer. In their kidding way, they hint at their discomfort with the
coerciveness required to persuade a writer to adopt new priorities while making her
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believe that they were her priorities all along. Andrea Lunsford warns that this approach
undermines the collaboration that is the hallmark of writing center pedagogy:
I think we must be cautious in rushing to embrace collaboration because
collaboration can also be used to reproduce the status quo; the rigid hierarchy of
teacher-centered classrooms is replicated in the tutor-centered writing center in
which the tutor is still the seat of all authority but is simply pretending it isn’t so.
Such a pretense of democracy sends badly mixed messages (7).
The HOC/LOC approach suggests that consultants do, in fact, know better than writers
what they should be concerned about and what their audiences value. While sometimes
that might be true, consultants do writers a disservice when they always follow their
training. Consultants who apply the HOC/LOC heuristic, divorced from questions about
audience and rhetorical situation, threaten to undermine the writer’s claim to agency over
her own work.
What’s more, the instructor’s comments on Jason’s first draft made it clear that
the way I was trained to prioritize what is important in writing was not going to work for
his business professor. The professor put two grades on the rough draft: 100/100 for
content and 5/100 for writing. While I found the distinction between content and writing
meaningless, it was, of course, quite meaningful to Jason: his grade depended on it. So
we forged on, talking about what his audience considered good writing. We looked at the
marked-up draft and found that the instructor circled a number of awkward word choices
and passive constructions. Clearly, the professor, whose opinion would have real
consequences for Jason, valued LOCs on this assignment. And I valued HOCs. In this
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case, I had the evidence that I needed in order to help Jason address his professor’s
concerns, but getting that kind evidence from a writer is rare. How many times have
consultants redirected the session to HOCs because they lacked the instructor’s
comments on the draft or the assignment guidelines or because they simply felt they
knew what the writer needed better than the instructor did? To understand why writing
consultants hold so tightly to HOC/LOC agenda setting, even in the face of its
incongruities, it helps to know something about the historical roots of HOC/LOC
pedagogy in the writing center.

WRITING CENTERS ARE WHAT THEY ARE NOT: HOC/LOC AS A DISCIPLINEDEFINING DISTINCTION
In “Definition of Man,” Kenneth Burke notes that “religions are so often built
antithetically to other persuasions” (Symbolic Action 12). Part of being a Sunni Muslim
means not being a Shi’a. Part of Lutheran-ness comes from not being Roman Catholic.
The concept of definition as negation applies equally well to other institutions and
ideologies: part of being a Red Sox fan is being anti-Yankees; post-process composition
defines itself against the process movement. Writing centers, whose current pedagogy
came of age alongside the rise of contemporary composition studies and the process
movement in the 1970s, made claims about disciplinarity partly based on a negation of
models of the writing center (and lab and clinic) as a site for skill and drill remediation.
Contemporary writing centers can attribute much of their proliferation in the 1970s to the
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open admissions policies in colleges that demanded support for the influx of basic
writers. At the same time, writing centers also felt paradoxically “denigrated as havens
for the remedial student” (Carino, “Early Writing Centers” 112). Centers’ reputations as
sites for rules-based writing instruction undermined writing center administrators’
arguments that the center could be a locus for serious scholarship by tenure-worthy
faculty.
The same shift was occurring in composition studies as well. Beginning in the
mid-1960s, attitudes in College Composition and Communication (CCC) about the status
of grammar began to change (Rice 370). Pre-1965, the pages of CCC reflected a
commitment to teaching mechanics that sprung from the conviction that strong
mechanics produced clear writing (Rice 370). However, as process pedagogy-based
composition classes staked their claim to higher-order concerns, instructors deemphasized many kinds of mechanical concerns (Beason 33). Jenny Edbauer Rice points
to several causes for the shift. First, Peter Elbow, Donald Murray and other proponents of
expressivism argued that worrying about grammar and mechanics inhibited the organic
flow of writers’ true thoughts and feelings (371). And, thus, their teaching shifted
attention to these components of writing from the inventional stages to the final polishing
stages of composing (Rice 371).
In addition, social constructivists began to speak out against the idea of a single
“standard” English (Rice 371). One expression of their stance is “Students’ Right to Their
Own Language,” which a Conference on College Composition and Communication
committee began drafting in 1971 and the organization issued three years later. The
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explanatory background note published with the statement equates the teaching of
standardized grammar with etiquette, a mechanism for marking a person’s social class.
The committee’s resistance to grammar handbooks, for instance, argues that standardized
grammar is a dangerous tool for reifying social stratification: “By appealing to what is
labeled ‘proper,’ they encourage an elitist attitude. The main values they transmit are
stasis, restriction, manners, status, and imitation” (Conference on College Composition
and Communication 10). This argument carried particular resonance during the open
admissions era, as state schools turned their attention toward providing a pathway to the
middle class for first-generation and working-class students.
The final reason for deemphasizing grammar and mechanics was professional
status. Edbauer Rice writes that “The proximity of composition and mechanics was also
seen as a palpable threat to the field’s attempts at professionalization. Composition
scholarship as an intellectual pursuit would (continue to) be delegitimized if scholars
were seen as ‘mere’ grammar and mechanics instructors” (371). Lester Faigley’s
“Competing Theories of Process” and Maxine Hairston’s “Winds of Change” are two
such calls for professionalization. Both respond to reductive characterizations of
composition studies that were prevalent as writing instruction transitioned out of the
literary studies classroom and into the composition classroom. Faigley argues against
Stanley Aronowitz and Henry Giroux’s book Education Under Siege, which assumes that
moving writing instruction to composition programs indicates “a more general trend
toward an atheoretical and skills-oriented curriculum that regards teachers as civil
servants who dispense pre-packaged lessons” (Faigley 528). Hairston, likewise, resists
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the stereotype of composition instruction as lesser and purely mechanical. Instead, she
asserts, the paradigm shift from current-traditional rhetoric to process pedagogy requires
seeing composition instruction as a serious academic endeavor, one that only specialists
with solid scholarly backgrounds can teach properly (“Winds of Change” 78–79).
Teaching mechanics, now thought of as later stage clean-up work or window dressing,
did not fit a field striving to solidify its place in academe.
This final cause, professional status, was intensified for writing center
administrators whose professional standing was, and largely still is, lower down the
ladder than composition studies professionals. Colleagues in composition studies,
ironically, played a part in handcuffing the notion of teaching grammar and mechanics as
lesser work to the role of the writing center. In listing ad hoc responses to the problems
with current-traditional rhetoric’s approach to composition, Hairston herself cites the
writing centers that proliferated in the 1970s to “give aid to students who seemed unable
to function within the traditional paradigm” (“Winds of Change” 82).2 She suggests that
these centers are a failed stopgap measure: “Those labs are still with us, but they’re still
giving only first aid and treating symptoms” (“Winds of Change” 82). For some in
composition studies, the writing center appeared to be a fix-it shop designed to handle
remedial instruction for the influx of underprepared students that composition classrooms
were just figuring out how to teach. Stephen North points out that, sadly, Hairston, a

2 Although writing centers had been in existence in various forms for at least 80 years by the time
that Hairston published “Winds of Change,” situating their origins in the 1970s suits her purpose
of framing them as a recently improvised response to a broken pedagogy.
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champion of the professionalization of compositionists, played a role in undermining
writing centers practitioners’ status as serious scholars.
North issued a rebuttal that would be repeated in writing center studies for many
years; however, his response counterproductively shaped a limited vision of what writing
centers could be in the years to follow. If some writing centers are nothing more than
grammar fix-it shops, he argued, then they are the product of English departments’
limited notions about the work consultants and writers can accomplish through
collaboration:
Clearly, then, where there is or has been misplaced emphasis on so-called basics
or drill, where centers have been prohibited from dealing with the writing that
students do for their classes—where, in short, writing centers have been of the
kind that Professor Hairston is quite correctly prepared to write off—it is because
the agency that created the center in the first place, too often an English
department, has made it so. (North, “Idea” 437)
North’s response in “Idea of a Writing Center” does not challenge the warrant that
grammar instruction is merely mechanical work, but instead rejects the idea that grammar
instruction is important writing center work at all. The clearest way to show that writing
centers were engaged in “higher” issues worthy of the tenure-track was to define them
against the skill and drill model. Writing center practitioners developed a pedagogy of
agenda-setting in the consultation that devalued LOCs: mechanics became the baby that
writing centers threw out with the bathwater. Thus, the HOC/LOC agenda-setting
heuristic has played an important part in formulating writing centers’ disciplinarity. It
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was one means of elevating writing centers out of their liminal spaces, out of their role as
clean-up crew for the process movement, fixing the little problems writing courses leave
behind, and toward a role as full members of the composition studies community, along
with the academic legitimacy that would carry.
The pedagogical developments and professional struggles of the 1960s and 1970s
have influenced what teachers and writing center consultants today value in their
students’ writing. In 1975 Isabelle Halstead argued that writing instructors should only
worry about errors that impede their understanding (Beason 33). A 1989 study by Susan
Wall and Glynda Hull found that nearly 75% of the 54 English teachers surveyed
identified the most serious errors in writing as those that impeded their understanding of
the writer’s ideas (277). Most writing instructors were interested in LOCs only insofar as
they impinged upon HOCs. Thus, composition courses expended less effort teaching
students to avoid mechanical errors that were merely wrong, distracting, non-standard, or
ethos weakening. That task fell instead to writing centers. As Eric Hobson explains,
“writing courses dealt with writing (e.g., invention, drafting, revision, development of
authors’ voices, etc.) while writing center staff were allocated the demanding and
ethically questionable task of ‘cleaning up’ writers’ editing skills, of eradicating minority
dialects. . . and of ‘dealing with’ non-native writers” (“Writing Center Pedagogy” 155–
56). However, writing center administrators, who were likewise steeped in process
pedagogy, rejected what North calls the “fix-it shop” model of the writing center that left
them responsible for correcting “lower” and “later” concerns (“Idea” 435).
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Resisting the fix-it shop stigma has meant a legacy of reductive conceptions of
grammar and mechanics in writing centers. A popular consultant training book, The
Bedford Guide for Writing Tutors, takes a common stance. While it frames HOCs as
important and inventional—“When making global revision, we think big”—it treats
LOCs as strictly cosmetic features or rules-bound errors to be corrected:
When making sentence-level revisions, we try to improve individual sentences by
cutting excessive words, clarifying confusing or improperly constructed
sentences, or trying to find more exact words for the ideas that we want to
express. In the editing stage, we correct errors in grammar, punctuation, and
mechanics. After revising and editing, we proofread, looking for typographical
errors, omitted words, and other mistakes that we might have missed earlier.
(Ryan and Zimmerelli 11–12)
The Bedford Guide suggests that meaning is already fixed in the earlier stages of
composing and structuring ideas. Paula Gillespie and Neal Lerner’s Allyn & Bacon Guide
to Peer Tutoring echoes Ryan and Zimmerelli’s attitude by circumscribing LOCs to
activities like “fiddling with your wording, checking your spelling, making sure you’ve
used you’re instead of your” (17). From these manuals, consultants learn that sentencelevel issues are merely matters of error correction, a matter of applying rules and
removed from the serious, worthwhile business of meaning making.3

3 One notable writing consultant training resource does not fit the characterization made here that
training resources typically provide reductive understandings of grammar and mechanics and, as
a result, offer counterproductive advice to consultants about how to work with writers on LOCs.
Joe Essid’s Training for Tough Tutorials, a website with videos of mock consultations and
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Emerging Discomfort with the HOC/LOC Heuristic
Despite the HOC/LOC heuristic’s status as a discipline-defining concept, writing
center scholars are beginning to express some signs of discomfort with it. Allyn &
Bacon’s Guide to Peer Tutoring suggests its unease with the way the HOC/LOC terms
express a hierarchy from high to low; it renames LOCs “later-order concerns” but
curiously retains the term “higher-order concerns.” Authors Paula Gillespie and Neal
Learner explain the terminology shift this way: “we’ll call them later-order concerns
because we think that correctness is pretty important, especially to writers and often to
instructors” (17). At the same time, they argue that attention to LOCs—“fiddling”—early
in the writing process sometimes inhibits “real writing” (17). This conceptualization
acknowledges that LOCs can be important to certain audiences, but does not
conceptualize LOCs as tied to “real writing,” or meaning-making. The resulting mixed
metaphor, higher and later, simultaneously affirms the traditional hierarchy of values in
writing centers and recognizes its problematic nature in actual writing situations.

explanatory notes, contains a video of a mock consultation on grammar that presents a richer
view. In his introduction to the video, Essid writes,
[W]e think of Miss Grundy, yard-stick in hand until she breaks it over a student's head
while screaming "NO, you imbecile! You have split an infinitive!" Is it any wonder, then,
that writers arrive at tutorials demoralized by teachers' advice or condemnations about
grammatical issues?…. We do not advise giving up on grammar, however; the right
approach can lead writers to rethinking larger issues in an essay, and grammatical
problems that appear again and again, as Bartholmae's "Patterns of Error" notes, deserve
our attention. Glover and Stay, for their part, remind tutors that grammar is as much a
way of thinking as it is a method for assessing surface corrections in a document.
(“Grammar Tutorial”)
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In recent years some writing center scholars have begun to question the utility of
the HOC/LOC heuristic with a specific population of writers: non-native speakers.
Sharon Myers' "Reassessing the 'Proofreading Trap': ESL Tutoring and Writing
Instruction" and Susan Blau and John Hall’s “Guilt-Free Tutoring: Rethinking How We
Tutor Non-Native-English-Speaking Students” each suggest that if writing centers are to
help non-native speakers, consultants need to be less squeamish about addressing
sentence-level concerns. Meaning-making, Myers argues, is so fundamentally intertwined
with culture and language that non-native speakers cannot be expected to master higherorder concerns without intensive instruction in LOCs (55). Blau and Hall write that
consultants should treat non-native speakers as exceptions to HOC/LOC pedagogy:
“When professors penalize non-native speakers for their written accents and when tutors
admit to feelings of inadequacy and guilt when changing their practices with NNES [nonnative-English-speaking] students, it is clear that tutoring NNES students requires
different strategies from tutoring NES [native-English-speaking] students” (25). While
Myers and Blau and Hall make helpful arguments about non-native English speakers, I
question whether the needs of native speakers are so different. Any writing consultant
will tell you that professors also penalize native English speakers for their mechanical
errors, and native speakers can be just as anxiety ridden about errors as non-native
speakers.
My client, Jason, is an example that even native-born Americans are not native to
academic cultures. David Bartholomae reminds academics that all students “must learn to
speak our language,” and their early efforts to do this will depend upon their ability to
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claim a position of privilege and authority when grappling with disciplines to which they
are new (“Inventing the University” 135, 164). Building authority requires experimenting
at the sentence level with academic syntax and language, faking it until students can
make it. Once they leave academe altogether, students will face other error-conscious
audiences in their civic, personal, and professional lives. Instead of treating non-native
speakers as exceptions, I want to suggest that the problem lies with the HOC/LOC
pedagogy itself. The HOC/LOC hierarchy essentializes writers’ audiences by assuming
those readers share the writing center’s process pedagogy-informed values about writing.
By revising priority-setting pedagogy, writing consultants and instructors can address the
needs of all writers. However, this revision requires thinking about and teaching
mechanics in a new way.

CONSULTANTS AND WRITERS ARE NOT ON THE SAME PAGE
A look at the statistics at one writing center reveals a surprising dissonance
between students’ self-identified writing concerns and the areas that writing consultants
actually address with those students; the HOC/LOC heuristic tends to steer writers away
from the concerns they walk into the center with. table 1 below compares two sets of
statistics recorded over the course of one year for 11,075 consultations at the University
of Texas at Austin’s Undergraduate Writing Center (UWC): what writers wanted to focus
on and what consultants state that they actually addressed during the session. When they
first enter the UWC, writers sign in at the front desk; the receptionist asks them what they
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would like to work on and records their answers in a database. Those answers are tallied
in the first column of numbers in table 1. Once each consultation concludes, consultants
then return to the database record and report which areas they actually worked on with
the writer; those data appear in the table’s second column of numbers. The next column
counts the number of times the consultant reported addressing the same concern that the
writer came in with. And the final column expresses that number as a percentage of the
times writers said they wanted to work on that issue. For instance, writers said they
wanted to work on grammar in 3,854 consultations and consultants reported actually
working on grammar in 633, or 16.42%, of those consultations.
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Table 1. Consultation Concerns Identified by Writers and Consultants at the University of
Texas at Austin Undergraduate Writing Center.
Number of visits
in which writers
wanted to
address concern
Lower order (LOCs)
Grammar
Clarity
Sentence structure
Editing
Punctuation
Word choice/ diction
Style
Documentation
ESL/EFL
Format
Bibliography
Total LOCs

3,854
3,836
1,930
1,716
1,545
1,428
1,004
668
470
108
115
16,674

Number of visits in
which consultants
reported
addressing
concern
1,029
1,044
600
417
466
474
272
204
163
106
57
4,832

Higher-order
(HOCs)
Organization
Content
Revising
Brainstorming
Audience
Research
Thesis
Outline
Focus
Total HOCs

3,659
3,214
2,709
1,451
1,010
214
148
43
26
12,474

915
705
656
350
216
61
450
160
304
3,817

234
108
119
76
2
2
65
19
6
631

6.40%
3.36%
4.39%
5.24%
0.20%
0.93%
43.92%
44.19%
23.08%
5.06%

Other concerns

5,645

2,110

261

4.62%

34,793

10,759

1,972

5.67%

Totals for all topics

Number of visits
in which writers
and consultants
shared the same
concern
633
216
46
16
41
29
15
61
10
11
2
1,080

Percent of visits in
which writers and
consultants
shared the same
concern
16.42%
5.63%
2.38%
0.93%
2.65%
2.03%
1.49%
9.13%
2.13%
10.19%
1.74%
6.48%

Source: Consultation Database. University of Texas at Austin: Undergraduate Writing
Center, 2003-2004. Electronic database.
The statistics are drawn from 11,075 consultations that took place during academic year
2003-2004 (UWC Consultation Database).
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The table breaks down writing concerns into three categories: LOCs, HOCs, and
other concerns. Choosing which topics fall into these categories is admittedly tricky
business. Writers and consultants may have different definitions for a number of the
terms. For instance, while consultants typically use editing to refer to sentence-level
concerns, writers may use the word to mean something closer to what consultants would
call revising, or making broader paragraph-level or paper-level alterations that that would
cross over into HOC territory. In their 2001 study of over 500 writing center users,
Christopher LeCluyse and Traci Freeman, likewise, find that writers sometimes use
grammar as shorthand for a range of issues, some of which consultants may consider
HOCs. Furthermore, they trace the source of those differences to the students’ instructors,
who likewise use the term to mean different things. For the purposes of this study,
productive conclusions can arise from considering each topic within the category with
which consultants and writers commonly associate it and placing borderline topics in
“other concerns” to account for the terms most likely to be subject to differing
interpretations. Topics that writers and/or consultants commonly view as descriptors of
both sentence-level and paper-level concerns, like the notoriously vague term flow, went
into the “other concerns” category in order to avoid muddling comparisons between
HOCs and LOCs.
Nearly every category shows a significant drop from the number of times a writer
wants to work on a specific topic to the number of times the consultant reports actually
addressing that topic. Why is this? In part, the reason is that writers tend to identify more
topics that they want to work on than consultants have time to address in 45-minute
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sessions. In fact, writers identified more than three times the number of topics than
consultants did (34,793 to 10,759, respectively). The relatively low number of topics that
consultants reported working could be a result of instances when consultants failed to
complete a consultation record after a session. This did bring the number of topics
consultants identified to 316 fewer than the actual number of 11,075 consultations.
With these caveats in mind, the data suggest several conclusions by comparing
the topics writers wanted to work on with the topics consultants reported actually
addressing during the sessions. First, writers named LOCs more often than HOCs: 16,674
to 12,474, or 57% to 43%, respectively. Writing consultants also reported working on
more LOCs than HOCs: 4,832 to 3,817, or 56% to 44%, respectively. The LOCs
grammar and clarity were the top two topics that both groups cited. So where does
HOC/LOC priority setting come in? The numbers for the HOCs thesis, outline, and focus
are key. These three are the only topics that consultants reported working on in more
consultations than writers identified them as concerns. Consultants reported addressing
all other topics, with the exception of the LOC format, less than half as often as writers
named them as concerns. But consultants reported working on thesis 3 times more often
than writers said they wanted to work on it, outline 3.7 times more often, and focus 11.7
times more often.
The two rightmost columns, which indicate the level of agreement writers and
consultants shared about what to work on, are the most surprising. The concern writers
most often said they wanted to address was grammar. Consultants reported working with
writers on grammar in 1029 consultations. However, in only 633, or 16.42%, of
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consultations where the writer wanted to work on grammar did the consultant report
actually working on the topic. In fewer than 3% of the consultations in which writers said
they wanted to work on sentence structure did the consultant report actually working on
it. The same low level of correspondence exists between writers and consultants with the
LOCs editing, punctuation, word choice/diction, style, ESL/EFL, and bibliography and
with the HOCs audience and research. In all, seven of eleven topics in the LOCs
category show less than 3% agreement, compared to two of nine topics in the HOCs
category. Those numbers suggest that consultants are shifting writers’ attention away
from their lower-order concerns. At the higher end of agreement between writers and
consultants, the HOCs thesis (43.92%), outline (44.19%), and focus (23.08%) appear
again. Consultants, trained to prioritize HOCs, are much more likely to agree with writers
who propose to work on one of those areas.
In all, the percentages of agreement between writers and consultants for all LOCs
and all HOCs are both startlingly low: 6.48% and 5.06%, respectively. Despite writing
centers’ emphasis on collaboration and student centeredness, writers may not be getting
what they came in for. They may be getting useful instruction and personal satisfaction—
in fact, the UWC’s user exit survey suggests that the vast majority feel they do—but if
the UWC statistics are any indication, few leave with their major concerns addressed.
Writing consultants are not sharing writers’ priorities. When writing center practitioners
tell themselves, often with good reason, that many writers do not actually need what they
think they need, shifting the consultation’s agenda may actually serve writers better.
Undergraduate writers, in particular, can tend to overemphasize sentence-level revising
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simply because they lack sufficient argument-level revision strategies (Sommers,
“Revision Strategies” 383). Likewise they are more likely to rely on formulas and less
likely to let considerations of audience influence their ideas (Sommers, “Revision
Strategies” 383, 385). Discerning what a piece of writing needs is a skill learned through
practice, and trained writing consultants have ample experience assessing writing. In this
capacity, consultants play an important role as native informants. The problem comes
when audience concerns enter the equation.
The effectiveness of agenda setting using the HOC/LOC hierarchy hinges on the
assumption that the writer’s audience values the same aspects of writing that writing
center practitioners value. That is a shaky assumption. Both the writer and the consultant
instead need to consider what the writer’s audience deems good writing. While research
by Nancy Sommers and Ronald Kellogg suggests that undergraduate writers in particular
struggle to attune themselves to their readers (Sommers, “Revision Strategies” 382;
Kellogg, “Training Writing Skills” 3), students do have expertise about their highest
stakes audiences—their instructors—that writing consultants often lack. Students have
spent many hours working with instructors whom the writing consultant may never have
met. Thus, in many, if not most cases, writers, not consultants, are the native informants
of their audience’s values. The writing center’s role can be to help writers learn rhetorical
strategies for converting that special knowledge into effective, reader-based
communication.
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WRITING FOR AUDIENCES OUTSIDE OF THE HUMANITIES
If writing center practitioners envision that at least part of their goal in writing
consulting is to prepare students to write well for the audiences in their post-college civic
and professional lives, they need to understand where professionals in various fields
stand on the HOC/LOC divide. Several studies survey professionals and posit some
answers. In 1981 Maxine Hairston asked 84 professionals to rate their levels of
annoyance with various problems in a piece of writing. She concludes that certain kinds
of LOCs prove significantly distracting for readers in professional settings:
I was not surprised to have the comments indicate that the qualities in writing that
business and professional people value most are clarity and economy. I was
surprised, however, at how vehement and specific they were about misspellings,
faulty punctuation, and what they unabashedly call “errors.” I think it is
important for us and for our students to realize that this fairly representative
sample of middle-aged and influential Americans has strong conservative views
about usage. Although there seem to be some signs of change, and on some usage
items the public may be ahead of the professions, I think that we cannot afford to
let students leave our classroom thinking that surface features of discourse do not
matter. They do. (“Not All Errors” 799)
Donald Leonard and Jeanette Gilsdorf, business communications scholars, present similar
results in their 1990 study of business executives and business communication professors
(139). And, like Hairston, Leonard and Gilsdorf find that professionals are most annoyed
by “status marker” errors, mistakes that signal the writer does not belong to the reader’s
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social or professional group (Hairston, “Not All Errors” 795; Leonard and Gilsdorf 154).
Their research backs up the CCCC’s suggestion in “Students’ Right to Their Own
Language” that standardized grammar serves to separate its users by social class. That
reality leads the CCCC to critique standardized grammar instruction as hegemonic.
However, rejecting grammar instruction leaves writers who have not studied it
sufficiently to deal with the negative consequences in the workplace. Just over 95% of
the 64 human resource directors the National Commission on Writing surveyed in 2004
rated spelling, punctuation, and grammar as “extremely important” or “important” to
their companies (28).
The Commission’s 2005 survey of human resources offices in 49 state
governments found that they place an even higher premium on writing skills of their
close to 2.7 million employees than private sector employers do, and, again, what they
value in writing differs from the typical composition classroom (A Powerful Message 3,
8; see table 2). While the states surveyed place a high value on both HOCs like logic and
support and LOCs like spelling and grammar, they deemed some LOCs as more
characteristic of good writing than some than HOCs. Nearly all of the state governments
considered most of the characteristics of writing to be important or extremely important,
with the exception of scientific precision, so the major differentiation appears in how
many states rated characteristics as “extremely important,” as opposed to just
“important.” The LOCs solid spelling, grammar, punctuation ranked second, with 71.4%
of respondents calling them extremely important, followed by clarity, with 69.4%. The
HOCs well documented and supported and logical ranked fourth with 61.2% and fifth
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with 55.1%, respectively, deeming them extremely important (A Powerful Message 19).4
Taken as a whole, studies of private and public-sector professionals, as well as academics
in non-humanities fields, define “good writing” differently than writing center
practitioners and compositionists. HOCs are quite important to professional readers, but
LOCs are important as well, sometimes even more so.

Table 2. U.S. State Governments’ Ratings of the Characteristics of Good Workplace
Writing.

Characteristics
of good
writing
Accuracy
Solid spelling,
grammar,
punctuation
Clarity
Well
documented
and supported
Logical
Concise
Scientific
precision
Visual appeal

Completely
unimportant

Not very
important

Important

Extremely
important

Important or
extremely
important
100.0%

0.0%

0.0%

12.2%

87.8%

0.0%
0.0%

0.0%
0.0%

28.6%
30.6%

71.4%
69.4%

100.0%
100.0%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

0.0%
2.0%
0.0%

38.8%
42.9%
57.1%

61.2%
55.1%
42.9%

100.0%
98.0%
100.0%

0.0%
2.0%

20.4%
6.1%

46.9%
79.6%

30.6%
12.2%

77.5%
91.8%

Source: National Commission on Writing. Writing: A Powerful Message from State
Government. College Board, 2005. Web. 19 July 2011.

4 I am setting aside from this discussion other categories listed in table 2, like accuracy, because
they could fall into either the HOC or LOC categories, depending on how survey participants
defined them.
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Larry Beason’s research takes a crucial step for understanding the impact of LOC
errors in professional settings: he explicitly connects errors to ethos. While previous
studies assesses which issues in writing bothered readers, Beason approaches the
situation by examining how business professionals use errors with LOCs to assess the
writer’s credibility. His study took an in-depth look at a small sample, 14 business people
who read and write daily in their jobs (Beason 36). Participants read five versions of the
same business document, each containing one type of error—misspelling, sentence
fragments, run-on sentences, unnecessary quotation marks, and incorrect word endings—
repeated in four different places. They then ranked how much each error bothered them
and discussed their responses (38). Even when participants encountered errors that did
not interfere with their understandings of the text, they reported feeling bothered by them
and making negative judgments about the writer. Those judgments broke down into two
categories, the writer’s shortcomings—which participants most often attributed to
hastiness and carelessness—and professional weaknesses (49). Readers’ most frequent
interpretations of professional weakness—that the writer is a “faulty thinker” and not
detail oriented—are perhaps the most damning for writers in business setting (49, 52).
Study participants also spoke passionately about the harm that an employee’s
errors could do to the image the company projects to customers and in legal proceedings;
even those who were not bothered by certain errors felt that customers, opposing legal
counsel, and juries would react negatively (56–59). Beason concludes that “the extent to
which errors harm the writer’s image is more serious and far-reaching than many students
and teachers might realize” (48). The study shows that writers face real-world
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consequences when their LOCs are weak. By demonstrating that professional audiences
read with rhetorical concerns like ethos in mind, the study also opens the possibility that
that an effective way to teach LOCs to writers is to frame them rhetorically, as a series of
decisions that affect the messages readers take in and the judgments they make about
those messages and writers themselves.
Beyond the values of the process movement, academic and professional readers
may look at LOCs differently, in part, because of the varying natures of their own writing
cultures. In a very practical sense, many academics need not worry as much about errors
with LOCs. Often they can expect that professional editors will correct and polish their
prose before it goes to press. Professionals in other fields, however, are increasingly
responsible for producing their own correspondence, reports, memoranda, and so on. A
survey of Harvard alumni who are in their forties found that over 90% deemed the ability
to “write effectively” in the workplace “of great importance” (Light 54). The bottom-line
impact of poor writing skills on businesses and government is profound: estimates based
on a 2004 National Commission on Writing survey of 120 major corporations in the
United States suggest that two-thirds of salaried employees at companies like these must
write as part of their jobs, and their employers are spending as much as $3.1 billion every
year on writing remediation (A Ticket to Work 3–4). Further, close to $250 million of
taxpayer money goes toward improving the writing skills of state government employees
each year (National Commission on Writing, A Powerful Message 3).
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WHAT SERVES WRITERS BEST?
If students are to meet the professional demands of today’s workplace, they need
opportunities to understand the mechanics of writing. And there is no better place to offer
those opportunities than the writing center, where writers can learn grammar and usage at
its most exigent: on their own writing. Now, some writing consultants and instructors
might object that this stance reduces writing centers to job skills centers: if centers’
missions are to give students a liberal education, to teach them to become critical thinkers
and engaged citizens, they cannot measure their success by students’ performance in
corporate America. However, a liberal education and professional success do not need to
be mutually exclusive. In fact, in an ideal world, they would complement one another.
When writing center consultants teach writers to assess their audiences and employ
mechanics rhetorically, they fulfill writing centers’ mission by promoting rhetorical
agency and critical thinking. To teach writing a-rhetorically, to obscure the implications
of language choices by assuming that all readers share compositionists’ opinions about
what is important in writing, interferes with writers’ ability to assess for themselves the
context-bound, audience-bound definitions of good, ethical writing in any arena—in the
humanities, the sciences, the corporate world, government, community settings, and so
on.
Holding to the HOC/LOC distinction undermines the rhetorical agency
consultants ask writers to claim. If writing centers impose their own hierarchy of what is
important in writing, they constrict both their own and writers’ rhetorical judgment, and
then the whole act of writing, from thesis and organization to grammar and punctuation,
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becomes merely mechanical, a set of steps to be followed. By downplaying writers’
“lower-order” concerns, consultants undercut the very goal they are asking students to
meet: to see themselves as rhetoricians who can make informed rhetorical decisions. I
suggest that in place of HOC/LOC agenda setting, consultants focus on helping writers to
make discernments instead of assumptions about what is valuable in each different
writing task in terms of their ethos and their audiences. Writing consultants’
responsibility is to model methods of assessing what good writing is in different
instances, not to replace the writer’s judgment with their own. And further, because
writers typically have more direct experience with their audiences than consultants do,
consultants need to listen to writers carefully when writers describe what their audiences
value.
The argument has long been that consultants should deal with HOCs before
LOCs; however, writing centers undermine their own rhetorical and political stances
when they employ that heuristic. When consultants address mechanical issues as
expressions of ethos, they transform them from lower- and later-order or remedial issues
to legitimate rhetorical concerns. Beason’s study shows that readers in professional
settings see them as such. Mechanics are not simply mechanical; they are rhetorical. The
ways writers structure their sentences, the choices they make with diction, with grammar,
with punctuation, all have rhetorical consequences both in terms of shaping ideas and
influencing the reader’s judgment of the writer’s competence. Instead of relying on the
more rigid HOC/LOC heuristic when setting the consultation agenda, consultants can
model for writers the audience-based questions that determine priorities when writing:
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Do you know what counts as good writing on this kind of task in this field? How do you
know? What is your reader expecting? What are your reader’s interests and
preconceptions? What qualities would an effective paper have? An effective paragraph?
An effective sentence? If we only have time to work on a few concerns, which are most
important to you and why? Are those qualities equally important to your reader? These
questions put the onus of setting priorities in the consultation where it should be: on the
informed writer.
Take Jason, the business major I worked with on his paper about culture. What
would have served him best? Should I have focused on his instructor’s lower-order
concerns or my higher-order concerns? In the end, the distinction was irrelevant. Jason’s
argument, a HOC, was weak because he did not feel like an authority on the subject or on
the assignment; so instead he regurgitated ideas and definitions from the authorities that
the class sanctioned. But the struggle was evident in his LOCs too. His awkward word
choices were attempts to parrot academic prose, to pose as an authority. Likewise, his
passive constructions signaled that Jason was not ready to stake a claim or ascribe
agency. Noticing the nature of his sentence-level struggles, his LOCs, opened the door
for me and Jason to talk about constructing his ethos, just as we would have if we focused
on his argument. David Bartholomae and Mina Shaugnessy’s work on basic writers
points to this sort of connection between LOCs and HOCs when they argue that errors
have patterns and reasons; errors are based in logic (Bartholomae, “Study of Error” 255;
Shaughnessy 5). Bartholomae explains,
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Errors, then are stylistic features, information about this writer and this language;
they are not necessarily “noise” in the system, accidents of composing, or
malfunctions in the language process. Consequently, we cannot identify errors
without identifying them in context, and the context is not the text, but the activity
of composing that presented the erroneous form as a possible solution to the
problem of making a meaningful statement. (“Study of Error” 257)
His point applies equally well to writers at all levels, not just basic writers. It is not
surprising that Jason’s LOCs and HOCs shared a common source. The task of writing
center consultants is to seek that source. Inexperienced writers must work harder than
experienced writers to manipulate the components of thought: words and sentences.
Struggle with this effort is not a sign of failure on the writer’s part; it is a sign of learning.
Writing centers are perfectly positioned to foster that learning. Consultants can help
writers learn audience-based writing in a way that takes into account the priorities of
audiences different from ourselves.

REVIVING MECHANICS, QUESTIONING PROCESS PEDAGOGY
The reductive conception of grammar so pervasive in writing centers today is a
re-inscription of attitudes designed to promote disciplinary legitimacy rather than a
deficiency inherent in the nature of language. It prevents consultants from seeing texts
clearly through the eyes of their writers and the non-composition audiences for whom
they write. It gets in the way of hearing writers like Jason and the Columbia University
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student whose complaint began the chapter. Jenny Edbauer Rice responds by calling for a
revival of richer definitions of mechanics, both at the sentence level and in terms of the
digital tools involved in multimodal composing (367–68). She writes about her father, an
automotive mechanic whose work requires him to retrofit and repurpose parts and
improvise creative solutions to get his customers’ cars moving again (372). What makes
him good at his profession is his ability to perform anything but the reductive definition
of mechanical as rules-based and rote. For writing consultants to become gifted
mechanics, like Edbauer Rice’s father, they must reject simplistic conceptions of
grammar and mechanics and treat sentence-level issues as tools for producing meaning.
In doing so, they better equip writers to imagine more sophisticated, field-specific,
context-bound notions of audience.
While Maxine Hairston sees writing centers as signs of cracks in currenttraditional pedagogy, I see writing center practices revealing cracks in process pedagogy;
the HOC/LOC heuristic is simply one example. Breakdowns appear, Hairston argues,
when “old methods won’t solve new problems” (“Winds of Change” 76). The chapters
that follow examine some of those new problems and resulting breakdowns in process
pedagogy—including its insufficiency to provide a methodology for consulting on visual
rhetoric and to shape emerging writing center identities—and look beyond process
pedagogy for solutions. Chapter two looks at the cracks that become more pronounced as
the writing-specific focus of process pedagogy attempts to account for the changing
conceptions of composing that multimodal projects demand. It zeroes in on compositions
that incorporate visual rhetoric to illustrate that even the definition of writing changes in
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multimodal contexts and, as a result, challenges writing center consultants to move away
from process pedagogy and toward rhetorically-based approaches.
Discomfort with the HOC/LOC heuristic represents just one of many sites in
which to enact Michael Spooner’s vision of writing centers as “hothouses of knowledgemaking” (3). The wide range of writers and writing tasks consultants see everyday make
this sort of interrogation of composition pedagogy possible in ways that the writing
classroom cannot. Writing centers see writing that gets produced across the university,
much of it outside the bounds of carefully constructed composition courses and writing
across the curriculum programs. Writing consultants also see students working on myriad
non-academic writing projects. They see students at all points in their academic careers.
They see inexperienced and experienced writers. They see native speakers with a range of
backgrounds. They see non-native speakers from all over the world. And they sit across
the table from each of these students and learn how to teach them.
Doing this work, writing center practitioners see a breadth and depth of student
writing that instructors cannot see in the classroom. The center is the site on campus
where writers come to grapple with the cacophonous demands of the audiences for whom
they write. And the writing consultant is better positioned than classroom instructors to
help writers strengthen their mechanics. Understanding patterns of errors and their
sources is best accomplished in a one-on-one setting because those issues can be
individual to each writer’s logic. When writing centers discourage students from working
on LOCs in the writing consultation, students miss the only opportunity they may have to
learn to strengthen their facility with LOCs using their own writing. Harvey Kail hits the
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nail on the head when he writes, “What distinguishes writing centers in academe is their
willingness and ability to engage student writers sentence by sentence, phrase by phrase,
word by word, comma by comma, one to one, face to face. No one else in the academy
can or wants to do this work, but everyone wants it done—now” (“Writing Center Work”
25). I want writing centers to want to do this work. And if consultants have the training to
approach it rhetorically, asking students to see LOCs critically, they will do it better than
anyone else.
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Chapter 2: Writing Consultant as Rhetoric Consultant:
Visual Rhetoric in the Multiliteracy Center5
I wrote a concept paper in which I made the observation that students were being
asked in classes across the campus to engage in assignments that asked them to
talk to people, to create posters, and to write papers that accompanied the posters.
Moreover, writing these days, generally speaking, and certainly on the Clemson
campus, was digitized; however, when you looked at the curriculum that helped
students do this, it was actually pretty balkanized. Students who wanted help in
speaking went to Communication Studies, people who wanted help in writing
came to English, and students who wanted help in creating a poster had no place
to go.
Kathleen Blake Yancey
“Textured Literacy: An Interview with Kathleen Blake Yancey” (2007)
New technologies simply require new definitions of what we consider writing.
Mary E. Hocks
“Understanding Visual Rhetoric in Digital Writing Environments” (2003)

With more than three-quarters of Americans aged 3 to 64 having computer and
Internet access in their homes according to the Census Bureau and the availability of
digital technologies in American schools and libraries putting design tools in the hands of
students, multimodal composing is becoming more a part of the everyday writing
landscape in the United States. Nowhere is this truer than in the business world where,
5 The seeds of this chapter came from a conference paper co-written with Eliana Schonberg and
presented at the 2010 Conference on College Composition and Communication entitled "Not the
'What' but the 'How': A Pedagogy of Multimedia Design.” I am indebted to Eliana, particularly,
for her help in thinking through the critique of Robin Williams Non-Designer’s Design Book and
the application of Josef Albers’ design pedagogy to multiliteracy consulting work.
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for example, the National Commission on Writing’s survey of 120 American
corporations in 2004 found that PowerPoint presentations were “almost universal” (A
Ticket to Work 4). Academic writing cultures have been slower to adopt multimodal
composing, but that is changing. In the 2010 National Survey of Student Engagement
(NSSE), 27% of 21,000 senior respondents reported that most or all of their writing
assignments involve visual elements such as “drawings, tables, photos, screen shots, etc.”
(13). A further 30% of the respondents reported that they compose “multimedia”
components in most or all of their writing assignments (13). Though hard data in
composition studies is thin, some portion of these writing assignments comes out of
composition courses. A 2005 survey of 45 self-selected instructors showed that 84%
assigned multimodal projects. However, just 32% of the instructors who responded
taught courses in which multimodal composing was part of the curriculum (Anderson et
al. 69). Though the sample size is small, if the findings are indicative, they would suggest
that a solid majority of instructors are embracing multimodal composition even if most
writing programs are not.
The flip side of this changing landscape of composition is that the people most
entrusted with teaching multimodal rhetoric have some of the least experience learning it
themselves as students. When the 2009 NSSE results are broken down by undergraduate
major, only 16% of arts and humanities majors (where most compositionists get their
starts) report that most or all of their writing assignments involve visual elements
(Gonyea, Kinzie, and Paine). In comparison, business majors report nearly twice the level
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of experience with visual components, and engineering majors report getting more than
four times the experience (Gonyea, Kinzie, and Paine; see figure 1).
Percentage of seniors with different majors reporting most or all writing
assignments contain visual components
Arts & Humanities

16%

Social Sciences

16%

Professional Progs

21%

Education

22%

Business

31%

Biology

44%

Physical Sciences

46%

Engineering

71%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

Figure 1. The Prevalence of Multimodal Assignments in Various Disciplines.
Percentage of 21,903 NSSE 2009 senior-year respondents, broken down by major, who
"Include drawings, tables, photos, screen shots, or other visual content" into most or all
of their writing assignments (Gonyea, Kinzie, and Paine).
Most of the scholarly examination of multimodal composing has appeared in
composition studies, where the focus is on the classroom. These studies break down into
main stases of value and of proposal. Should we teach it and, if so, how should we?
Because composition studies has fewer investments in visual rhetoric than fields that are
more heavily quantitative and because its practitioners tend to have less experience with
multimodal projects themselves, it is no surprise that arguments about whether writing
courses should teach multimodal communication have been a popular and recurring
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feature of the scholarship. In fact, these arguments appear in English studies and
composition studies publications going back at least to the 1940s. In a 1952 English
Journal article, William Boutwell asked, “Should English teachers pay any attention to
movies, television, and radio? Perhaps we should ask, ‘Can we afford to neglect them?’”
(133). Twenty-three years later, Nancy Cromer echoed Boutwell: “As English teachers in
the mid-1970s, we can’t afford to ignore television. It has revolutionized communication,
to the point of being called a world language” (68). Today, the scholars and the media
have changed, but the call to incorporate multimodal rhetoric in writing instruction
remains.
In writing center scholarship, John Trimbur and Michael Pemberton were the
most vocal and thoughtful voices pondering multiliteracy consulting work at the stasis of
value in the early 2000s. In more recent years, David Sheridan, Jackie Grutsch
McKinney, and James Inman have guided the conversation toward the stasis of proposal.
In her spring 2009 Writing Center Journal article, Jackie Grutsch McKinney makes a
compelling argument for why the appropriate question for writing centers to ask
themselves when considering whether to work on new media texts is not "if?" but "how?"
(“New Media Matters” 28–30). She considers how centers’ particular investments in
working with new media composition can shape their practices and offers a pedagogical
approach for preparing consultants to do such work. Coming out of disciplines that deal
strictly with language, the scholarship by McKinney and other writing center scholars
about working with multimodal composing tends to rest on the topos of expertise. They
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ask whether writing consultants can learn to work with multimodal composers or whether
centers should instead hire specialists in various modes.
Answering questions of expertise in the multiliteracy center requires reorienting
the writing consultant’s relationship to writing and technologies within multimodal
contexts. So this chapter, first, frames writing as a hybrid that exists in dialogue with
other modes rather than in isolation. Second, it frames technology as embedded in the
meaning-making of multimodal compositions rather than as a tool that erases its presence
when a project is completed. These two fundamental concepts have different and perhaps
more serious consequences for writing center practice than for the composition
classroom. Seeing writing as hybrid and technology as embedded has implications for the
staffing models multiliteracy centers choose. It also calls for a re-envisioning of the role
of writing consultant, which I argue for redefining as rhetoric consultant. Key to that reenvisioning is learning to perform the role of reader/viewer/listener/user. To gesture
toward how a rhetoric consultant might work across modes, the chapter selects writing
and visual rhetoric as a representative site of multimodal composing and proposes a
writing center-specific pedagogy of multimodal design. This pedagogy draws from both
composition studies and design studies. Research in design studies has, at times, run
parallel to trends in composition and writing center studies, though the fields have rarely
acknowledged one another’s work. This chapter puts those fields in conversation. It looks
at what writing center staff development programs can learn from design studies and
transformations in design education. A recent turn toward rhetorical theory in design
studies presents a common framework for rhetoric consultants to employ. And lastly, a
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series of visual exercises influenced by painter and teacher Josef Albers offers a
methodology for educating consultants in multiliteracy consulting pedagogy.

WHEN WRITING IS NO LONGER JUST WRITING

The Hybrid Nature of Multimodal Compositions
What responsibilities do writing centers take on when they work on multimodal
projects? What kinds of expertise must they develop? Do they need to hire specialists in
different modes, or is it possible to train traditional writing consultants to do the work?
Are they responsible for providing all manner of technical support, or can they focus
purely on the compositions themselves? Multimodal composing makes visible two
fundamental aspects of the nature of writing that have impacts on writing centers’
decisions about whether and how to incorporate multiliteracy work. This section
examines the first aspect: multimodal compositions as hybrids. It looks at the way that
writing interacts with other modes and, therefore, cannot be addressed in isolation. The
next section then looks at the second aspect: technologies are embedded in compositions
and, therefore, have implications for the choices centers make about providing technical
support.
Recall in the previous chapter the freshman business major, Jason, who came to
see me in the writing center with a paper that his professor marked 100/100 for content
and 5/100 for writing. Although I could not let Jason know what I thought about his
professor’s approach to grading, inside I cringed. The distinction between content and
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writing is, of course, artificial; it assumes that ideas consist of pure essence that precede
language and can exist apart from their articulation. It assumes that the student happened
to have some words lying around with which to convey these ideas, but in a pinch he
could have also created them out of Jello, packing peanuts, or whatever else was handy. I
am willing to wager that most writing center administrators have had a conversation with
a well-meaning faculty member, like Jason’s professor, who explained that when grading
writing assignments, he or she "grades writing and content separately" or "only grades
content." The fallacy arises, I suspect, from instructors' anxiety that they lack the
expertise to teach or assess student writing. My concern is that writing centers that decide
not to take on multiliteracy work repeat the same fallacy when composers walk in the
door with multimodal texts, and the consultants address the writing in isolation from
other modes.
The notion that written text is separate from visual design is a fallacy furthered by
the dominance of the printing press. Before printing press technology made the
production of written text more economical than the production of images, the two were
intertwined. The idea of combining images with text is as old as pictograms. Yet textual
conventions circumscribed by printing press technology, and even typewriter technology,
naturalized certain design conventions, making it easy to forget that, of course, text itself
is a design element. While it is easy to explain the contemporary interest in teaching
multimodal rhetoric as a product of the proliferation of digital media, it may be more
accurate to understand it as a product of unseating the monolith of print technology. The
advent of the printing press, which efficiently produces written language but inefficiently
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produces images, denaturalized the relationship, making their reconnection along with the
addition of video and sound in digital media seem original. What is new is the ability of
digital media to put the power of multimodal design in the hands of not just small groups,
like Medieval scribes working on illuminated manuscripts, but most Americans,
providing (in relative terms) the least-expensive, least-restrictive avenues for publication
in the world’s history.
Even without separate components that announce themselves as design elements,
a purely written document is already inherently a hybrid of language and design. Writing
requires choices about fonts, colors, sizes, styles, layouts, margins, and so on. The design
conventions of academic writing, reinforced by default settings, can naturalize textual
design, making composers forget that choosing one-inch margins, Times New Roman
font, double spacing, and so on, are rhetorical choices that make certain arguments rather
than characteristics inherent in textual production. However, the conventions of word
processing software do challenge writers to think about text as design in ways that precomputer-age students, perhaps, did not experience as vividly. Microsoft Word offers a
wealth of examples. Word 2003, for instance, sets its default side margin size at an inch
and a quarter, which is common in business writing, whereas previous versions favored
the one-inch margins more common to academic writing. Academic writers using
Modern Language Association style have to make the deliberate design choice to set oneinch side margins. Likewise, in its 2010 version, Word’s default font changed from the
print-friendly Times New Roman in previous versions to digital display-friendly eleven-
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point Calibri, a sans serif font. To conform to American Psychological Association style,
users have to decide to switch to a 12-point serif font.
It is easy to denaturalize the inherently designed nature of text for writing
consultants by asking them what personalities they imagine different font styles to have.
For instance, the bile that a font like Comic Sans inspires from graphic designers, who
complain that it is “childish,” “shallow,” “empty-headed,” and “immature,” makes it easy
to see that textual design choices have rhetorical impacts that make arguments (Garfield).
The woman’s t-shirt depicted in the cartoon from the website Ban Comic Sans in figure 2
would not be ironic if the font were, say, Arial; the visual design and the language create
meaning through their interaction.6 What arguments, consultants might ask, does a font
like Times New Roman, conventionally used in academic writing, make in comparison?

6 A whole host of t-shirts, websites, and comic strips attest to the strongly negative response that
the font style Comic Sans has provoked, which makes it an obvious choice for illustrating to
consultants the designed nature of text. Its rounded edges and handwritten feel connote a friendly
meekness that rankles. McSweeney’s author Mike Lacher personifies the font style in an imagined
response to its critics entitled, “I’m Comic Sans, Asshole.” The humor of monologue relies on
playing against type. Lacher’s Comic Sans is crude and confrontational. One of the passages
reads, “You don’t like that your coworker used me on that note about stealing her
yogurt from the break room fridge? You don’t like that I’m all over your sister-inlaw’s blog?... Sorry the entire world can’t be all done in stark Eurotrash Swiss type.
Sorry I’m standing in the way of your minimalist Bauhaus-esque fascist snoozefest.”
Like the Irony t-shirt, Lacher’s piece simply would not be funny if he chose a different font. The
interaction between the text and the font style produces meaning.
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Figure 2. Comic Sans Irony T-shirt.
The website Ban Comic Sans includes this comic on its “Propaganda” page and
encourages users to make it into stickers. For many designers, Comic Sans projects a
sense of being too cute for its own good.
Compositions that announce themselves as multimodal, in particular, ask
audiences to understand the visual and verbal in conversation with one another. David
Sheridan, founder of the Multiliteracy Center within the University of Michigan’s
Sweetland Writing Center, increasingly sees writing working in concert with other
modes:
It's operating in conjunction, it's co-operating with other media components. It's
co-operating with photographs and it's taking place in an environment that's
intensely designed, where people have made choices about color and
arrangement. And the writing means something different because it's in this
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context and because these photographs and other design and media elements are
also present. (Sheridan and Millar)
The New London Group suggests Sheridan may even be understating the integrated
relationship of writing and image. They include “multimodal meanings” among the other
modes of meaning: linguistic, visual, audio, gestural, and spatial (28). Combining modes,
they argue, forms a hybrid composition that constitutes a mode in itself (New London
Group 29). “Acknowledging this hybridity,” new media scholar Mary Hocks argues,
“means that the relationships among word and image, verbal texts and visual texts,
‘visual culture’ and ‘print culture’ are all dialogic relationships rather than binary
opposites” (631).
Computer technologies further deepen the hybrid nature of combined verbal and
visual modes, a point which both Walter Ong and, later, Gunther Kress make. Ong argues
in 1982 that computer technology is one more step, after writing and print, toward
intensifying the “spatializing of the word” (Orality and Literacy 133). Kress further notes
that computer screens, particularly with their horizontal orientation as opposed to the
vertical orientation of the page, are built to work with visuals, not language. Thus, writing
and writers must remake themselves on the screen: “[T]he new relations of the medium
of screen with the mode of writing will shape all aspects of the form of writing. This is
beginning to happen already, and it will reshape the possibilities of the arrangements of
knowledge, information, and ideas. The screen offers entirely different possibilities of
arrangements, formal and therefore conceptual, to those of the page” (Kress 20).
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The Embedded Nature of Composing Technologies
Technology represents one of the more daunting hurdles for writing centers that
are deciding whether to take on multimodal consulting. Must multiliteracy consultants be
technology gurus? Should they be able to teach composers to use computer programs,
and should they be responsible for troubleshooting technical glitches? The answers to
these questions depend upon the role that technology plays in composing. An assignment
that University of Illinois Professor Dennis Baron gives his classes sheds some light on
that role; he asks his students to use ancient Sumerian technology to write (74). Baron
gives them lumps of modeling clay, styluses, and dowel rods and assigns them passages
to write in the clay or asks them to draw maps of the routes from their homes to the
classroom (74). At first the students struggle to form a flat, smooth surface. Then the
impressions they make to form one letter squash the adjacent letters. Many quickly run
out of space, and they discover that erasing one word smudges the surrounding words.
The constraints of clay technology affect students’ composing processes and their final
products. Baron reports that “The clay writers are forced to adopt more of a think-beforeyou-write approach, and they show less of a tendency to make major revisions once
they’ve started in a particular direction” (80). His students are anxious to get back to
writing with their laptops, where they can delete, cut, and paste with touch pads instead
of styluses. However, the point is not that composing technologies of the past were
clumsy and the technologies of the present are better. Baron’s history shows that people
push back against each new writing technology—from pencils to computers—because it
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forces composers to learn a new way to write (76–78). Then, as composers accustom
themselves to a writing technology, it gradually becomes “automatic and invisible” (71).
Once a composing technology becomes invisible, it continues to influence
composers’ processes and products but does so without inviting composers to reflect on
this influence. Christina Hass cautions that
[T]o see technology as something that is added to writing in certain situations is to
misunderstand the essential relationship between writing and technology….
Technology and writing are not distinct phenomena; that is, writing has never
been and cannot be separate from technology. Whether it is the stylus of the
ancients, the pen and ink of the medieval scribe, a toddler’s fat crayons, or a new
Powerbook, technology makes writing possible. (x–xi)
The reality of multimodal composing that writing/multiliteracy centers must account for,
then, is that technologies are embedded in compositions themselves. Raising that
awareness reveals values and ways of thinking built into technologies. Anne Frances
Wysocki feels so strongly about making technologies visible that she argues for
redefining “new media” as media that make the material practices of their production
visible, regardless of whether or not they are digital (19). These media, in turn, help
composers denaturalize all composing technologies, along with the values they embody,
and see new possibilities beyond the conventions they employ (Wysocki 13). Printing
press technology, for example, could have developed quite differently than it did and
produced conventions different from the squared-off layouts and straight-lines of text that
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have influenced word processing technologies so fundamentally. Presses could have been
built to incorporate images and diverse layouts more economically (Wysocki 13).
Compositions are what they are because of the technologies that produce them.
This reality was true even before digital technologies came to the fore, as Baron points
out, but the vast variety of digital composing programs available for consultants to learn
make them far from “automatic and invisible.” And the sheer number of digital
composing programs available to learn heightens the challenge of technological expertise
exponentially. To illustrate how computer programs affect composers’ thinking and
production, compare two different programs, like the ubiquitous PowerPoint and the
relative newcomer Prezi, that aim to do similar work. Both programs are designed to
visually argue key points in oral presentations or, in some cases, stand in place of oral
presentations. Even if we narrow our focus to the way that the programs give composers
choices about the structures of their arguments, we can see how the technologies set the
boundaries of argumentation. PowerPoint uses the antiquated technology of photographic
slides as its structuring metaphor (see figure 3). Separate boxes, called slides, appear to
viewers in a linear sequence. The selection of default slide layouts mimics the
orientations of text to image that we would expect to see in print texts like newspapers
and magazines. While users can choose to ignore these default organizing cues, the
defaults encourage users to mimic the top-to-bottom, left-to-right structures of traditional,
word processed texts. And the pre-formatted text boxes also ask composers to chunk
information into categories and distinguish between primary and subordinate information.
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Figure 3. Microsoft PowerPoint Default Settings.
Pre-formatted PowerPoint presentations offer users a white rectangular field that
functions as a title page with two boxes that direct users to add a title and add a
subtitle. Subsequent content slides, likewise, feature two boxes, the upper one for a
slide title and the lower one for text, which is bullet pointed. An organizing pane at the
left gives composers two ways to think about slides in relationship to one another: in
the linear sequence shown here, top to bottom, or in an outline view, which is also
linear, top to bottom, but shows bulleted text as subordinated to title text.
Prezi, in contrast, uses the whiteboard as its guiding metaphor. Instead of “slides”
that appear in a linear order, it presents composers with one large white canvas and
invites them to “Click anywhere & add an idea.” Instead of suggesting the specific type
of component a user should add—title, subtitle, or text—Prezi invites users to add ideas
and leaves them to imagine what they consist of (see figure 4). Prezi also asks composers
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to see relationships among ideas differently than PowerPoint. Instead of top-to-bottom
hierarchies, Prezi allows users to zoom in and out to denote an element’s importance by
its size. Thus it is ill-suited for conveying linear arguments. Instead users “frame”
elements of the presentation in various and possibly overlapping groups. Composers then
sequence the frames by specifying a pathway from one frame to the next, in any order:
up, down, left, right, across, under, over, and so on. Prezi saves the sequence as a Flash
file, which zooms in on each frame in the order the composer specifies. Whereas a
PowerPoint presentation creates the sensation of viewing a photographic slide show or
flipping the pages of a magazine, a Prezi presentation creates the effect of viewing a
video in which the camera moves among the actors.
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Figure 4. Prezi Default Settings.
Even the design of Prezi’s window encourages composers to resist linear structures; the
main commands appear in a cluster of circles in the upper left corner of the screen. In
comparison, PowerPoint’s window divides up into neat rectangles, with a command bar
at the top, an organization pane on the left, and a slide on the right containing text
boxes to fill in. For people accustomed to the squared-off feel of print layouts, the way
PowerPoint structures ideas will feel familiar. For those more accustomed to drawing or
film, the spatial relationships Prezi makes possible will feel more familiar.
When Balazs Turai of the Stanford University Institute of Design wanted to make
a presentation about the Institute’s multidisciplinary approach, he chose to use Prezi. The
program’s grouping and zooming features allowed him to depict the formation of
relationships among and across different groups. Figure 5 through figure 8 show
screenshots of four moments in the presentation that make a visual argument about the
relationship of their work, “design thinking,” to others. The movement from close-up to
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wide-view conveys the sense that the Institute, while centered on the concept of design
thinking has far-reaching impacts within and beyond the university. Even though Turai
completed the Stanford Design presentation and converted it to a Flash file that could run
independently of the Prezi program, its Prezi design logic remains. If we try to imagine
creating Turai’s visual argument in PowerPoint, the effect on viewers would be quite
different, simply because of the program’s native logic. In PowerPoint, viewers stay still
while objects move in relationship to one another. Rather than the viewer zooming
outward to see broader networks of stakeholders, groupings in the center would appear to
shrink while new objects “fly in” to the slide, each object’s movement controlled by a
separate command. To a viewer, it would appear as though the groups were disappearing.
The fact that, in practice, it would be too cumbersome to replicate Turai’s groupings
using PowerPoint’s custom animation commands suggests, too, that the program simply
was not designed to structure arguments in the same way that Prezi does. The two
programs think differently about visual elements and the viewers’ relationship to them.
They demonstrate that choices about which composing programs to use amount to
choices about what sorts of rhetorical moves composers wish to make available to
themselves and their audiences.
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Figure 5. Prezi Screenshot: Close-Up on Design Thinking.
The first in a series of Prezi screenshots that show the structure of relationships that
makes up the Stanford Institute of Design (Turai).

Figure 6. Prezi Screenshot: First Zoom-Out.
The first zoom out gives the viewer the sensation of stepping back from the design
thinking cloud to see that students in the Institute of Design come from a breadth of
fields (Turai).
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Figure 7. Prezi Screenshot: Second Zoom-Out.
The viewer steps further back to see the diverse origins of even more students in the
Institute of Design (Turai).

Figure 8. Prezi Screenshot: Third Zoom-Out.
The final screenshot pulls back to reveal the entities for which Institute students design
(Turai). The series of zoom outs dramatizes the far-reaching impact of the central idea.
Viewers step back further and further.
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EXPERTS IN WHAT?
What are the implications of these realities of multimodal composing for the ways
we choose to construct multiliteracy consulting? The hybridity of multimodal
compositions argues in favor of consultants who are themselves hybrids rather than
specialists in one mode or another. A writing specialist who views one mode in isolation
misses the “multimodal meaning” produced by the interaction among them. The
embedded, visible nature of composing technologies, too, suggests that engagement with
the mechanics of these technologies should be equally embedded and visible in
multiliteracy consulting practice. A consultant who ignores, for instance, the software a
composer chooses is oblivious to the range of rhetorical tools available. Yet, writing
centers face realities which make these conclusions far from simple to put into practice
and certainly more fraught than they are for the composition classroom. For one,
classroom instructors can pick and choose which modes to permit in assignments and
which to forbid. Teachers who are comfortable teaching spoken rhetoric may decide to
design a podcast assignment. Those more comfortable teaching film may create a video
assignment instead. Unlike classroom instructors, multiliteracy consultants cannot set
parameters for the modes a composer employs. While the teacher chooses what comes
into the classroom, the composer chooses what to bring into the center. Deciding not to
offer instruction on multimodal composition, then, does not simply represent the
omission it would be from the classroom; it represents a refusal.
Likewise, the issue of technical knowledge affects multiliteracy centers
differently than composition classrooms. Digital media plays an essential role in
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producing contemporary multimodal rhetoric, and employing digital tools requires
specialized skills. Inevitably, some classroom instructors may decide to limit assignments
to the digital composing tools that they themselves are confident trouble-shooting. Others
ask students to take responsibility for finding technical support. Multiliteracy centers, on
the other hand, cannot limit composers’ choices of programs or software, and composers
will come to centers to ask for technical support no matter whether consultants are
equipped to provide it or not. Both of these differences highlight perhaps the most vexing
issue facing centers that move toward the multiliteracy model: the issue of expertise.
While the next chapter will look further into the roots of writing centers’ anxiety
about expertise, the issue is worth raising the issue briefly here because it represents a
major sticking point for writing centers considering taking on multiliteracy work. The
assumption lingers that if undergraduates can learn to do the work of peer writing
consulting, then writing center work must be too simple to be a legitimate scholarly
endeavor. Researchers and practitioners have worked for decades to establish their
credibility as writing specialists, and now many writing centers are finding that even that
most fundamental component of centers' identities, the "writing" part of our names, illfitting as it becomes more apparent that the composing process is not only a verbal but a
visual, and sometimes aural, act. How, then, can administrators claim the expertise to
train multiliteracy consultants, and how can writing consultants claim the expertise to
work on multimodal projects while retaining their hard-won credibility as writing experts
with faculty, administrators, and composers?
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All-in-One? The Specialist Model
The writing centers that want to embrace the complex interplay of visual, aural,
and verbal have choices to make about who should do the work. Should they hire experts
in fine art, graphic design, computer science, film, or new media design programs and
train them to work parallel to writing specialists? Or should they hire design specialists
and give them additional training in writing consulting or train writing specialists who are
already in the writing center to consult on multimodal projects? Should consultants be
proficient in digital composing technologies, or would IT departments or computer lab
technicians better handle that work? Writing/multiliteracy centers answer these questions
by choosing among different staffing models. Jackie Grutsch McKinney argues that the
ideal answer is what she calls the “all-in-one” model. This model, like the one at the
Michigan State University Writing Center, has three features: consultants specialize in
particular modes of communication, they are able to address the mechanics of
technologies, and they provide the hardware and software required for composing (“New
Media [R]evolution” 211). While McKinney uses the term “all-in-one” to mean that all
aspects of multiliteracy consulting are housed within one center, it is, perhaps, a
misleading descriptor for a place in which she imagines that “new media writing is
isolated from other writing and tutored by specialty tutors” (“New Media [R]evolution”
210). In centers where two separate groups of consultants work in parallel, specialist
model may be a more accurate term.
Several other writing centers feature a more pronounced version of the specialist
model; they have created a discreet multiliteracy center within the writing center. Florida
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State University is one example. The English Department houses a writing center and the
Digital Studio. The writing center works strictly on writing, while the Digital Studio bills
itself as “not an ordinary computer lab”: “Tutors who staff the Digital Studio can help
brainstorm project ideas, provide feedback on the content and design of a digital project,
facilitate collaboration for group projects and presentations, and/or explain the interface
and nuances of a given program” (Florida). The University of Michigan’s Sweetland
Writing Center also hosts a discreet multiliteracy center within its writing center,
breaking the center up into various specialty areas. Centers that employ the specialist
model can make strong claims about their consultants’ expertise. Their digital media
consultants receive specialized training, and, one presumes, the centers make an effort to
hire consultants with backgrounds in digital media, speech communication, or design.
But, as McKinney suggests, a drawback to the specialist model is the resources it requires
(“New Media [R]evolution” 212–14). Providing some of the staff additional training in
multimodal rhetoric and composing technologies, as well as providing computer
hardware and software, demands significant investments of time and money.
Michael Pemberton expresses reservations about technology-rich multiliteracy
centers like these. He sets these concerns in the context of writing centers’ historically
“uneasy relationship” with technology (“Planning for Hypertexts” 13). The Stanford
University Hume Writing Center has adopted a technology-light version of the specialist
model that likewise belies some discomfort with the idea that technology is integrated in
the composing process. Like Michigan State’s center, the Hume Writing Center is staffed
by two distinct categories of consultants: writing consultants and digital media
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consultants. However, it takes the specialist model even further than other multiliteracy
centers by outsourcing technological support. Their website explains to composers what
they will and will not do: “Digital media consultations provide feedback on the ‘rhetoric’
or the persuasiveness of the digital work--helping students explore the ‘what’ and ‘why’
of the project, rather than the ‘how’ of technical production” (PWR Stanford
University). For technical support, they encourage students to visit a campus computer
lab instead (PWR Stanford University). On its face, the Stanford model may seem
enticing; it releases the writing center from the responsibility for providing hardware and
software and training consultants to use them. Likewise it resists having the writing
center devolve into the contemporary version of a fix-it shop where composers come
merely to fix a computer glitch or print out a paper, “something along the lines of what
they would get at a Kinko’s” (Fishman 62).7 But the assumption behind outsourcing, that
composing technologies are a-rhetorical, misreads the nature of multimodal composing. It
is one more step in the long push-and-pull history of technology use in writing center.
While simplifying the task of multiliteracy consulting, outsourcing technology support
artificially isolates compositions from the tools that create them. We must look to other

7 David Sheridan, Jackie Grutsch McKinney, and Teddi Fishman report that their multiliteracy
centers have had to actively work against becoming reduced to a drop-in technical support service
for students who have purely technological matters to address, such as retrieving files or scanning
a document (Sheridan, “All Things” 76; McKinney, “New Media [R]evolution” 214; Fishman
62). If centers do not learn to embrace the materiality of rhetorical production, Sheridan argues,
we may find that “Our skills-drills nightmare has been replaced by a point-and-click one” (“All
Things” 76, 81–82).
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multiliteracy centers to find models that avoid some of the pitfalls of the specialist model
and the technology-light model.

“Superconsultants” to the Rescue: The Generalist Model
With so many multiliteracy centers taking on specialist staffing models and
hosting centers within centers, it might appear that having a generalist model, in which all
consultants are prepared to work with composers on all modes and multimodal projects
as well as lend technological expertise, is too tall an order. Those opting for a generalist
model face serious challenges in training staff to be the jacks of many trades. To
University of Michigan Multiliteracy Center founder David Sheridan, they sound like
“superconsultants” (“All Things” 83). Michael Pemberton picks up that theme in
“Planning for Hypertexts in the Writing Center… Or Not,” a meditation about the pitfalls
of multiliteracy center work:
Ultimately, we have to ask ourselves whether it is really the writing center’s
responsibility to be all things to all people. There will always be more to learn.
There will always be new groups making demands on our time and our resources
in ways we haven’t yet planned for. And there will never be enough time or
enough money or enough tutors to meet all those demands all of the time. If we
diversify too widely and spread ourselves too thinly in an attempt to encompass
too many different literacies, we may not be able to address any set of literate
practices particularly well. (Pemberton, “Planning for Hypertexts” 21)
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On its face, the generalist model weakens writing centers’ arguments of expertise and, as
Pemberton suggests, leads to mission creep that diversifies the writing center to the point
of diluting its value. He worries that already overstretched writing center practitioners
simply cannot find additional time in an already packed training agenda to dedicate to
multimodal consulting (Pemberton, “Planning for Hypertexts” 21). Randall Beebe and
Mary Bonevelle share the same concern, arguing that “adding another dimension to their
[consultants’] job description hardly seems fair; many writing centers are already
understaffed without the resources to provide extensive training” (47).
In the face of such practical challenges, is it possible to bridge this expertise gap?
If we think of multiliteracy work as an add-on to writing consulting, as Pemberton,
Beebe, and Bonevelle do, then the answer may be “no.” But what if, instead, we envision
a new role entirely, that of rhetoric consultant, which replaces the role of writing
consultant? Re-envisioning writing consultants as rhetoric consultants reframes the
writing center’s expertise. The consultant no longer focuses on a mode-specific pedagogy
but rather develops expertise in rhetoric as an architectonic art that structures meaning
making in all modes of communication. Writing, then, becomes one of many modes that
centers would address. In contrast to McKinney and Pemberton, I would argue that the
generalist model of multiliteracy consulting is the ideal, both in pedagogical and practical
terms. If done well, it is the model most sensitive to the realities of multimodal
composing’s hybrid modes and embedded technologies.
The Furman University StudioLab, the Worchester Polytechnic Institute Writing
Center, and other communication centers prove that the generalist model can succeed,
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and with undergraduate consultants no less. StudioLab founding director James Inman
trained Furman consultants to be “general practitioners” who can address multimodal
projects and the technologies that produce them (10, 12). David Sheridan argues that
“Asking for such consultants might seem like asking for the sun, moon, and stars if it
were not for the fact that we are all increasingly asked to have these skills in our public,
professional, and personal lives” (“All Things” 83). Resisting engagement with
composers at the very moment that they are tackling their most complex communication
projects argues for the irrelevance of writing centers. Sheridan expresses his admiration
for the multiliteracy consultants he has worked with at the University of Michigan and,
later, Michigan State University who were able to meet such high standards (“All
Things” 83); they prove that the generalist model can work.
The suggestion that writing centers should make the turn toward rhetoric is not
new. John Trimbur foresaw it in his 2000 article predicting the future of writing centers
as multiliteracy centers (“Multiliteracies” 30). In more recent years, David Sheridan and
Kathleen Blake Yancey have both, in their own ways, echoed Trimbur. Speaking about
the Clemson University Class of 1941 Studio for Student Communication, Yancey points
to the complex relationship between visuals and language. She argues that what we see in
the writing center is not just writing anymore; it is argumentation (Hart and Yancey).
Sheridan elaborates on his multiliteracy consulting work with a composition class taught
by his colleague George Cooper:
I think both George and I really saw all of these things as an extension of rhetoric
and as an extension of the fundamental goal of communicating with an
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audience…. So we begin from a rhetorical base, from a rhetorical perspective that
says, "I'm a communicator, and I want to communicate a message to a particular
audience for a particular reason, and I have certain goals, a purpose, for
communicating this message. I want them to do something. I want them to
consider certain perspectives. I want them to reflect on certain things. (Sheridan
and Millar)
As centers move toward rhetoric, Trimbur argues, the field’s focus will move away from
writers’ processes and toward their products (“Multiliteracies” 30). This shift, while not
necessarily a rejection of process pedagogy, would challenge its role as the defining
approach to writing center work. The next chapter examines the maintenance of this
definition as a lynchpin in contemporary writing center identities. It functions as both an
enabling and a limiting approach to formulating the work of writing consulting. On one
hand, placing process pedagogy at the core keeps alive the 1970s mission to democratize
higher education in contemporary writing consulting and provides a body of scholarship
that argues for the professional legitimacy of a feminized field. On the other, it narrows
the range of professional identities and pedagogical approaches that writing center
practitioners recognize in the field. Trimbur’s argument suggests that as centers begin to
take on multimodal consulting work, these limitations pose more serious consequences.
To proponents of process pedagogy, Trimbur’s vision for the future may sound
more like a regression to current-traditional approaches to writing instruction.8 However,

8 For more detailed explorations of composing technologies and their orientations toward either
current-traditional or process pedagogies, see Computers and the Teaching of Writing in
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he goes on to suggest that centers will instead move toward a rhetoric-based approach to
working with composers (“Multiliteracies” 30). While Trimbur’s short piece does not
explain why he thinks these trends will arise, I would argue that process pedagogy
becomes less adequate to work in multiliteracy centers because it deals with writing and
writing processes exclusively. In a study of art and design students in the United States
and the United Kingdom, the students interviewed approached invention, seeking
feedback, overcoming blocks, and managing their time quite differently depending on
whether they were working on visual or writing projects (Orr, Blythman, and Mullin).
Presentation design programs like Prezi, for example, highlight the way that multimodal
composing processes may invite different possibilities than writing processes.
What remains is to flesh out a rhetorically-grounded pedagogy and understand its
implications for composers and consultants, centers, and the communities they serve. The
remainder of this chapter imagines the pedagogical shift centers operating on a generalist
model would need to make, offering a rhetorically-based approach to consultant
development in visual design that relies on expertise in rhetoric rather than design. It
examines the role of audience in writing and argues that audience awareness can provide
a rhetorically-informed principle on which to base a multiliteracy consulting pedagogy.
And it looks at how a major shift in contemporary design studies echoes the emphasis on
audience. Current conversations about audience in design studies are occurring in parallel
to similar discussions in composition studies and cognitive psychology. By putting the

American Higher Education, 1979-1994: A History by Gail Hawisher et al, Eric Hobson’s
introduction to Wiring the Writing Center, and Peter Carino’s “Computers in the Writing Center,
A Cautionary History.”
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disciplines in conversation, rhetoric reveals its architectonic function to cross and blend
modes. And, finally, I propose an approach to teaching rhetoric consultants a design
pedagogy. The chapters that follow, then, look at what such a reconceptualization of the
writing consultant means for writing/multiliteracy centers’ institutional identities and for
the communities in which they work.

THE AUDIENCE AS EXPERT
In my capacity as a writing center administrator, I visit classes and faculty
meetings to introduce people to the role the center might play in our campus community.
I often ask these groups how many people seek feedback on their drafts. It is probably not
surprising to know that not a lot of hands go up in classes whose students who are early
in their college careers. When I ask why they seek feedback, underclassmen most often
explain some variation of “A reader can catch the mistakes I missed.” They cite typos and
missing words among the mistakes that their readers find. Graduate students and faculty
members tend to seek feedback in greater numbers and typically describe different
reasons for doing so. They report seeking out readers to learn whether their ideas are
interesting and clear and where their arguments could be stronger. Less experienced
writers tend to think they know more about the impacts of their arguments; for them,
readers merely catch oversights or sentence-level errors. They look for feedback to help
them close the gap between the actual draft and the draft they intended. More
experienced writers, on the other hand, more often ask readers to help them imagine a
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new and better draft than the one that the writer originally intended. Part of the process of
maturing as a writer is, ironically, realizing how much less one knows. “It takes time,”
Walter Ong suggests, “to get a feel for the roles that readers can be expected comfortably
to play in the modern academic world” (“Writer’s Audience” 19). These experiences with
groups of writers highlight the fact that accepting our shortcomings in imagining
audiences’ reactions is a developmental process.
The audience for written communication is not actual, but fictional, a product of
the writer’s imagination that can play an active role in composition. Ong argues that a
skilled author learns to project a fictional audience and context for the composition in
order to understand its meaning from the prospective reader’s point of view (“In Our
Times” 3). "[T]he writer must anticipate all the different senses in which any statement
can be interpreted and correspondingly clarify meaning, making sure to anticipate every
objection that might be made and to cover it suitably” (“In Our Times” 3). Not only do
writers have to anticipate objections to their stances, they have to anticipate which
objections readers will want to see addressed and which do not interest them (“In Our
Times” 3). The author must imagine what knowledge the reader already has that need not
be made explicit in the text. Ong notes, "This knowledge is one of the things that
separates the beginning graduate student or even the brilliant undergraduate from the
mature scholar” (“Writer’s Audience” 19).
Research in composition studies and cognitive psychology helps explain Ong’s
sense that the crucial ability to imagine an audience sets apart less mature from more
mature composers. Case studies by Nancy Sommers compare the revision practices of 20
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first-year college students to those of 20 experienced professional writers, journalists,
editors, and scholars (“Revision Strategies” 380). She traces differences between the two
groups to their relationships to their audiences and finds that, for inexperienced writers,
invention concludes before drafting begins (“Revision Strategies” 385–86). Because the
ideas are thus fixed once they hit the screen, the inexperienced writers mainly consider
the readers’ experience of the text at the lexical level. The focus of revision becomes
more a matter of rewording to convert the words and repetition of spoken language into
the concise, linear style of written language (“Revision Strategies” 382). For experienced
writers, however, revising acts as a form of invention itself, and an imagined audience
functions as a sort of co-author throughout the revising process. In case studies of
experienced writers, Sommers finds that
[t]he anticipation of a reader’s judgment causes a feeling of dissonance when the
writer recognizes incongruities between intention and execution, and requires
these writers to make revisions on all levels. Such a reader gives them just what
the students lacked: new eyes to “re-view” their work. (“Revision Strategies” 385)
Dissonance is the advantage that readers (imagined and actual) provide. Readers
productively destabilize the fixed ideas that inexperienced writers favor. Audiences help
writers find the gaps that motivate them to invent and reinvent arguments and structures
in order to speak to particular people at particular moments.
To help less experienced writers develop their ability to see the whole text
through the reader’s eyes, it helps to understand why they think differently than more
experienced writers. Cognitive psychologist Ronald Kellogg’s research offers an
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explanation. He differentiates between experienced and inexperienced writers’ ability to
consider audience in terms of their memories. Kellogg demonstrates that, for
undergraduates, writing requires considerable mental effort. Even basic composing
activities require a cognitive effort similar to that of an expert chess player contemplating
a move, roughly twice the effort it takes to read a complex text (Psychology of Writing
18). When basic writing activities like grammar, syntax, typing, and spelling are not yet
automated and stored in long-term memory, less experienced writers struggle to juggle
them all in their working memories (Kellogg, “Training Advanced Writing Skills” 256).
Undergraduates’ working memories strain to hold all the skills that are not yet automatic,
distracting them from the concerns that more experienced writers focus on (“Training
Advanced Writing Skills” 256). Though less experienced writers work hard at the
sentence level to please readers, the complex demands that writing places on their
memories inhibit their ability to significantly revise holistically.
Kellogg shows that writers typically do not begin to develop a sophisticated sense
of audience until about 20 years into their writing careers (“Training Writing Skills” 3).
They progress through three stages, illustrated in figure 9. The first stage, knowledgetelling, represents the first decade of practice. While writers at this stage may consider the
text or reader, they cannot hold those aspects of communication in their short-term
memories long enough to develop stable understandings (“Training Writing Skills” 5).
The middle stage, from 10 to 20 years of practice, represents writers whose focus is on
making their texts represent their ideas. Most high school and college students are at this
knowledge-transforming stage. While they can and do consider audience as they write,
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knowledge-transforming writers typically cannot do so without impeding their ability to
succeed at the sentence level, which they deem more important (Kellogg, “Training
Writing Skills” 8). More advanced knowledge-transforming writers are attuned to the
dissonances between what their texts convey and what they want them to convey, as well
as the dissonances readers create. This dynamic produces a productive instability in the
text that allows these writers to see revision as an opportunity to generate fresh ideas
(“Training Writing Skills” 7). Above all, experts enter the knowledge-crafting stage once
they formulate “what to say and how to say it with the potential reader fully in mind”
(“Training Writing Skills” 7).
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Figure 9. Kellogg’s Three Cognitive Stages in Writers' Development.
This figure from “Training Writing Skills,” shows that only after about 20 years of
practice do writers automate enough skills to free up sufficient memory reserves to
begin to focus on their own ideas, the text itself, and the reader (4).
Ong, Sommers, and Kellogg demonstrate in different ways the central role that
audience awareness and dissonance play in writing development. Ong imagines the
writer’s journey toward expertise as perilous: “There are no live persons facing the writer
to clarify his thinking by their reactions. There is no feed-back. There are no auditors to
look pleased or puzzled. This is a desperate world, a terrifying world, a lonely, unpeopled
world, not at all the world of natural oral-aural exchange” (“In Our Times” 3). So how
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can rhetoric consultants help less experienced composers develop audience awareness in
the face of such isolation? Writing in 1979, Ong recommended that writers develop a
sense of audience through copious amounts of reading (“In Our Times” 3). A writer,
resigned to alienation from an audience, can at least read enough to develop a
compendium of strategies that other writers use to connect with readers. But his claim
that writers have no hope for feedback is rather extreme. Five years after Ong published
his bleak vision, the university where he taught, Saint Louis University, opened its
writing center. I like to think that the composing landscape would have seemed less
“desperate” and “terrifying” to him had he seen his students getting face-to-face feedback
from a writing consultant.
Both Kellogg and Sommers look to feedback from intermediary readers as means
to develop audience awareness, though they suggest somewhat different approaches. In
recognition of the reality that instructors have limited time to provide writers feedback,
Kellogg and his co-authors advocate supplementing instructor comments with feedback
from automated electronic assessment programs like Criterion and e-rater (Kellogg,
Whiteford, and Quinlan 182). Writers who use these programs for consistent feedback on
short, timed writing assignments with multiple drafts do improve sentence-level
correctness compared to writers who do not use them (Kellogg, Whiteford, and Quinlan
179). However, Kellogg’s own research has not demonstrated that those gains translate to
improvements in other writing skills, such as audience awareness or argumentation
(Kellogg, Whiteford, and Quinlan 189).
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The intensive task of providing writer-, text-, and context-specific feedback,
Sommers argues, is the most fruitful option. She asks composition instructors to play the
role that readers play for expert writers:
As teachers, we know that most students find it difficult to imagine a reader’s
response in advance, and to use such responses as a guide in composing. Thus, we
comment on student writing to dramatize the presence of a reader, to help our
students to become that questioning reader themselves, because, ultimately, we
believe that becoming such a reader will help them to evaluate what they have
written and develop control over their writing. (“Responding” 148)
While Sommers’ focus is the classroom instructor, in important ways, the rhetoric
consultant’s ability to “dramatize the presence of a reader” is less vexed than a classroom
instructor’s. Writing center consultations offer some of the most immediate feedback a
writer could get (short of Kellogg’s automated assessment programs, which are
problematic for a host of reasons) and avoid at least some of the grader/student hierarchy
that can undermine even the most skillful instructor’s feedback.
Writing consultants can employ a suite of strategies for performing the role of a
reader. Among them are metacommentary and point-predict reading. When a consultant
offers metacommentary on a writer’s draft, she may, for example, read the piece aloud,
pausing to describe the experiences and thoughts that arise. The consultant might say
things like “I feel excited to keep reading in order to see how you’re going to solve the
problem you set up” or “I’m slowing down because I’m looking for cues about how this
point connects to the previous paragraph.” If the prose is muddled, she might explain,
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“I’m not sure I understand that sentence, so I’m going to read it again.” A consultant
using the point-predict strategy pauses at the end of each paragraph or section of a draft
to summarize what he imagines is its point or argument and then predicts what the next
part might accomplish. The writer can then develop a sense of how to anticipate the
reader’s responses. Incorrect predictions can open conversations about the value of either
meeting or defying the reader’s expectations. In describing sessions where consultants
use these strategies, writers at the Columbia University writing center say things like
“[The consultant] really triggered me to ask questions about my own writing and to
reconsider the way I am presenting my ideas to a reader” and “She struck a balance
between responding to the questions that I brought up as a writer and helping me to see
other issues in my piece from the reader’s perspective” (Exit Survey).
I see the job of dramatizing the presence of a reader as the primary role of a
rhetoric consultant, performing for writers what a reader knows, does not know, expects,
and wants to learn—the key knowledge writers must acquire according to Walter Ong. I
want to extend that argument to say that we can also help composers by dramatizing the
presence of a viewer and a listener of multimodal compositions. But how would these
strategies—based on writing-specific research—translate to multimodal design
consulting? What would an audience-based multiliteracy consulting pedagogy look like?
The field of design studies has been redefining itself in the last few decades in a way that
presents opportunities to find some answers. We will look for them first in one design
program.
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THE RHETORIC REVOLUTION IN DESIGN STUDIES
In the early 1990s, the well-regarded School of Design at Carnegie Mellon
University made a radical revision to its curriculum. Prior to that, the school featured a
traditional design education which was heavy on fundamentals and principles, especially
for students in their early years in the program. Influenced by the Bauhaus and New
Bauhaus schools, the old courses placed the image or object at the center; the school
sought to give their students a strong background in materials, tools, and methods (R.
Buchanan, “Design Research” 13). But by the 1990s, major changes were taking place in
the field, and the design faculty decided to replace its design fundamentals course with
one called Human Experience in Design (Carnegie Mellon). They now also offer courses
called Interaction Design, Communication Design, and How People Work (Carnegie
Mellon). The head of the School of Design at that time, Richard Buchanan, echoes
multiliteracies researcher David Sheridan when he characterizes the new approach as
“grounded in rhetorical purpose” (R. Buchanan, “Design Research” 13). Buchanan,
comparing the school’s old and new curricula, explains that “The relationship of these
two approaches is perhaps evident if one observes that the last chapter of a school
grammar book is usually a chapter devoted to ‘how to write an essay.’ In contrast, the last
chapter of a school rhetoric book is a chapter on grammar and style. The analogy is
significant for design education” (“Design Research” 13). Buchanan guided the school in
a move away from principles-based design, which assumes that a design’s value resides
in the form or internal logic of the text or object itself, to rhetoric-based design, which
presumes that value reside in the interaction among the thing and its user or audience, its
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culture, and its moment. The changes at Carnegie Mellon were one outcome of a much
larger transformation in design in the 1980s and 1990s.
Along with curricular change, design studies scholars have worked to resituate the
field within the liberal arts (R. Buchanan, “Wicked Problems” 5; Gallagher, Martin, and
Ma 29), putting it in closer proximity to the work of rhetoric and composition studies.
Carnegie Mellon explains it as such in its undergraduate catalog, describing design as an
“integrative discipline”:
[T]he vision of design operating behind the School of Design contrasts sharply
with visions that seek to reduce design to a fine art, a branch of engineering, or an
area of the social sciences. The central theme of the School is communication and
human experience. This reflects a new humanistic vision of design in the
contemporary world, where a premium is placed on the designer's ability to
invent, judge, make decisions, and evaluate for the purpose of improving the
quality of life. For the design school at Carnegie Mellon, design is a new liberal
art of technological culture.
This new way of looking at design represents a huge step, if for no other reason than the
subdisciplines of design studies are so disparate and are rooted in such different ways of
thinking (R. Buchanan, “Wicked Problems” 10–12). Graphic designers, for instance, take
on the role of “interpreter of messages,” getting a company’s message out into the world,
while industrial designers focus their energy on the material thing (R. Buchanan,
“Wicked Problems” 10–12). And architecture designers have long been trained to think
in terms of systems or environments and, in more recent decades, “deconstructionist
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architecture” (R. Buchanan, “Wicked Problems” 11). Placing these subdisciplines under
one umbrella is quite a feat, but design studies scholars have achieved it through rhetoric.
Even in 1985, Buchanan was sounding the call of rhetoric as a bridging tool, “We are left
with an inescapable conclusion that designers are discovering an entirely new aspect of
demonstrative rhetoric that will significantly affect our understanding of rhetoric as a
modern architectonic art” (“Declaration” 22).
With a turn toward rhetoric has come the turn toward audience-centered
approaches in design education. Buchanan identifies what he terms four topoi of design
in the twentieth century that help describe the field’s newfound investment in audience
and the influences at work on the School of Design. The early and middle parts of the
century, he argues, focused on the two topoi of visual symbols (words and images) and
things: the conveying of information through visual and material artifacts (R. Buchanan,
“Design and the New Rhetoric” 201). Reason and considerations of form dictated the
production of designs that would bring order, logic, and energy to people’s lives
(Margolin and R. Buchanan xi). Rationalist designers of the 1950s and 1960s embraced
concise, clean forms (Margolin and R. Buchanan xi) that one can see, for example, in the
work of Dieter Rams, an influential designer for electronics company Braun. His designs
transformed the look of sound systems from the clunky, dark wood cabinets of the day,
which were intended to mimic living room furniture, to simple, sleek boxes with dials.
The basic rectangular housing of his iconic Braun Radiogram record player was so clean
and striking that other designers dubbed it “Snow White’s coffin” (Spitz 177; see figure
10). Rams espoused a “Back to purity, back to simplicity” philosophy that exemplified
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the aesthetic of the era (“Ten Principles”). It is not difficult to see echoes of his
sensibility in iPods and other contemporary electronics. Richard Buchanan and Victor
Margolin argue that form-centered design so dominated the field that even subsequent
designers who opposed the rationalists, 1960s Pop designers and 1980s Memphis
designers and new-wave typographers, still placed their focus on the designed object
instead of the processes of crafting it or the meaning it took on through use (xi).

Figure 10. Snow White's Coffin.
Dieter Rams designed the Radiogram SK55 for Braun in 1963. Rams' simple white box
marked a distinct departure from previous record players and continues to influence
audio product design today (Radiogram SK55).
The late part of the twentieth century, Buchanan continues, introduced
considerations of the topoi of action and environment (“Design and the New Rhetoric”
201). The contemporary realization is that images and artifacts take on meaning only
through people’s experience—in other words, through interaction—and through context.
Buchanan argues, then, that we begin to see design as action in which "the human being
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is no longer regarded as a passive receiver of messages or an external entity caught in the
workings of a product” (“Design and the New Rhetoric” 201). The new realms of design
born out of this shift include interaction design, human-centered design, and participatory
design, all concerned with how people interact with one another through the mediation of
design (R. Buchanan, “Design and the New Rhetoric” 202). In light of these new
considerations, designers began to reassess the centrality of form and function in the
1980s and, with it, the role of audience. Looking forward, Buchanan predicts that
designers and audiences will become more active agents in meaning making:
As this work unfolds, it will likely seek to reposition graphic design within the
dynamic flow of experience and communication, emphasizing rhetorical
relationships among graphic designers, audiences, and the content of
communication. In this situation, designers would no longer be viewed as
individuals who decorate messages, but as communicators who seek to discover
convincing arguments by means of a new synthesis of images and words. In turn,
this will shift attention toward audiences as active participants in reaching
conclusions rather than passive recipients of preformed messages. (“Wicked
Design” 12)
As the orientation toward interaction design and design-in-use demonstrate, the field now
shares composition studies’ investment in the rhetorical concerns of audiences.
One result of designers’ new focus on audience is a fundamental shift in the
source of expertise. If a design only takes on meaning through a user/viewer’s interaction
with it, the user/viewer is the final arbiter of its impact. Design studies scholars Victoria
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Gallagher, Kelly Norris Martin, and Magdy Ma argue that this opens designing up to a
much wider audience:
Historically, design as a practice has been understood as a bit more restricted to
“experts” or “designers” than to the public at large. However, as our analysis
demonstrates, design is being reconceptualized in the twenty-first century as
much more democratic, based at least in part on the digital technology revolution
and the increasing popularity of audience-centered approaches. (29)
Shifting design expertise to the audience opens the door for rhetoric consultants to work
with design and writing alike. So, while I am wary of oversimplifying the parallels
between historical trends in composition studies and design studies, the revision of the
Carnegie Mellon curriculum and the larger changes it represents signal an important
moment of potential convergence. Rhetoric has served an architectonic function that
bridges the many subdisciplines of design, and it can likewise provide a common
language through which to understand different modes of communication.
I find, however, that popular approaches to teaching consultants visual design
squander this potential for convergence. Design pedagogy in the multiliteracy center
stands today where design studies stood in the middle of the twentieth century: focused
on form and principles rather than audiences. The next section takes its cue from
Carnegie Mellon’s revised design curriculum to propose one possible method for revising
writing/multiliteracy center staff development in visual rhetoric. The goal is to create a
rhetorically-grounded method that is accessible to people who lack design backgrounds
and that will ready consultants to help composers to imagine how their design choices
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will affect audiences. It departs from previous efforts in the sense that it begins not from
design principles derived by experts but from consultants’ experiences with design. In
other words, instead of moving from concepts to practice, it moves from practice to
concepts—and, in the process, puts multimodal design learning within reach of nonexperts and situates design in social contexts rather than a-contextual terms or categories.
It is a method that consultants can also teach to composers so that composers themselves
can develop their sensitivity toward audiences.

TEACHING RHETORIC CONSULTANTS TO SEE

Learning from the Experts
When even Cynthia Selfe, whose primary research focus is new media pedagogy,
admits that “like most of my colleagues, I have only limited ability to help students
analyze the visual elements of text and even less in helping them create texts composed
of such elements,” (68) what is a writing center administrator to do? How can
multiliteracy centers that choose a generalist model train their consultants to prepare for
working with multimodal composers? In her chapter "Toward New Media Texts: Taking
Up the Challenges of Visual Literacy," Selfe argues that visual literacy is an effective
approach for teachers of composition who feel ill-prepared to begin working with new
media texts (67). Writing center studies and composition studies scholars have published
helpful guides to foster visual literacy. These efforts, however, demonstrate some of the
internal tensions between the argument, on one hand, that consultants do not need
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extensive design expertise and, on the other hand, that consultant training should build
upon that expertise.
Two of the more influential voices on visual rhetoric in writing centers, David
Sheridan and Jackie Grutsch McKinney, advocate for a rhetoric-centered pedagogy of
multimodal consulting but recommend design resources that take an approach more akin
to the “grammar of design” curriculum that Carnegie Mellon rejected (R. Buchanan,
“Design Research” 13). Sheridan and McKinney both suggest that writing consultants
learn from Robin Williams’ The Non-Designer’s Design Book (McKinney, “New Media
Matters” 44; Sheridan, “All Things” 86). The book is often recommended as a design
resource in multiliteracy centers, and it likewise receives frequent mention in
composition studies scholarship more broadly. The Clemson multiliteracy center, for one,
assigns the book to its consultants-in-training (Fishman 66). Each of its four chapters is
devoted to a single design principle (Williams 13). By way of explaining the book’s
logic, Williams describes her “Joshua tree epiphany”: she never noticed any Joshua trees
near her home in northern California until she read a book that showed her how to
identify them by their distinctive features. Then she began to see them in the yards of
nearly every house in her neighborhood (11). Williams argues that understanding design
must begin with principles; principles precede experience (see figure 11). The book’s
four principles—contrast, repetition, alignment, and proximity—describe predictable,
stable relationships among visual elements. Thus, her design advice appears in the form
of commands and rules: “Repeat visual elements of the design throughout the piece”;
“Items relating to each other should be grouped close together” (13).
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Figure 11. Williams’ Three Steps to Good Design.
Robin Williams promises design skills to non-specialists in three simple steps (12).
Williams’ methodology is hardly unique within composition studies. Some
resources, however, improve upon the Non-Designer’s Design Book to the extent that
they couple basic design principles with basic rhetorical principles. A popular example is
Cheryl Ball and Kristin Arola’s compact disks ix visual exercises and ix visual exercises
for tech comm. The former, bundled with textbooks and also sold as a stand-alone, was
distributed to close to 100,000 users (presumably mostly college composition students) in
its first five years (Ball). Ball and Arola structure their lessons around nine chapters (see
figure 12). Like The Non-Designer’s Design Book’s chapters, each chapter of ix visual
exercises begins with a definition. Users then view images accompanied by questions that
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prompt them to apply the definition. Finally, assignments invite users to put the
definitions into practice with designs of their own.

Figure 12. “How ix Works.”
Two screen captures from ix visual exercises show, at left, the structure of each module
and, at right, the subject of each module. The program asks users to learn visual design
deductively, first learning "the fundamentals" and then applying and practicing them.
Though approaches such as Williams’ and Ball and Arola’s seem to comfort nonspecialists that they can learn basic, concrete design principles without too much effort,
in two respects they risk actually placing effective design pedagogy out of reach of
rhetoric consultants. The first potential pitfall is simplifying design to such an extent that
it reads like immutable rules. Reduced to a neat set of terms or commands, good
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designing would be as “easy” as Williams claims. But by replacing “design” with
“writing” in figure 11, the difficulties with this methodology become clear. Could we
imagine teaching students that good writing is as easy as learning to apply three
principles of writing that are removed from rhetorical considerations of audience and
rhetorical situation? At its worst, boiling down visual design to a small set of terms and
rules promotes formulaic designing and positions the writing center as a design fix-it
shop, where composers come to rely on consultants to apply their specialized knowledge
to “correct” their compositions. Admittedly, Ball and Arola’s approach is somewhat more
encouraging than Williams’ approach. They draw from a broader range of concepts and,
in the exercise portion, favor open-ended questions that encourage users to delve into
gray areas rather than merely follow set commands.
The second potential risk is rhetorical. Design learning that is heavy on formal
principles and light on rhetorical concerns like audience, rhetorical situation, the
rhetorical appeals, kairos, and so on, leads to the kind of obliviousness to viewers’
experiences that the Carnegie Mellon design school rejected. Anne Frances Wysocki also
picks up on the ethical dimension of the problem of a-rhetorical design in her critique of
The Non-Designer’s Design Book. She uses William’s principles to read an advertisement
that ran in The New Yorker for Peek, a book of photographs from the Kinsey Institute
(Wysocki 150). The ad features a photograph of a partially nude woman standing in
profile wearing only black gloves and boots against a dark, patterned wallpaper
background, overlayed with the title of the book and two tag lines describing the book.
Read through Williams’ principles, Wysocki argues, the ad is a lesson in well-executed
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contrast. The dark background, black gloves, and boots draw the viewer’s attention
instantly to area they frame at the center of the page, the “woman’s lovely in-soft-focusso-as-almost-to-glow white ass” (Wysocki 151). Purely applying Non-Designer’s
principles would lead us to conclude that the Peek advertisement is a well-executed
design. Williams’ book, however, takes us no further. It does not prompt us to ask who
the woman is, what agency she has in the production of this image, what position viewing
the photo places the audience or photographer in, and so on. “[T]eaching Williams’
principles ‘as is’ can quietly encourage us to forget—they certainly do not ask us to see—
that there is someone’s body in this layout” (Wysocki 152).
The deductive approach of some popular visual rhetoric texts for writing
consultants makes design specialists like Williams the source of knowledge about visual
rhetoric consulting. The beginning point is a principle formulated by a specialist. My
concern is that this approach both treats design as a-rhetorical and contributes to
consultants’ feeling that design is something beyond their reach, something handed down
to them from on-high. No wonder, then, that many writing center administrators and
consultants feel daunted by taking on multiliteracy center work: the focus is on teaching
design rules rather than helping composers develop the ability to anticipate the impact of
their choices on audiences. However, when we shift to the rhetoric consultant model,
rhetoric must be at the center of consultant development.
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Learning from One Another: Josef Albers and the Interaction of Color
The goal in training rhetoric consultants is to develop a method of teaching visual
rhetoric that works inductively and spotlights the rhetorical interaction among the
composer, composition, and audience. Josef Albers, painter and art professor, developed
a method of teaching about the behavior of colors that proves useful. Beginning with his
teaching with the Bauhaus School in Germany in the 1920s and 1930s and continuing
during his years at Black Mountain College and Yale through the 1960s (Josef & Anni
Albers Foundation), Albers worked out a method for teaching color that relied on
deriving principles from students’ experimentation. Thus, his students did the reverse of
the training that many writing consultants receive today. For his students, principles were
the result, rather than the starting place, of their study (Albers 1). This approach was
strongly rooted in the Bauhaus belief that finding new and innovative ways to deal with
the everyday art of living required room to innovate and play with new materials.
However, the Bauhaus philosophy is open to criticism; design historian Jorge Frascara
writes of the Bauhaus school that “The notion of innovation it pursued was devoid of
social responsibility and cultural sensitivity…. They still believed in universal absolutes
and were ready to steamroll any and every preference that departed from theirs” (Frascara
15). In fact, the Fundamentals of Design course that Buchanan critiques is a Bauhaus
legacy (Frascara 15). Albers’ own pedagogy invites critique for lacking cultural
awareness; however, this is something that rhetoric consultants can address by employing
Albers’ method. He was highly attuned to the subjective experiences of viewers. In this
sense, his work represents a major departure from Bauhaus assumptions about graphic
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design. “[T]he concerns of the designer up until the 1960s were concentrated on aspects
of the object,” argues Frascara. “Moving the center of design from the products to the
users of products and communications is a recent event” (Frascara 18). Albers’ sensitivity
to the subjective nature of design shifts design expertise to the viewer/user, which is the
critical move that Buchanan later advocates for.
In his book Interaction of Color, Albers focuses on deriving theory from practice,
rather than the other way round. The book, first published in 1963, was a departure from
principles-based Bauhaus design and, therefore, was not well received by some design
traditionalists. One negative review by the fittingly named Arthur Carp complained that
Albers was more interested in helping his students ask the right questions rather than find
the right answers (cited in Weber x). Albers celebrated the very notion that frustrated
Carp: design’s situatedness and subjectivity defies universally correct answers. His
approach prefigures the turn toward rhetoric in design studies and the pedagogical turn
that David Sheridan argues for in his introduction to Multiliteracy Centers: “we need
pedagogical and institutional practices that are transparently about ‘just beginning’—
practices that, instead of introducing learners to a canon of knowledge and skills, ask
learners to inventory and critically assess available resources—cultural and material,
semiotic, and technological, social, and cognitive” (“Multiliteracy Centers” 14).
Interaction of Color reads like a design version of St. Ignatius’ Spiritual
Exercises; it is a guide for guides. In it, Albers describes a laboratory course that
“Promotes a more lasting teaching and learning through experience. Its aim is
development of creativeness realized in discovery and invention—the criteria of
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creativity, or flexibility, being imagination and fantasy. Altogether it promotes ‘thinking
in situations,’ a new educational concept unfortunately little known and less cultivated, so
far” (Albers 68). Each scaffolded lesson asks the teacher to pose a particular problem or
question. Are two color samples the same, or is one darker (Albers 12)? Can you make
one color appear as two different colors (Albers 18)? Compare the color of tea in a cup to
the color of tea in a spoon; then compare milk in a glass to milk in a spoon. What can you
say about the effects that each has (Albers 45–46)? For homework, students then use
construction paper of varying colors—construction paper instead of paint for its
consistency of color—to create studies that explore the problem or answer the question.
Figure 13 and figure 14 show two of Albers’ students’ responses. When the students
return to class, they discuss one another’s studies, noting how others’ interpretations
might differ from or challenge their own. Often, Albers says, as classes gain more
experience they begin to generate for themselves the questions they want to explore in the
next class (69–70).
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Figure 13. Student Study of Warm and Cold Colors.
A student of Albers created this color study in response to a question about how color
conveys temperature. The student wanted classmates to rethink the Western
assumption that blues are cool and reds are warm. Albers comments, “Such a
placement will easily provoke disagreement. But a reading of all the left halves warmer
than the paired right halves is not unreasonable” (59, 134–35).

Figure 14. Student Study of Color Relationships.
This study is Albers' student's response to the question of whether one color can look
like two different colors. The upper "x" against the gray background appears yellowish,
while the lower "x" against the yellow background appears more tan colored. By joining
the left leg of each “x,” the design student proves that they are the same color. Colors
can take on different appearances as a result of their relationships to adjacent colors
(Albers 84–85).
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While he prepares the reader/teacher for possible conclusions that students will
reach, Albers also delights in pointing out opportunities where the students might realize
that the teacher’s subjective perceptions are no more reliable or correct than the students’.
For Albers, the perception of color is inextricably bound up with viewers’ perceptions
because impressions of color vary from person to person and context to context: “If one
says ‘Red’ (the name of a color) and there are 50 people listening, it can be expected that
there will be 50 reds in their minds. And one can be sure that all these reds will be very
different” (Albers 3). Design skill, then, is very much a matter of anticipating the
experiences of viewers. What’s missing from Albers’ approach is the notion that differing
perceptions about the color red will also carry social and cultural valences. In her
"Openings and Justifications" to Writing New Media: Theory and Applications for
Explaining the Teaching of Composition, Anne Wysocki encourages "composers and
readers to see and then question the values implicit in visual design choices" bringing our
attention to materiality, production and consumption (6–7). Rhetoric consultant training
can apply Albers’ method to ask additional questions about these dimensions.
Key moves in Interaction of Color will seem familiar to consultants. For instance,
the move to eschew teacherly authority and pose as an audience member is common for
them to make. Often composers who visit the center, especially those who are less
experienced, may want to surrender responsibility for making rhetorical decisions about
their projects to consultants. Perhaps daunted by the endlessly subjective nature of
compositions, they hold out hope that composing is an objective task governed by a
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discrete set of rules that merely elude them. This sentiment sometimes gets expressed by
composers in terms that rankle consultants: “I want you to edit my paper for me,” “I
brought this in to get corrected,” “Is this good?” or “What grade would you give this?” I
see the desire among less experienced writers to formulate writing as objective running
parallel to the desire among less experienced designers to see design as objective and
rules-governed. We should be wary of approaches that begin with definitions or
principles, lest they lead consultants into reductive understandings of visual design and
downplay its subjectivity in response to anxiety about expertise. Similar to ways that
consultant handbooks’ directives about the higher- and lower-order concerns elide
questions of audience, Robin Williams’ and other popular approaches to teaching design
only reify the false notion of design as objective. Albers’ method provides a way to locate
visual design expertise in composers and observers rather than in design experts’
principles. When applied to visual rhetoric consultant training, Albers’ method
demonstrates that consultants can derive from themselves and one another principles of
design that are malleable and subject to audience and rhetorical situation rather than
immutable rules. Re-seen this way, design is not merely the correct application of
principles; it is inventional. Consultants can train themselves to be thoughtful viewers
who help composers imagine the interests of their audiences.
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THE AUTHORITY PARADOX
In training writing consultants, I have noticed a curious phenomenon: the
consultants most likely to overexert their authority with composers are those who are
least sure of their authority. Characteristically, they are newer consultants who are
confident in their writing expertise, which they have honed over the course of many years
and which has won them praise from teachers. However, they are daunted by the terra
incognita of collaborative learning. So they move the focus of the writing center session
to the ground on which they are most confident, their writing expertise. These consultants
tend to take on a lecturer role, seeing composers as empty vessels that need to be filled up
with answers and instructions. Working with lecturer-consultants can be less productive
for composers because they do not have the opportunity to learn from experience or come
to conclusions themselves. Instead, the consultant asks the composer to simply believe in
the consultant’s authority. The lecturer-consultant disadvantages the composer in another
way: by distorting the nature of writing itself, giving the false impression that the
composer’s authority lies in the hands of outside experts.
Michael Pemberton, playing devil’s advocate, appears to make the same mistake
when he envisions how difficult it will be for writing consultants to work on hypertexts.
He imagines a hypothetical consultation with Michael Joyce, author of the labyrinthine
1992 hypertext story Afternoon, a Story. The story consists of short pages of text with
most of the words or phrases hyperlinked to other pages. Since Afternoon presents so
many links to choose from, users’ choices construct different stories each time they
navigate the text. Pemberton counts 20 links on the first page of narrative alone and
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argues that “While many have lauded this work for breaking the shackles of
conventional, linear narrative structure, a great many writing center tutors would
probably find themselves disoriented and at a loss for how to give advice for revision”
(“Planning for Hypertexts” 16). As a result, Pemberton suggests, consultants would have
to learn new ways to conceptualize structure. But imagine that Joyce comes into the
center to meet with the kind of rhetoric consultant this chapter envisions, one who
envisions his job as to dramatize the presence of a user. He might start by looking at the
introductory page shown in figure 15 and use a “talk aloud” strategy that McKinney
recommends, a version of metacommentary (“New Media Matters” 39). As he reads, he
would share his experiences and expectations: “Since this is the first page, I’m expecting
some kind of introduction to your story. I’m new to this type of story, so I’m looking for
some cues about how to read it…. I see here that you’re telling me how to navigate it. I’m
used to clicking on hyperlinked items, so these navigation commands may take me a little
longer to get used to…. This last paragraph telling me that ‘The story exists at several
levels and changes according to the decisions you make’ (Joyce), makes me curious
about the kinds of choices that the story will offer and whether I’ll experience the kind of
narrative I would in a print story.”
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Figure 15. Instructions for Michael Joyce's Afternoon, a Story.
Each word is hyperlinked to other pages of text. The instructions prepare users to
expect a non-linear, evolving, interactive narrative.
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Figure 16. “Read at Depth.”
Additional instructions that appear in Michael Joyce’s Afternoon, a Story prepare
readers for a non-linear, interactive narrative.
All the links that the consultant can select on the first page lead to the second
page, “Read at Depth,” shown in figure 16. The consultant might perform his curiosity
about that by going back and forth between the two pages several times, testing out the
different linked passages. He would continue to narrate his experience, saying, “I see that
the only choice I have is to move from the introduction page to this page. So far, I’m
surprised not to see the choices you mentioned in the introduction. However, the fact that
I have no option but to go to the ‘Read at Depth’ page next makes me think that it’s
important.” The rhetoric consultant then might note in response to the first paragraph,
“Remember that the first page made me wonder what kinds of choices the story will offer.
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Well, I get a better sense here of where to look for those choices: characters’ names and
pronouns.” He may ask Joyce why he mainly linked characters rather than, say, events or
settings or suggest that he is anticipating that the links will allow him to follow
characters; perhaps their paths provide the organizing principles for the text. The rhetoric
consultant then might spend some time describing his experience of the third paragraph.
“This paragraph frees me up. I see that the choices I make aren’t right or wrong. So I
will think of your story not as a game that I can win or lose but as an experience.” The
consultant would then move into the body of the story, continuing to narrate his
decidedly non-linear experience of Joyce’s narrative. Pemberton’s concern that the
consultant’s feeling of disorientation would leave him “at a loss” for how to help Joyce
and composers like him misses the point. Disorientation is the very effect that Afternoon,
a Story seeks to create in order to encourage the reader to co-construct its meaning
through play and curiosity. Performing that experience does not demonstrate the
consultant’s incompetence; it shows Joyce that his text is having its intended impact. So
while a writing consultant might see the impacts of this text on its user as problematic in
the ways that Pemberton notes, a rhetoric consultant would not.
Eventually, Pemberton concedes that consultants can be effective without
expertise in hypertext composing (“Planning for Hypertexts” 20). He returns to the role
of user, citing Larry Beason’s experience assigning a Web design project; Beason found
that his students struggled most to imagine the various ways users might experience their
webpages (cited in Pemberton, “Planning for Hypertexts” 33). “No one can be an expert
in everything; what’s important in a conference is that writers receive a thoughtful
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response from an authentic audience” (“Planning for Hypertexts” 17). What I would
suggest, however, is that consultants should be experts. That expertise simply lies in
rhetoric. This same corrective applies to arguments about the need for technical expertise
among consultants. Arguments about technological expertise in multiliteracy work are
heading toward the same mistake of over-asserting authority that the lecturer-consultant
makes.
The technical knowledge that McKinney’s all-in-one model requires of
consultants is a high bar, high enough to lead centers like Stanford’s to reject technology
matters altogether, which distorts the nature of multimodal composing. Yet, some writing
center scholars still believe that this knowledge is essential; “When tutees who lack
software skills come to writing centers,” Randall Beebe and Mary Bonevelle argue,
“tutors definitely need to teach basic software operations or no progress can be made”
(50). Again, they seem to place their desire for expertise on technological skill rather than
rhetorical skill. The parallel becomes clear when we compare the demand for
technological mastery with the grammatical mastery in writing centers. The major
consultant training handbooks emphasize that consultants should not worry about
developing a comprehensive understanding of grammar (Reigstad and McAndrew 19;
Gillespie and Lerner 94–95; Ryan and Zimmerelli 49). Consultants learn that sometimes
performing the act of tracking down a grammar issue—“I’m not sure what’s
grammatically correct here. Let’s look it up together”—builds composers’ skills more by
giving them not merely an answer but a strategy for finding answers in the future. The
rhetoric consultant helps composers improve their grammar without being a grammar
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expert herself. The same can apply to questions of technology. David Sheridan borrows
Mike Rose’s distinction between heuristic and algorithmic rules to talk about multimodal
design, but the distinction is equally applicable to technology (“All Things” 86). The
rhetoric consultant’s role is not to know how to use every piece of technology that
composers walk in the door with, but to help them develop the heuristic strategies to
answer their own questions rather than impose a one-time algorithmic solution. In other
words, the rhetoric consultant needs to help the composer learn to find answers, not to
have an answer.

Same River, New Waters
The work of writing/multiliteracy center administrators and consultants has
changed significantly from what it was twenty or even ten years ago. And ten and twenty
years from now, that work will be something else again. As the scope of the work
expands to include writing, speaking, visual design, and video, centers will continue to
tackle the responsibility of training consultants in visual rhetoric and oral communication
and digital media and whatever else lies beyond those. Nobody would blame
practitioners for feeling overwhelmed. But Hericlitus provides a guiding and comforting
metaphor for the constant demand for transformation: "Upon those that step into the same
rivers different and different waters flow” (qtd. in Kirk 36). “Different and different” sets
the rhythm of the relentlessness of change. However, juxtaposed against "different" is the
word’s opposite, "the same." Heraclitus suggests not that change is the only constant, but
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that it is through constant change, through the water flowing and flowing, that the river
takes its abiding identity. The river remains a river only because new waters continue to
flow. The constant for writing/multiliteracy centers, their riverbed, is rhetoric playing its
architectonic role of bringing together disparate modes and genres under a common
discipline. It structures the constantly changing communication landscape. Once centers
shift to a rhetoric consultant model, they become much more able to welcome the
changes.
In Technopoly, Neil Postman recounts the story of King Thamus and the god
Theuth from Plato’s Phaedrus. Theuth invents all manner of creations, from geometry to
astronomy. He proudly shows each innovation to the king, and together they consider
their merits and weaknesses. Finally, Theuth shows King Thamus his proudest invention
of all: writing. He brags, “Here is an accomplishment, my lord the King, which will
improve both the wisdom and the memory of the Egyptians” (Plato qtd. in Postman 3–4).
But the king begs to differ. He argues that writing will, in fact, weaken Greeks’ memories
because they will come to replace their memories with written symbols and signs. They
will have recollections but not memories and records but not wisdom (Plato cited in
Postman 4). The point Postman makes is that technologies, from writing on clay tablets to
computers, do not merely solve the specific problem they were designed to solve; they
change cultures. “Technological change,” Postman argues as he plays the role of King
Thamus, “is neither additive nor subtractive. It is ecological…. One significant change
generates total change” (18). Re-envisioning writing consultants as multiliteracy rhetoric
consultants would represent such a change. Multiliteracy rhetoric consultants can solve
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the expertise problem and provide architectonic expertise in the face of diverse and
changing modes of communication. But they would also introduce other changes into the
writing/multiliteracy center ecosystem. While it might be impossible to foresee all of the
changes, chapter three focuses on one: how does adopting certain orientations toward old
and existing models of consulting work pave the way for a reimagined writing center?
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Chapter 3: Names, Myths, and Metaphors:
Inventing the Multiliteracy Center
These repeated calls for self-definition form a distinct segment of writing center
discourse, an address at once hopeful and despairing, intensely aware of writing
center history yet unaware—perhaps as a rhetorical strategy—of previous calls for
self-definition. It is as though each theorist must begin anew the process of
awakening the slumbering writing center profession to the urgent need for selfcreation. Perhaps this is how all revolutions begin, with a series of calls to the
ramparts or a series of revolutionary proclamations before one document captures
the imagination of the disenfranchised and is recognized by historians as the ‘real’
beginning of the revolution.
Thomas Hemmeter
“The ‘Smack of Difference’: The Language of Writing Center Discourse” (1990)
[I]f a social or occupational class is not too exacting in the scrutiny of
identifications that flatter its interests, its very philosophy of life is a profitable
malingering (profitable at least until its inaccuracies catch up with it)—and as
such, it is open to either attack or analysis.
Kenneth Burke
Rhetoric of Motives (1969)

THE MISUNDERSTOOD WRITING CENTER
Lurk on the writing center listserv, WCenter, for any length of time and you will
see posts like this one from Marguerite Newcomb of the University of Texas, San
Antonio Center for Writing Excellence:
I had a professor (a department chair) send me a letter through campus mail on his
department letterhead. He attached a copy of a student’s paper. He then proceeded
to tell me how terrible his student’s paper was after the student went to the
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Writing Center. He admitted that he didn’t have the student’s draft that was
worked through with the tutor, so of course, there is no way to see what the tutor
did versus what the student ultimately turned in. I am really beginning to grow
weary of this attitude of the Writing Center as a fix-it shop that provides a
guaranteed A…. This is one of those attitudinal issues that is burning me out.
These sentiments find empathetic colleagues. Newcomb’s post inspired more than 30
replies that shared similar stories and offered advice and empathy. Muriel Harris
responded,
I offer great gobs of sympathy and a couple of hugs. If we took a survey of
writing centers that haven't gotten similar messages ("WHAT? YOU LET MY
STUDENT'S 20-PAGE PAPER LEAVE YOUR LAB WITH A SPELLING
ERROR FLAGRANTLY LEFT IN!), I wonder how many of us could really say
they hadn't gotten similar notes. One faculty member once called me to say I
should fire a tutor who didn't "clean up” the paper. It's a perennial problem we
face. (“Negative Commentary”)
Of course, the most often-cited expression of this “perennial problem” is Stephen North’s
“The Idea of a Writing Center.” North begins by announcing, “This is an essay born out
of frustration” that colleagues, “do not understand what I do. They do not understand
what does happen, what can happen, in a writing center” (“Idea” 433).
Faculty members’ assumptions are not the only sources of frustration. Writing
centers confront misunderstandings about their roles from university administrators too.
When faced with pressure to serve a regulatory role with students who had been “found
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guilty” of plagiarizing, Crystal Brothe, writing center director at University of Northern
Colorado, posted on WCenter, “this would be similar to that of a court-mandated
treatment program…. I see it as disastrous to the writer, the tutors, and our image and in
direct conflict with our mission statement.” Even that most valorized and romanticized
group, student writers, get lumped in with those who sometimes just do not understand
what writing centers do. Picking up a common complaint, Robert Camp of Virginia
Union University’s Writing Success Center posts, “Whether graduate or undergraduate,
many students assume that we are nothing more than editors or proofers there for their
convenience, and there to help improve grades.”
One common response takes a defensive posture. Consultant training handbooks
frequently offer advice in responding tactfully to writers who come to the center
expecting someone copyedit their work or to drop off a draft and pick up the consultant’s
edits later. The University of Richmond Writing Center’s version of this appears on their
consultant development website Training for Tough Tutorials, which features a series of
role-playing videos. The site dedicates a module to a “fix-it shop” scenario, explaining
that “This scenario presents one of the most challenging ethical dilemmas faced by peer
tutors. We all have met writers who, while feigning cooperation, ask us to cross the line
and do their writing for them” (Essid, “Tough Tutorials”). Likewise, a statement about
what consultants will not do is a common feature of most writing center websites. Google
searches for “writing center” combined with “what we don’t do,” “what we can’t do,” or
“what not to expect” bring up links for 93 writing center websites.
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Diversity among centers themselves makes them that much more difficult to
define. One iteration of that reality is the common trope that every writing center defines
itself in response to local needs. For instance, the University of Wisconsin, Madison’s
community writing center sites dramatize this sentiment even within its own programs.
At its library-based sites, consultants take an approach common to many centers; they use
writers’ drafts as a tool to help them develop (E. Miller et al.). However, at its job centerbased sites, consultants aim to help clients get jobs, even if it means composing résumés
or filling out job applications for those who lack the literacy skills to do it themselves (E.
Miller et al.). For these consultants, helping people develop as writers is a secondary
concern. Even before the age of the personal computer changed the nature of writing
consulting, Muriel Harris recognized the problem of definition, arguing in 1985 that
centers’ diversity makes it impossible to define them under the umbrella of practice
(“Theory and Reality” 5). She does find three areas of philosophical commonality: the
ideas that 1) writing is a process, 2) consultants help writers become better at that
process, and 3) consultants acknowledge writers’ individuality (“Theory and Reality” 8).
In the intervening years since Harris published her article, however, debate among postprocess theorists has called into question even the first two ideas. Perhaps the only
defining constant in the field is change.
Frustrations about misunderstood, difficult-to-pin-down writing centers represent
auscultations, bodily burblings that offer clues about what is going on underneath the
surface of the field. The scholarly response has been an abiding interest in finding
rhetorical solutions to these internal sounds in the form of self-definitions: names,
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metaphors, and lore.9 It would seem that merely finding the right name—writing studio,
lab, café, clinic, or center—would fend off misunderstanding. And merely crafting better
metaphors for the spaces they inhabit—Burkean parlor, oasis, service station, safe house,
buffer, borderland, or contact zone—and roles consultants enact—coach, midwife,
fieldworker, jazz improviser, exile, or trickster—would finally clarify what happens in a
center. These rhetorical acts are both descriptive and generative, at once explaining the
field and forming it. So understanding the rhetoric of the key myths that have formed
writing center identities is the first project of this chapter. I look at current uses of
rhetorical theory, an underutilized critical lens in the field, and argue that it offers a path
forward through problems of definition and identity. The final section then offers a
homeopathic remedy to these problems.
The concept of nomos as a mediating term between mythos and logos offers a
rhetorical framework for examining contested writing center identities. A model for
applying that framework presents itself by examining the rhetorical problems of centers’
self-definitions through their lore. “Belonging is rhetorical,” Kenneth Burke reminds us
(Rhetoric of Motives 28). In that spirit, the chapter will focus on the rhetoric of three key
sites where counterfactual lore has real impacts on the field’s self-definition. The first is
the myth that today’s writing center has its origin in the open admissions era of the
1970s. The second is the myth of centers’ liminality within academic communities. And
9 One recent expression of this interest is Jackie Grutsch McKinney’s project to understand “how
those involved with writing centers define writing centers.” Via the WCenter listserv, she asked
administrators and consultants to complete a survey about their definitions (“Survey”).
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the third is the sometimes productive and sometimes counter-productive myth that
consensus is the hallmark of the field.
Myths that persist despite evidence that counters them are especially interesting as
sites of study because, without clear evidence to ground them, they lay bare their function
as rhetorical action. People develop and perpetuate the stories because they get something
out of them. Thus, instead of merely refuting them, as others have begun to do, I want to
examine them as field-defining sites of rhetorical purpose. By uncovering the reasons
they persist, we arrive at warrants underlying the self-definitions that we can then grapple
with on their own merits. To explore further rhetorical action, the final section draws
upon Kenneth Burke’s frames of acceptance to examine the limitations of the field’s most
fundamental self-definition, that of “writing center” and propose a way forward in
identity formation, shaping definitions of writing and multiliteracy centers that are at
once stable and flexible. Rhetoric can act (with a nod to Heraclitus) as that same river
through which “different and different waters flow” (43).

Nomos, the Third Way
Susan Jarrett’s explanation of mythos, logos, and nomos in Rereading the Sophists
offers a way to talk about the function of myths in a society. She focuses on fifth-century
B.C.E. sophists who were active at the time that Walter Ong and Eric A. Havelock
identify as a transitional period between mythos and logos (Jarratt 31). The terms, as Ong
and Havelock frame them, correspond to a shift from orality to literacy, as the rise of
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democracy in Greece promoted intellectual approaches that valorized logos (31). Mythos
involves the passing of cultural knowledge through myth, while logos represents the shift
to objective, rational, dialogic thinking. Aristotle pairs mythos with rhetoric as inferior.
Jarratt uses rhetoric, particularly sophistic rhetoric, to deconstruct this binary. Nomos, or
custom-law, becomes an alternative to mythos/logos:
If the mythic world is based on an uncritical acceptance of a tradition warranted
by nature (physis), then a sophistic interest in nomos represents a challenge to that
tradition. If, on the other hand, logos in its ultimately Platonic form signifies a
necessary system of discourse allowing access to certain Truth, then nomos stands
in opposition as the possibility for reformulating human “truths” in historically
and geographically specific contexts. (Jarratt 42)
Nomos works as a kind of third way, breaking down the restrictive mythos/logos binary
and recognizing that widely held cultural beliefs and practices can become inculcated in
culture and gain the status of operative truth. Jarratt’s explanation of these terms opens
the door to the work of rhetorician Kenneth Burke, who, influenced by pragmatist
William James, became a champion of the third way and to whom this chapter will later
turn.
The concept of nomos lets us step back from arguments preoccupying many
scholars today about what actually happened in writing center history and allows us to
begin asking what sort of work those early and contemporary histories were and are
doing, how they shape the field, build communities or form separate camps, and situate
writing/multiliteracy centers in relation to their funding institutions. Because both mythos
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and logos have culture-shaping, mores-making power, custom-law treats on the same
level both the kind of hard primary evidence that writing center historians Carol
Mattingly, Neal Lerner, Elizabeth Boquet, Peter Carino, and others work to pin down and
the lore of the heroic writing center directors of the 1970s. I want to explore the question
about what sorts of work these myths are accomplishing and impeding and imagine the
new future stories/myths that will drive and explain change. And in the spirit of Jarratt’s
work on the sophists, I will overturn the privileging of logos in the mythos/logos
hierarchy and see what happens when we privilege its interaction with lore in shaping the
nomos at work in actual writing/multiliteracy center communities. This shift allows us to
frame the problems and possibilities that metaphors and naming present as rhetorical and
to frame the solutions, likewise, as rhetorical.

MYTH ONE. THE CREATION MYTH
Despite the fact that writing centers appeared in their earliest forms in the 1890s,
many postdate the birth of what Michael Pemberton and Joyce Kinkead call “the writing
centers movement” (3) to the 1970s. For instance, in his study of tutor training manuals,
Harvey Kail argues that the manuals of the 1970s could practically serve as “a kind of
master narrative, an educational creation myth,” while Jackie Grutsch McKinney cites the
“Early writing centers in the 1960s and 1970s,”(Kail, “Separation” 74; McKinney, “New
Media Matters” 33). Muriel Harris has played a major role in establishing this creation
myth. In a piece about the origins of writing centers, she cites a study that found only
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about 12 writing centers in existence at the beginning of the 1970s and close to 1,000 a
decade later (“Growing Pains” 1). Harris argues that the origins of the writing center:
“those dim, dark beginnings in the primordial ooze, are really relatively recent”
(“Growing Pains” 1). Despite the fact that Peter Carino, Christina Murphy and Joe Law,
and William Yahner and William Murdick debunked the “12 writing centers” myth
(Carino, “Open Admissions” 44), later histories perpetuate Harris’ story.10 A typical
example of “our field’s historical amnesia,” appearing in Tutor.edu, an online tutor
training manual developed by writing center administrators from five different schools in
1999, informs consultants that writing centers were rare before the 1970s (Lerner,
“Robert Moore” 25; Bower et al.). Pemberton and Kinkead’s choice of term, “writing
centers movement,” is also revealing. “Movement” connotes a sense of ideological
adherence. That ideology has its roots in the educational sea changes brought about
during the open admissions era of the late 1960s and early 1970s.
Before open admissions, college student populations were smaller and more
homogeneous. The military draft during the Vietnam War raised the stakes on the
disparity. Working-class and minority men who has less access to colleges were drafted
while some of their white, middle- and upper-middle-class peers obtained deferments in
order to get their educations. Thus, access to higher education became a flashpoint in

10 A note in Carino’s Writing Center Journal article “Open Admissions and the Construction of
Writing Center History” sheds a bit more light on the “12 writing centers” myth. He writes, “It is
difficult to know exactly how many new centers opened in the 1970s. Thom Hawkins and Phyllis
Brooks, writing in 1981 and drawing on various sources, estimate that less than a dozen existed in
1970 and nearly 1,000 by 1980. Their estimate of a dozen in 1970 is erroneous, as Murphy and
Law’s, and Yahner and Murdick’s work, and my own demonstrate” (“Open Admissions” 44).
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larger arguments about racial and economic inequality. Consider the example of New
York City. In 1969, black and Puerto Rican students accounted for more than half of New
York City public school students, yet they made up less than two percent of the
enrollment at Brooklyn College (Hawkes 26). However, the next year CUNY schools
adopted an open admissions policy in response to student protests. Over the next three
years, Brooklyn College enrollment shot up by 14,000, to 34,000 students (Hawkes 27).
It was a nationwide trend; this period saw the largest increase in college enrollments in
American history; in 1969, 8,005,000 students were enrolled in college, up more than 4.3
million students from a decade earlier (Lerner, “Teacher-Student” 188). Demand for
writing instruction ballooned accordingly; Brooklyn College went from offering 30
sections of composition to offering 100 (Eodice and Bruffee 34). Lester Fisher and
Donald Murray describe the students flooding into colleges as a radically different
population than the past: “the majority were remedial, and they knew it. They were sent
to us by their advisors. They feared writing—they were scientists and agricultural majors,
whites and blacks, athletes and wounded veterans; they were the bored, the angry, the
apprehensive” (170). Writing centers proliferated, tasked with helping these students pass
out of basic writing courses.
The centers of this era arrived at their identities, in part, by aligning themselves
with these new students but also, in part, by defining themselves against traditionalist
classrooms. Lil Brannon and Stephen North, recalling the centers they started in the late
1970s, articulate this vision: “The writing center created a site of caring and of
collaborative learning, quite a contrast from the dominant institutional model of the
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isolated learner, working in lined-up desks, her every move being watched and her
silence being assured by the professor proctoring a test” (8). Their image of the
classroom is striking for its panopticon-like power over the learner. But it serves its
rhetorical purpose, providing a straw man against which Brannon and North then can
define the writing centers of that era as antidotes, places where the student becomes the
agent rather than a subject of control. Centers created spaces within but apart from the
university where students could negotiate the sometimes alienating system of higher
education. Neal Lerner describes that era of centers as a “teacherless place to counter the
authoritarian classroom instructor” (“Teacher-Student” 187). Thus, the project of the
writing center was bound up in challenges to the existing political and social status quo.
In the last decade, the research of Elizabeth Boquet, Neal Lerner, and Peter
Carino has begun to complicate the established historical narrative. Their work shifts the
timeline of the origins of writing centers from the 1970s to the late 1800s. Elizabeth
Boquet identifies the origins of two different types of writing centers: the model-based
center and the site-based center. Model-based centers, focused on the one-on-one writing
consultation, emerged at the beginning of the twentieth century. They took the form of inclass conferences that focused on correctness (Boquet, “Our Little Secret” 466). Between
the 1920s and 1940s, writing centers went from being method-based to site-based as they
moved into independent locations and, in some cases, away from direct affiliations with
composition classes (Boquet, “Our Little Secret” 467). They shifted from being places
where students could become institutionalized in the composition curriculum to places
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where students could pursue independent interests. One outcome of this shift was tension
between writing centers and composition programs (Boquet, “Our Little Secret” 467).
Neal Lerner and Peter Carino trace the inception of writing centers back further
than Boquet does. Lerner argues they evolved out of the conference method which
became popular in composition classrooms at the end of the nineteenth century
(“Punishment and Possibility” 55). Carino dates the earliest mention of the laboratory
method to 1904 and the first outside-the-classroom writing lab to 1934 at the University
of Minnesota and the University of Iowa (“Early Writing Centers” 106)“Writing Lab
Newsletter as History”). Despite these more established historical roots, some who date
writing centers’ origins to the 1970s suggest that even though writing centers may have
been around for much longer, the real foundations of today’s centers were laid in the
1970s. Two notable expressions of this argument are Michael Pemberton’s “The Writing
Lab Newsletter as History” and Joyce Kinkead’s “The National Writing Centers
Association as Mooring: A Personal History of the First Decade.” Both acknowledge that
writing centers existed before the 1970s but argue that their true origins spring from the
inception of professional organizations and publications dedicated solely to writing
centers during that decade.
Peter Hawkes, a student of Kenneth Bruffee’s, agrees with Kinkead and
Pemberton but on the grounds of politics and pedagogy rather than scholarship and
professionalism. Hawkes argues that “Collaborative learning grew out of the historical
zeitgeist of two political movements—Open Admissions and Vietnam War protests”
(31). And, of course, he is correct that Kenneth Bruffee’s influential formulation of
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collaborative learning appeared at that time. However, Lerner rejects the assertion that
the core philosophy of teaching in centers arose so late in the game. He finds that the
1940s and 50s were particularly lively decades for the development of writing centers
and their pedagogy. While many of those centers championed the remedial mission that
most contemporary centers now reject, a diversity of models existed, with some
establishing pedagogical approaches that share a lot in common with today’s centers
(Lerner, “Punishment and Possibility” 59–60). Writing centers, Lerner finds, then seem
to lose steam in the late 1950s, only to re-emerge during the open admissions era in the
mid-1970s (“Punishment and Possibility” 63). The implicit and often explicit aim of
historical revisions by Boquet, Lerner, and Carino is to unseat popular hero narratives
and resituate the growth of writing centers from the 1970s to the present day as merely
the most recent effort in an established, century-long tradition of teaching writers one-onone. The context they provide asks today’s writing/multiliteracy center administrators to
see themselves less as the children of pedagogical renegades and more as the inheritors of
an approach that has stood the test of time.
The histories these scholars offer argue we can no longer accept uncritically what
Lerner calls the “misuse of writing center history” (“Robert Moore” 23). However,
viewing the situation rhetorically shifts the focus from a judgment about appropriate use
or misuse to nomos. It allows us to recognize an untruth and yet acknowledge that it
operates in the real-world as a social reality: what was a historical “misuse” becomes a
counterfactual rhetorical use. What work, then, does the nomos of the writing centers’
origin myth accomplish? Lerner gestures toward an answer that is not entirely satisfying.
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He argues that moving the origin story up 80 years represents an effort to ally the field
with process pedagogy and distance it from current-traditional rhetoric (“Robert Moore”
25). Yet, one would think that writing center professionals, so concerned about
legitimizing their work, would benefit more from emphasizing a lengthier history. A
different theme arises from a closer examination of the rhetoric of writing center origin
myths and popular metaphors, one that is hard to ignore: the central role of women and
woman-centered language.
Boquet’s and Lerner’s revised histories trace writing centers origins to male
academics seeking to help students get their writing skills up to par, beginning with
Amherst College’s John Franklin Genung, who employed a laboratory method to teach
writing in 1895 (Lerner, “Punishment and Possibility” 55), and soon after, the
delightfully named high school teacher Philo Melvyn Buck, who did the same in 1904
(Lerner, “Chronology” 3). By post-dating the origin story to the 1970s, the contemporary
field, heavily populated by women, gets to share more in common with its mythic
founders. Ironically, this move not only unfortunately elides the early contributions of
male writing center pioneers but also a handful of women who founded groundbreaking
centers before the 1970s. Among them, notably, is Carrie Stanley, who founded the
University of Iowa Writing Laboratory in the 1930s (Kelly 4). Nonetheless, women have
outnumbered men by a fair margin in writing center only in the last 40 years. Some
evidence suggests, in fact, that the gender gap in the field is growing. In Dave Healy’s
1995 survey, 74% of 271 writing center directors who responded were women (30).
However, in the 2003-2004 Writing Centers Research Project survey 80% of the 238
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respondents were women (Griffin et al.). By shifting the field’s origins to the 1970s, the
spotlight falls upon, for instance, the charter members of the National Writing Centers
Association, eight out of ten of whom were women; its first 4 board members, all of
whom were women, and so on (Kinkead 134–35).
A prominent locus for feminized rhetoric is the women who founded writing
centers in the 1970s. One of the more popularly cited of those founding mothers of the
1970s “writing centers movement” is Muriel Harris. Harris founded the Purdue
University Writing Lab in 1976 (Harris, “Biography”) and the Writing Lab Newsletter
(WLN) the following year. The story of the newsletter’s founding, retold in The Center
Will Hold, the Writing Center Journal, and elsewhere, is an origin story with feminist
overtones. At the 1977 Conference on College Composition and Communication (CCCC)
in St. Louis, Muriel Harris, Mary Croft, Janice Neuleib, and Joyce Steward sat on a panel
about writing center theory and administration (Pemberton, “Writing Lab Newsletter as
History” 22). It drew an overflow crowd. Harris used the opportunity to collect the 49
addresses that would represent the first mailing list of the WLN (Pemberton, “Writing Lab
Newsletter as History” 22). She sent out the first issue in April of that year. Robert
Connors’, Pemberton’s, and Kinkead’s accounts of the newsletter’s origins carry
undertones of The Feminine Mystique and feminist consciousness-raising groups,
chronicling writing center administrators’ isolation followed by their awakening through
grassroots community building.
In his 1984 review of composition studies periodicals, Connors characterizes the
WLN in its early years as a “manifesto” that proclaims, “Look at us; see this ritual
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presentation of our worth; understand that we share our truths thus, and that this artifact is
testament to our collective endeavor” (350). He also emphasizes its informal
“kaffeeklatsch” style (361) and community-forming function: “The newsletter’s
readership writes in almost like a mutual-aid club…. The WLN acts like a bulletin-board
for writing lab administrators, keeping them in touch, announcing who’s had a baby or
lost a relative, offering help at home and handy-dandy tips” (359). Connors’ description
combines the political with the (however patronizing) domestic, feminine realm of
coffeecake, home, and babies. Harris herself has joked that she feels like the “writing
center yenta” (Pemberton and Kinkead 190). Pemberton’s and Kinkead’s recountings
likewise frame the grassroots and feminine nature of the newsletter’s origins. Kinkead
makes a point of situating the WLN’s founding in that most domestic and feminine space,
the kitchen: “in April the first issue of the Writing Lab Newsletter appeared, produced on
a Sears typewriter, cut and pasted—somewhat askew—at Mickey’s kitchen table” (132).
But “underlying that coziness,” says Pemberton, “was a political action instrument that
lead to the increased professionalism of the writing center community” (“Writing Lab
Newsletter as History” 22). It is difficult to ignore how much these invented histories of
the 1970s origins of the “writing centers movement” echo narratives of the feminist
movement of the same era.
From the late 1970s through to today, writing center practitioners have picked up
on gendered metaphors of childbirth and motherhood to describe their work. In 1979,
Donald Gallo, founder of the Central Connecticut State College writing center, published
a piece in the Writing Lab Newsletter, “Birthing a Writing Lab,” offering tips for creating
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a new center. His advice? “If you’re trying to start a writing center, you’ve got to push”
(Gallo 2). The consultant-as-midwife became a popular metaphor in the 1990s: first with
James Upton’s Writing Lab Newsletter piece “A Midwife’s Guide to Writing for
Learning Assignments” (1991) and Roxanne Cullen’s article “Writing Centers as Centers
of Connected Learning” in the February 1992 issue of the Writing Lab Newsletter. Cullen
draws from Women’s Ways of Knowing (1986) to envision an explicitly feminized
pedagogy of writing consulting. She argues,
The metaphor for the connected teacher is the midwife. Rather than a doctor, an
authoritarian figure, who "delivers the baby" while the woman is removed from
the experience by anesthesia, the midwife acts as a coach and empathizer,
facilitating the process of birth which only the mother can complete. The tutor is
just such a teacher, functioning as a concerned reader assisting students in
articulating their messages but not creating the messages for students. (2)
Susan Monroe Nugent picks up that thread again in a 1990 article, “One Woman’s Ways
of Knowing,” in which she suggests that consultants draw upon Women’s Ways of
Knowing to help writers move toward “connected knowledge” (17).
The midwife metaphor reappears in Donna Fontanarose Rabuck’s "Giving Birth
to Voice: The Professional Writing Tutor as Midwife" (1995) and Michelle DeLappe’s
“Midwifery in the Writing Center” (1998). As recently as 2010, Hannah Ashley also
compared writing consultants to doulas. These metaphors allow consultants and
administrators to talk about the tricky relationship writing centers have to agency. After
explaining that consultants do not do writers’ work for them, what can writing center
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professionals affirm that they do, in fact, do? Faculty designing assignments and writers
composing papers own their ideas and are responsible for them. Writing center
administrators and consultants are the expert helpers who arrive on the scene to support
and nurture their act of creation during the most difficult moments. Yet, these helpers are
particular kinds of experts: they are not obstetricians, trained within structured
institutions of male-dominated Western medicine. They are midwives, who exist apart
and rely on wisdom passed from woman to woman.
One of the more thoughtful pieces in this vein is Mary Trachsel’s “Nurturant
Ethics and Academic Ideas: Convergence in the Writing Center” (1995). Trachsel, a
former interim director of the University of Texas at Austin English Department Writing
Center, muses on how far the metaphor of writing center practitioner as mother can
productively stretch before it breaks. In 1986, Mary Trelka spelled out the pitfalls of
taking the gendered role too far from a tutor’s perspective. Her “Tutor’s Corner” essay in
the Writing Lab Newsletter cautions other tutors to resist taking on “Mother Confessor”
or “Big Sister” roles with writers who want to share their personal problems (Trelka 9).
Despite their limitations, these feminine creation myths and female metaphors shape a
profession where women recognize themselves in their heroic forbearers and aspire to
carry forward their legacy. They make today’s writing center professionals the champions
of collaborative learning theory of the 1970s, which Kenneth Bruffee explicitly
connected to women’s liberation consciousness-raising groups and radical political
movements (Bruffee 462). The source of writing centers’ power, from the beginning,
becomes their feminine qualities and their belief in a social justice mission. The
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advantage to this, then, is that the writing/multiliteracy center community can envision
itself as being born out of a largely woman-led progressive movement to provide
working-class Americans with access to education. This vision helps members of the
profession ameliorate certain disadvantages that have come along with being a womandominated, “service” field. In the two myths that follow, a feminist ethos continues to
appear as a through-line. The second myth, the myth of marginality, addresses those
disadvantages as well and flips them on their heads by defining negative terms as
positives. We will see, then, in the third myth, the myth of consensus, the possibilities
that feminist associations open up and close off in the field’s identity formation.

MYTH TWO. WRITING CENTERS ARE NOT CENTRAL: THE MYTH OF MARGINALITY
When writing center researchers talk about centers in relation to their institutions,
the consistent metaphors that arise are topographical images of borderlands, margins,
third spaces, and liminal realms. “To read the publications of writing center teachers and
administrators is to listen to a disenfranchised voice from the margins telling a tale of
painful marginality” (Hemmeter 35). Thomas Nash likens writing center work to “life on
the frontier,” and Nancy Welch defines its role as that of a “critical exile,” “a place where
these students converse with, question, and rework the conflicting, often unsettling
always potentially creative other voices that populate their words” (Nash 3; Welch 81).
Kevin Davis employs darker terminology, branding the center an “academic slum” and a
“ghetto” (7). Davis, the East Central University writing center director, argues that “Our
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function, our existence, our clients require us to be irregular, non-academic, firmly
astraddle the boundary dividing academic culture from the rest of America” (6). In fact,
Davis suggests that writing centers tend to attract people who are sympathetic to
marginalized students because they themselves resist academic “indoctrination” and topdown university structures that value professors above students (5–6). He proudly situates
his own professional life on the boundary as an “academic fringe dweller” (Davis 6). For
Davis and others, writing centers’ separateness stands as a defining, identity-forming
characteristic.
The pervasiveness of these spatial metaphors attests to a history of perceived—
and sometimes very real—marginalization within academic institutions. This
marginalization has its roots in writing centers’ 1970s mission as remedial support for
struggling writers who were alien to university cultures. Lil Brannon and Stephen North,
for example, describe how they were each tasked with starting writing centers during
their years as graduate students in the late 1970s (7). They cobbled together funding each
semester and were thought so inconsequential by university administration that they,
ironically, enjoyed a great deal of freedom (8): “While we saw our work as (even argued
that our work was) CENTRAL to the work of the university, we were, in fact, from the
vantage point of the institution, marginal” (Brannon and North 8). The thought at their
universities went that writing centers do the service work of supporting struggling writers
so that other academics can do the real, rigorous, scholarly work of the university (9).
And this perception has historically played out in lesser status and lower pay for many
writing center administrators.
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Writing centers’ lower status was a symptom of struggles for academic legitimacy
within the feminized field of composition studies as a whole. A 1996 study by Theresa
Enos echoes the rhetoric of writing centers’ marginalization. Enos conducted a survey
and interviews about English department perceptions of composition studies colleagues
and found that literary studies faculty view composition as technical rather than serious
scholarly work that primarily involves administration rather than research (38). Other
academics, Sue Ellen Holbrook suggests, see compositionists as “paraprofessionals”
(208). Enos, Susan Miller, Sue Ellen Holbrook, and others connect the lesser status of
composition studies with “women’s work” in a “feminized field” (Enos vii; S. Miller
122; Holbrook 202) Holbrook’s historical study identifies four characteristics of women’s
work: men are underrepresented, it is service-focused, it does not pay as much as nonfeminized work, and it is less valued (202). One composition instructor who Enos
interviewed characterized the attitudes she faces from literary studies colleagues:
“Comp/rhetoric professional are regarded as the ‘clean-up’ people who ‘fix’ freshman
English writing problems” (38). Her sentiment could easily be mistaken for those of the
beleaguered writing center directors at the beginning of this chapter bemoaning the fix-it
shop mentality.
Although the field of writing center studies was fighting a similar battle for
academic status, gains in the position of composition studies have not always translated
into gains for writing centers. Phyllis Stevens Endicott and Carol Peterson Haviland
argue that the problem is writing centers’ disciplinary status as a (red-headed) step-child
to composition studies: “if composition instructors often are ranked low in the academic
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hierarchy, writing center personnel often are denied even a shaky foothold on the ladder”
(2). Ironically, that status has, at times, been reinforced by the people who one would
assume would feel most sympathetic to writing centers’ status struggles: first-year
composition (FYC) program directors. In 1988, Gary Olson and Evelyn Ashton-Jones
surveyed 188 FYC program directors and concluded,
In a way, they suggest that the center director is perceived as a kind of wife....
[T]he director is expected to keep a good house, to make sure the center “runs
smoothly.” She—and, incidentally, a substantial number of respondents use the
generic "she"—even has a certain amount of power within her house, enough, at
least, to make sure her charges behave. But her influence is confined within four
walls; outside, she is voiceless, unable to participate as a full member of the large
community. She is not encouraged to "work" as the real members of the academic
community do, and when she is allowed to, she is certainly not compensated fully
for her labor, since her labor is not truly valued by the community. In short, her
place is in the home. (23)
Olson and Ashton-Jones describe the flip side of the feminine metaphors that the 1970s
creation myth seeks to subvert: writing center practitioners, like homemakers, are placebound within domesticated centers, raising the children/students and freeing up
compositionists to go out in the world and do the “real” public work of scholarship.
Writing center directors like Barbara Cambridge and Mary Trachsel responded to
these arguments by drawing upon feminist criticism to reject mothering and work as a
binary and to claim nurturance in motherhood and writing center practice as legitimate
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work (Cambridge 77; Trachsel 31). Yet, messages from the composition studies
mainstream continued to reify the composition studies-writing center hierarchy. The
CCCC’s “Statement of Principles and Standards for the Postsecondary Teaching of
Writing” in 1991 further validated anxiety about “third-class citizenry” (Balester 168).
The 2,923-word statement devotes just 65 words to writing centers and even then only
argues for the writing center’s value in terms of its support of classroom instruction
(Conference on College Composition and Communication, “Statement of Principles”).
In response, some have suggested that the first place to raise writing center
professions’ status is within composition studies. In the 1980s and 1990s particularly,
leaders in the writing center community responded by calling on their colleagues to
produce strong scholarship that would stake out central territory within their sister
discipline. For instance, NWCA president Joan Mullin gently nudged her colleagues to
up their games in a 1997 piece for the WLN that preceded the organization’s national
conference:
So many of us are busier than ever, and yet, we need to take time to write for
publication, post on WCenter, and present at conferences what it is we do so as to
create a bank of research from which we can all draw. That’s one reason to look
ahead to the national conference in Salt Lake City in the fall: it’s an opportunity
to support and be supported by the wealth of ideas and research we have
accumulated since the last conference, to get feedback, and then to publicize or
activate those ideas in order to increase community support for what we do.
(“NWCA News” 11)
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Although the quality and quantity of writing center scholarship has certainly increased
over the decades, the underrepresentation of this work in composition studies
publications remains a hot topic when members of the field gather at national
conferences. However, others in the writing center community in the 1980s and 1990s
felt that they simply did not have the time to produce serious scholarship because they
were totally occupied with what they insisted was the real work of academe: teaching.
They sought to reverse the hierarchy that places scholarship above teaching. They argued
that, in fact, their work offered them better insights into writers and writing than
composition studies scholars could derive from classroom practices. While composition
studies scholars sat in the ivory tower theorizing ways to help writers develop, writing
center practitioners were actually helping writers develop.
While some point the finger at colleagues in other specialties, some of the
strongest voices emphasizing writing centers’ marginality come from within centers
themselves. In fact, some writing center professionals are quicker to emphasize the field’s
marginality than its centrality. Brannon and North’s 2000 article on the state of writing
centers, “The Uses of the Margins,” discusses the bad old days when writing centers got
very little institutional respect and then argues that today’s centers still face a tenuous
existence on the margins:
So far as we can see not much has changed in this 20-year-old description of our
work, except that there’s more of it. Writing centers remain, for the most part,
underfunded. The staff is comprised primarily of underpaid student workers who
change from semester to semester and year to year. While writing centers may
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still be extremely viable to students and have become more customary on
campuses, they are not institutionally viable in the same way that, say, the Center
for Study of Molecular Biology might be, or even in the way more recent and
less-than-fully viable units like Centers for Excellence in Teaching and Learning
usually are. (9)
Brannon and North paint a bleak picture, one that does not match up with the progress
many centers have seen. For them, underfunded writing centers stuck in basements,
which certainly do exist, stand-in for the whole. Yet, the marginalization stories so
popular in the 1970s through the 1990s no longer accurately describe the many wellsupported contemporary centers directed by tenure-track professors. They do not account
for thriving community writing centers like Brooklyn’s 826, which has a wait-list for
volunteers, and St. Louis’ Studio STL, which won Washington University’s Social
Entrepreneurship and Innovation Competition (Neuman). They no longer mesh with the
staggering spread of writing centers to their ubiquitous status in American colleges and
universities today and their steady growth in high schools, communities, and overseas.
While the mythos of marginality lingers, many of the realities have changed.
The marginalization stories of the past also oversimplified their own eras.
Brannon and North, themselves, are object lessons for the professional respect accorded
to members of the field. After graduate school, North earned a tenure-track job directing
the writing center at SUNY-Albany, the very university at which he claimed to be
marginalized as a graduate student writing center administrator. He went on to author one
book, co-author another, publish the most-often cited article in writing center studies, and
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serve as editor of an NCTE book series (North, “Stephen North”). In 2001, North
received SUNY-Albany’s excellence in teaching award, which recognized him as “one of
the English Department’s shining lights” (SUNY-Albany). Brannon also took a tenuretrack professorship to direct a writing center (Brannon and North 8). Now a professor at
University of North Carolina, Charlotte, she has co-authored five books, has earned
hundreds of thousands of dollars in grant money, and has been serving as associate dean
of the College of Arts and Sciences since 2006 (Brannon). North’s and Brannon’s
professional accomplishments belie their perceptions of themselves as ignored and
struggling on the margins.
Voices countervailing the mythos of marginalization do exist. Elisabeth PiedmontMarton offers a sharp critique of writing centers’ “aversion to power” and suggests that
what keeps writing centers on the margins are not the uncaring university administrations
but writing centers themselves. Carol Peterson Haviland simply rejects the notion that
writing centers are marginal at all, arguing that her colleagues simply need to get over it.
She calls the trope of marginalization “an extremely tired horse…that of PMU (poor
marginalized us)” (Haviland 79). Yet many in the field hold onto this trope tightly in the
face of evidence to the contrary. The dissonance, then, raises questions about the
rhetorical function of this nomos. Why do people hold on to the myth of marginality? It
accomplishes something that an identity that positions writing centers as central cannot.
Functioning as nomos, a stance of marginality maintains the structure of Kenneth
Bruffee’s collaborative learning theory, the core of contemporary writing center
pedagogy. Arguments for centrality would break down the defining characteristic of
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difference and otherness that so closely connects to the idea of the writing center as an
agent of social justice.

It Feels Lonely on the High Road: Marginality as a Defining Virtue
In 1971 a special issue of College English posed the questions “How can we shift
responsibility and authority in the classroom? Is it right to do so?” to nine professors and
published their responses. The authors position themselves as opponents to the
“monolithic university structure and a hierarchical administration opposed to the values
of the counterculture” (Wolf 259) and as allies to disaffected students, advocating for
“modes of liberation in the classroom” (Wolf 260). They propose, among other things,
“person-oriented” classrooms (Wolf 267), encounter groups (Winter 268), a “therapeutic
classroom” (Margolis 280), and “utopia groups” (S. J. Black 306). In a response
published in the next issue, Kenneth Bruffee takes them to task. “A Way Out: A Critical
Survey of Innovations in College Teaching” argues that even the approaches claiming to
be non-traditional are deeply traditional in their maintenance of teacher-student
hierarchies (458). The common denominator in Bruffee’s critique is the classroom. No
matter how teachers experiment with it, the classroom is inevitably a space where the
relationship that matters is between each student and the teacher, not among the students
themselves (Bruffee 459); the teacher determines what students will and will not be
exposed to; and the teacher retains the power to evaluate the students (460). Even
approaches that give the students opportunities to take over the class, Bruffee suggests,
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merely create surrogate teachers, replicating the traditional hierarchical classroom (461).
According to Bruffee, the traditional classroom teaches the following values:
Knowledge is what a teacher says.
Answers are more important than questions.
Ignorance is the same thing as stupidity.
I am what somebody else says I am.
Fear thy neighbor.
Think because it pays off.
Stay in line.
Learning is preparing to do.
Teaching is telling.
The goal of education is to complete it. (461)
This rather extreme depiction of classroom learning, complete with line breaks that
suggest a Ninety-Five Theses-like catalog of outrages, echoes Brannon and North’s image
of the “isolated learner” (Brannon and North 8). Each finds in the classroom a convenient
straw man against which to formulate the safe haven of collaborative learning. Difference
from—and opposition to—classroom teaching was hardwired into the writing center
identities of the 1970s, in part, as a way to ally centers to leftist movements on college
campuses.
Bruffee’s influential pedagogy framed peer tutoring as creating a transitional
space that would help outsider students practice their way into academic communities.
Peter Hawkes, a student of Bruffee’s, calls collaborative learning “a pedagogy of re137

acculturation because it helps students join communities they do not yet belong to” (31).
And some suggest that the writing center can accomplish that best if it resists belonging
too. Thus, some critics use metaphors of liminality to describe an institutional
separateness that enhances, rather than limits, the role that writing centers play as
mediators between student writers and the university. “Writing center workers,” Nancy
Grimm writes, “need to think of themselves as fieldworkers, curious about the liminal
understandings that occur on the borders of cultural and academic practices, inviting
students to articulate their observations about what happens at these crossings”
(“Rearticulating” 543). The implicit, and sometimes explicit, warrant underlying the
liminality-as-a-strength camp is that the university itself represents a foreign, alienating
place for students. Carol Severino describes writing centers as having a borderland
mission, helping writers negotiate the disjunctures between their home cultures and
academic cultures (231). These disjunctures can be so severe, she argues, that the writing
center acts as a “recovery room and trauma center wither students come to heal the
wounds inflicted on them most likely by those higher on the ladder” (Severino 232). A
writing center that is in but not of the university, thus, becomes an oasis.
Elisabeth Piedmont-Marton suggests that “we fear power because we think
something will be lost if we try—or succeed—in taking it up.” What do writing centers
lose when they claim their centrality? What does the mythos of marginality do for us
when we look at its impacts as perpetuated nomos? Scholarly efforts to subvert the
“PMU” attitude and posit writing centers’ liminal status as a privileged position have
gone in many directions since Stephen North’s (1984) “Idea of a Writing Center.”
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Centers have been conceptualized as in, but not of, academic institutions and therefore as
sanctuaries from the nomos, the custom-law, of academia. By situating them as other,
scholars can formulate writing centers as privileged oases for grappling with questions of
authority (Carino, 2003; Clark, 1990; Grimm, 1999), race (DiPardo, 1992; Geller,
Eodice, Condon, Carroll, and Boquet, 2007), identity construction and sexuality (Denny,
2005), feminism (Lutes, 2002; Woolbright, 1992), peace and conflict (Diab, 2008), and
disability (Hawkes, 2006), to mention just a handful. The writing center practitioner’s
ability to “cross genres and contexts” and “blur the line between the academy and the
community” has even been reconceived as a model for speeding up the sometimes glacial
pace of change in university administrations: “One might say that writing center work has
been light-years ahead of the academy, in a sense, predicting the blurred boundaries now
facing our institutions: interdisciplinarity, students from high school concurrently taking
college courses, partnerships with community economic groups” (Mullin et al. 233).
Scholars have even envisioned consultants taking on creative roles that play with nomos:
tricksters (Geller et al. 15) and riffing, improvising musicians (Boquet, Noise 76).
If the stigma against writing centers was/is that they were “the ‘other’ that higher
education has greeted with a mix of distain and resignation” (Lerner, “Punishment and
Possibility” 66), then the nomos reverses hierarchy, coding otherness as superiority. Even
Kevin Davis, whose language about marginality sounds the most extreme (“slum” and
“ghetto”) turns it into a defining strength. However, viewing marginality as superiority
places writing centers in an awkward position. Many college and university centers work
with members of every academic department and cut across institutional boundaries in a
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way that few other components of the university do. If they want to capitalize on their
liminal status, centers whose work may organically push them toward a prominent place
at the center of the university must develop strategies for pushing back toward the
margins. Davis, for one, worked hard to situate his writing center on the boundary of the
university and keep it there: “I made conscious decisions to recertify the center’s location
outside the boundaries of traditional education…. In each case, I looked back on my
personal history and chose—carefully and purposefully—to keep the center firmly on the
outside” (Davis 6). Davis says his writing center work taught him to “sabotage the system
from inside” (6). Brannon and North similarly advocate developing a “rhetoric of
marginality”:
For writing centers to become institutionally viable without losing their enviable
site of teaching, writing centers need to exploit their marginal position, that is,
develop a rhetoric of marginality that will use their status for institutional
advantage…. [W]orking underground at the periphery allows the writing center
the possibility to teach and learn in new ways. When no one outside of writing
centers notices or cares, writing centers have created for themselves an enviable
site where transformative work might actually be possible. (Brannon and North
10)
For Bruffee, Brannon, North, Davis, and others, the political credibility of the writing
center, ironically, increases with its diminished status within the institution. Its
marginality is a sign of its difference, and its difference affirms its virtue. This stance
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promotes an us versus them binary that feeds into the third and final myth that the chapter
will examine, the myth of consensus.

MYTH THREE. YOU ARE WRONG, BUT I AGREE WITH YOU: THE MYTH OF CONSENSUS
In her keynote address to the South Central Writing Centers Association
conference in Oklahoma State University in 2004, Carol Mattingly spoke about her work
directing the Writing Centers Research Project (WCRP), which, among other things,
houses an archive of writing centers’ historical artifacts. Mattingly argued that the
archive’s materials shed new light on the field and overturned some closely held
assumptions. As evidence, she described materials from the first regional writing center
organizations that formed in the late 1970s, particularly the one now called the East
Central Writing Centers Association—the precursor to the National Writing Centers
Association, which was chartered in 1982 (Kinkead 131) and renamed the International
Writing Centers Association (IWCA) in 2001. Mattingly looked at correspondence
among members of those key organizations, read their meeting minutes, and found
something interesting: the archival record contained correspondence that was rife with
disagreement and rancor about what those early organizations should do and be. These
documents undermine the history writing/multiliteracy center professionals have for a
long time told about writing centers—a history that asserts that administrators are unified,
that they have fought the good fight for institutional legitimacy, for funding, and for
space largely by agreeing on a vision of what writing centers should be and supporting
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each other to realize that vision. This rhetoric of consensus is reified in all the places
writing/multiliteracy center professionals gather: on the WCenter listserv, in the Writing
Lab Newsletter, and at professional meetings.
If writing center professionals have one thing in common it is a firm belief that
collaboration is the centerpiece of their pedagogy. Understandably then, consultants and
administrators have a stake in performing collaboration in their professional dealings
with one another. Not doing so would suggest that they do not understand how to work
with writers. However, the fact that Mattingly could present evidence of disagreement
and rancor in the early days of the IWCA as proof of the new insights the WCRP would
offer suggests that the field interprets collaboration rather narrowly as consensus. This
idea of consensus gets reinforced as a mythos and, in the rhetoric of professional
communication, operates as custom-law.
Peter Carino identifies two dominant historical models in the field that promote
the rhetoric of consensus: the evolutionary model and the dialectic model (“Open
Admissions” 31). The former sees the writing centers of the open admissions era as the
tipping point for a move away from skill and drill remediation and toward the writing
centers of today that serve all writers in all aspects of writing (Carino, "Open
Admissions" 31). The latter emphasizes tension between the “radical innovators” in
writing centers and laggard basic writing programs during the 1970s, out of which arose
writing centers’ enlightened, student-friendly pedagogy (Carino, "Open Admissions" 39).
Both models are products of the mythos of the 1970s and 1980s; they suggest that the
field evolved out of the heroic efforts of our foremothers precisely because we are
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actually nicer, more collegial, and more unified than other disciplines. Elisabeth
Piedmont-Marton conveys the fanciful cast those histories assume by observing that
many discussions about writing centers borrow from the themes of conversion, martyr,
and captivity narratives: as she phrases it, “how I live among the barbarians with my
chastity and my faith intact.” Says Piedmont-Marton, “North’s ‘Idea’ is a kind of
captivity narrative, Lunsford’s ‘Collaboration, Control, and the Idea of a Writing Center’
is a conversion narrative. I know I don’t have to point out the prominence of the martyr
narrative in our discourse.” Our hero—a virtuous, usually female, writing center
director—is snatched away from a loving family of like-minded consultants and
colleagues by institutional forces. She fights to free herself from their savagery and
maintain her intellectual purity, taking the moral high road for the sake of students
suffering under the instructional deprivation of the composition classroom.
In these stories, writing center directors play at once the victims and the heroes. A
clear us—the civilized, simultaneously located in the very unglamorous trenches of
teaching writing one-on-one and on the lofty moral high ground of student-centered
collaborative learning—and them—savage administrators with their eyes on credit hours,
territory, and the bottom line—emerges. But this mythos of the civilized martyr-hero us
does not play out in reality. According to Neal Lerner, “While this version of writing
center history provides contemporary writing center directors some comfort that they've
progressed considerably since those bad old days, it is only partially true” (“Punishment
and Possibility” 54). Carino goes even further, calling the evolutionary model a “straw
man” against which writing center administrators can further their agendas (“Early
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Writing Centers” 104). What Carol Mattingly found in the Writing Center Research
Project’s primary documents was conflict, disagreement, and occasional anger within the
supposedly unified writing center community as administrators formed the first regional
organizations and began to discuss how they wanted to represent themselves as a body of
writing center professionals.
The rhetoric of consensus and unity reveals itself as nomos because the writing
center community has a dearth of mechanisms for public disagreement, especially when
that disagreement is over issues of definition and identity. One revealing example is the
debate that arose in 2003 among some members of the IWCA in the wake of the IWCANCPTW Conference in Hershey, Pennsylvania. It was the first conference to be jointly
hosted by the IWCA and the National Conference on Peer Tutoring in Writing
(NCPTW). Some members supported continuing the joint conference with the peer
tutoring organization because they saw it as an opportunity to learn from consultants and
provide them opportunities to gain professional experience. Others opposed the joint
format because they felt it watered down the academic rigor of the meeting and took the
focus off of topics of interest to administrators. In question was whether the
writing/multiliteracy center community was reaching a Malthusian limit. Had it arrived at
the place where, in order to regulate itself, it needed to crack, reduce, and repair itself? As
with the two other myths we have examined, a counterfactual lore operating as reality, a
nomos, reveals itself at the site of a breakdown in identity-forming definitions.
One side argued in favor of leveling the differences between consultants and
administrators, a familiar move in a field that theorizes peerness in the face of complex
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power differentials between writer and consultant. The writing consultant-produced ejournal The Dangling Modifier, for instance, quotes administrator Kevin Dvorak
responding to the debate by saying, “It’s better to throw everyone into the mix as equals
because writing centers strive for equality” (Doehrer). But the situation on the ground
was not that simple. Joan Mullin recalls an incident which exemplifies the complications
of conflating consultants’ and administrators’ interests. She describes an IWCA special
interest group meeting at a CCCC during that period that featured consultants reading
their poetry to a rapt and clearly moved audience (Mullin, “Voice”). The reading proved
to be so lively that its organizer, IWCA President Jon Olson, decided to let it run over an
hour long, delaying his convening of the IWCA business meeting. As they waited for
Olson in the next room, administrators vented their frustration. Mullin remembers, “At
8:00 the SIG was still going and the rest of us--eventually about 20 people or so, were in
the room next door, waiting and behaving badly--I admit I wasn't very kind since we
could hear the oohing and ahhing from next door” (“Voice”). The consultants’ poetry
reading ran so long that the business meeting participants eventually held the meeting
while the organization’s president sat in the room next door (Mullin, “Voice”). The
situation highlights the fact that, even though both groups “strive for equality,”
consultants and administrators’ concerns may not only differ but compete. Further,
administrators differed amongst each other on whether their priorities should lie with
celebrating consultants or addressing IWCA business.
A muted but lengthy debate on the joint conference issue sprung up on WCenter.
The topic inspired 50 posts from 25 list members. During the debate, contributors took
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various positions on the issue, but, at the same time, softened their stances in an attempt
to emphasize unanimity. Al DeCiccio’s posting is typical:
In reading the responses, especially those that speak to the collaboration among
tutors and WCDs [writing center directors] at regional WCA conferences, I am
having a hard time reconciling why these same respondents argue for separating
the IWCA/NCPTW national conference. If the collaboration we value takes place
at regional WCA conferences, why wouldn't we want to extend that collaboration
nationally? I am having a hard time understanding why it is better to have that
collaboration manifested only regionally. I admit I may be missing something and
that you will all point that out, but I am seeing, surprisingly, that some writing
center workers who ordinarily value the concept of "both/and" are aligning
themselves, in this instance, with the concept of "either/or." I await your help in
pointing out what I am missing.
DeCiccio makes what, in the writing/multiliteracy center community, constitutes a sharp
critique: those who support separate conferences are hypocritically working against the
commonly held principles of collaboration and inclusivity at the same time that they
claim to value them. Yet, rhetorically he humbles himself as the fallible figure and enlists
his opponents as allies in setting him straight; DeCiccio repeats that he is “having a hard
time” and confesses he may be a fault for merely “missing something.” To take sting out
of this critique, he assumes the position of an ignorant person who is eager to be
corrected, closing his posting with “I await your help in pointing out what I am missing.”
DeCiccio manages to disagree while appearing to want nothing more than to join the
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consensus. Indeed, the rhetorical position he takes suggests disagreement is
inconceivable; a simple misunderstanding is the core problem, one that can be overcome
with further dialogue.
Tiffany Rousculp, then director of the Salt Lake City Community College
Community Writing Center, posted a message reporting that she noticed “two types of
conversations” about the joint conference proposal: the colleagues she spoke with
individually unanimously argued for separate conferences, while those who spoke
publicly supported joint conferences. The issue quickly became a question of community
identity. Steeped in the ethos of collaborative learning, custom-law within the writing
center community discourages arguments of exclusivity. Joan Mullin responded to
Rousculp, “That is exactly what I am hearing; some people said at the conference that
they fear a public attack along the lines that they don't support tutors if they dare suggest
the two [conferences] splitting” (“Combining IWCA and NCPTW”). The nomos of
consensus is so strong that Mullin wonders if those who go against it may face
confrontations. Stephen Newmann responded to Mullin’s post, “Never, in my many years
of association with WCenter or writing center folk, [have I] seen or heard anything that
would even remotely make me think these groups would attack anyone. WCenter and
writing center folk have consistently been the most supportive and nurturing people I've
known. This is a very gentle group.” Newmann reasserted the community ethos that
paradoxically caused the discord Rousculp noted; the group enforces a nomos of
gentleness so emphatically in public that it risks silencing or alienating dissenters.
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Soon after the discussion began on WCenter, Doug Dangler of Ohio State
University posted a message offering to co-host a MOO discussion with Clint Gardner of
Salt Lake City Community College about the issue for those who wanted to debate it
further. Dangler’s offer was a sign that the level and the nature of the disagreement went
beyond the bounds of WCenter’s nomos, reaching its Malthusian limit. So the debate
moved from the semi-public realm of a listserv to the private, password-protected realm
of the MOO, where dissent would not threaten the community’s consensus. Those who
wanted to participate in the MOO had to register with Dangler and could choose to mask
their identities in the actual MOO discussion. The discussion itself was conducted by a
handful of people, all of whom expressed reservations about the joint conference
format—reservations that would not have been appropriate to express outright on
WCenter. At the request of a WCenter poster, Dangler emailed the list with a summary of
the MOO discussion, while maintaining participants’ anonymity, stating “The consensus
of the meeting was that names not be used, so that MOOers would be freer with their
opinions.” The debate went to the heart of writing/multiliteracy center identities: did they
want a professional conference that showcased the greater academic rigor that
administrators would bring and that many felt the emerging field of study needs? Were
they willing to lose some of that rigor in order to cultivate the student-focused
inclusiveness and collaboration that consultants would add? The popular us vs. them
mythos which did so much to shape writing center identities left its members ill-equipped
to mediate us vs. us disputes.
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One way to reveal the nomos of collaboration as consensus—and therefore a site
of rhetorical identity-formation—is to see how it breaks down when viewed through the
lens of collaborative learning theory. Interpreting the principle of collaboration to mean
consensus actually goes against collaborative learning theory as it was developed by
Kenneth Bruffee and Alex Gitterman. Bruffee and Gitterman created the Brooklyn
College Institute in Training Peer Writing Tutors, which in 1980 and 1981 and again in
1983, brought together fifteen fellows from across the country for intensive, five-week
summer sessions in collaborative learning theory (Kail, “Innovation and Repetition” 44).
Three days a week, fellows were students in Bruffee’s tutor training class, A Short
Course in Writing. Here, placed in the position of student writers, writing center
administrators learned about the tenets of collaborative learning theory through their own
experiences and group reflection (Holt 52). Then two afternoons a week, the group would
meet with Gitterman, a Columbia University professor in the School of Social Work, to
reflect on their morning experiences in terms of the social work concepts of mutual aid
societies and group dynamics (Holt 54–55). For both Bruffee and Gitterman, concepts of
dissent and conflict were built into their curricula.
Bruffee seemed to go to lengths to provoke the Institute fellows by assigning
restrictively formulaic writing tasks with rigidly structured stages of drafting, critique,
and response. One participant, Harvey Kail describes how Bruffee’s assertion of
authority spurred productive push-back from the fellows:
The simple but strict forms of A Short Course in Writing—and the authority
embedded in them—served at least a dual purpose in the Brooklyn Institute. On
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the one hand, the Short Course forms and the collaborative learning regime fueled
the flames of the rebellion against the authority of the professor that Bruffee was
not only expecting but also counting on. At the same time, they also served to
give clear boundaries and expectations around which it became possible to
organize mutual aid. . . . Those sequenced, formalist writing and reading tasks and
the rituals of exchanging papers and reading aloud shaped us from a collectivity
of English instructors into a community of knowledgeable peers. (“Innovation and
Repetition” 46–47)
Bruffee’s goal was to ratchet up the tension until the students were forced to turn away
from their desire to please the teacher and turn toward themselves and one another.
Bruffee called this key moment “the crunch” (Kail, “Innovation and Repetition” 47).
Reaching the crunch meant confronting resistance and airing disagreements. Although at
least one frustrated participant left early, most came to value “productive dissent” (Holt
54). For Bruffee and Gitterman unanimity is anathema to a healthy collaborative
community. One fellow, Mara Holt, writes that the Institute taught her that struggle is
inherent in mutual aid societies: “Without dissent, there is no collaborative learning”
(52).
Contemporary professional conversations shy away from the “crunch,” the
“productive dissent” that Holt argues collaborative communities need. Writing centers’
embrace of consensus as a stand-in for collaboration skips over the core of Bruffee and
Gitterman’s pedagogy. In fact, Holt recounts a disquieting situation during the Institute
that shares some similarities with the IWCA-NCPTW debate. Two fellows were
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particularly vocal in their critiques of Bruffee’s course, and the rest of the group isolated
them socially and vented about them amongst each other (Holt 54). In one of their
afternoon sessions, Gitterman asked the group to confront their “scapegoating” of their
two peers (54–55). In the process, Holt and others realized that alienating dissenters
weakened rather than strengthened the group: “To succeed in scapegoating the person
who is the voice of dissent is to remove responsibility from the rest of the group and thus
maintain the status quo, not such a good thing in democracy building” (55). Likewise, the
IWCA-NCPTW treated dissent as an unhealthy aberration and distanced dissenters from
the mainstream, lest they infect the consensus. Envisioning collaboration as consensus
stunts the field’s own democracy-building effort to evolve through collaboration. The
mythos interferes with more nuanced understandings of collaboration that would allow
more voices to be heard. John Trimbur’s critique of Bruffee, for instance, presents a way
to move past the danger of using consensus to squelch disagreement. Trimbur argues that
once we recognize that consensus exists only in opposition to dissensus, we can see
consensus as a tool for identifying dissent and lay bare the power relationships that
position groups with or against one another (Trimbur, “Consensus and Difference” 614).
Conceptualizing consensus as unanimity impoverishes the discussion.
Feminine metaphors and mythmaking play a role in stifling dissent. Nowhere in
the field’s popular “nurturant ethics” (Trachsel 24) of mothering and feminine caregiving imagery is there a means for using disagreement productively. While Michele
Eodice calls Bruffee “the father of peer tutoring” (Eodice and Bruffee 33), the matriarchs
of the field tend to take on a more predominant role as progenitors. Applying Gitterman’s
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“productive dissent” not just to relationships among writer and peer tutors but within
writing center administrators’ professional community, the nomos of a matrilineal
origin—aligning with the women’s movement and its rhetoric of shared experience,
nurturance, and solidarity—appears to ill-equip members of the field to build a vibrant
professional democracy.

RHETORIC AS HOMEOPATHIC REMEDY
Phyllis Stevens Endicott and Carol Peterson Haviland argue that writing centers
suffer from an “attitudinal malady” for which they need a cure (2). The three fielddefining sites of writing center nomos offered here, where mythos operates as customlaw, function as remedies, curing those attitudes with new attitudes better suited for the
present moment; if belonging is rhetorical, the remedy to an attitude problem is itself
rhetorical. Adding a third term, nomos, as an alternative to the logos/mythos binary
reframes myths as rhetorical acts of identity formation. In this final section, we will turn
to Kenneth Burke for a lens through which to examine how these rhetorical acts function,
what they can accomplish and at what costs. The aim is to demystify their power and
understand them as tools that we can wield purposefully. We can then see acts of identity
formation—naming, metaphors, and myth-making—not merely as artifacts to be studied,
but as a call to participate, define, and shape the field ourselves. To borrow a Burkean
metaphor, rhetoric serves as a homeopathic remedy for the field’s rhetorical problems.
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Burke’s concept of frames of acceptance offers a terminology through which to
understand the work that myths, metaphors, and definitions do. He defines a frame of
acceptance to mean “the more or less organized system of meanings by which a thinking
man gauges the historical situation and adopts a role with relation to it” (Burke, Attitudes
5). Employing a frame of acceptance toward something means taking an attitude of
“moving toward something better” (Attitudes 5). Burke’s use of the comparative “better”
instead of the superlative “best,” suggests that a frame of acceptance is always a work in
progress, an imperfect relationship toward a situation which demands that the individual
continually work to improve through action. Thus a frame of acceptance works as, to
paraphrase Burke’s description of William’s James’ attitude, a way of equipping
ourselves for action (Attitudes 5). Action, for Burke, is inextricably bound up with
language:
“Action” by all means. But in a complex world, there are many kinds of action.
Action requires programs—programs require vocabulary. To act wisely, in
concert, we must use many words. If we use the wrong words, words that divide
up the field inadequately, we obey false cues. We must name the friendly or
unfriendly functions and relationships in such a way that we are able to do
something about them. In naming them, we form our characters, since the names
embody attitudes; and implicit in the attitudes there are the cues of behavior.
(Attitudes 4)
The way to make words do work, to goad them from the realm of mythos into the realm
of nomos (in other words, making lore operative), is by offering coherent symbol systems
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that invite listeners to situate themselves within a collective by adopting a certain frame
of acceptance. That frame of acceptance asks people to form a vision of the culture,
assume a place in it, act in concert with it, and oppose what goes against it (Burke,
Attitudes 4). The stories then become a reality and the listener becomes an actor within
that reality. And that mythic history presents writing centers and writing center
practitioners as misunderstood heroes. It rhetorically, which is to say actually, forms an
us, from which practitioners can distinguish a them. While Carino argues that these myths
function as a straw man to make more convincing arguments to school administrators and
others about writing centers, they also do the important work of allowing people,
particularly women, to situate themselves within the field.
What sustain better frames of acceptance are better mythologies constructed and
shared by members of the group. As Burke argues in Attitudes Toward History, “The
ideal conditions for thought arise when the world is deemed about as satisfactory as we
can make it, and thinkers of all sorts collaborate in constructing a vast collective
mythology whereby people can be at home in that world” (Attitudes 27). The working
definitions, metaphors, and stories that have shaped the field’s custom-law—Muriel
Harris pasting together the first issue of the Writing Lab Newsletter at her kitchen table,
Lil Brannon and Stephen North as graduate students fighting for funding to keep their
fledgling writing center open semester-to-semester, the Brooklyn Summer Institute
fellows living two-to-a-room in NYU dorms and experiencing the revelation of
collaborative learning—act as “symbolic bridging” devices, rhetorically reshaping
difficult realities in the field into strengths. Symbolic bridges are mechanisms that use the
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tools of language, mystification, and storytelling to form frames of acceptance. Burke
explains, “Conflicts are bridged symbolically; one tries to mitigate conflict by the
mediating devices of poetry and religion, rather than to accentuate the harshness.”
(Attitudes 27–28).
Burke’s term “bridging” assumes that a gap exists. For writing centers, that gap
stands between the misunderstood and the understood center, a service mission and
scholarly rigor, work with developmental writers and work with all writers, maledominated origins and a female-dominated contemporary field, lower professional status
and the tenure track, the margins and the center, disagreement and unanimity, what
centers are and what they can become. The metaphors and myths are a kind of poetry that
softens dissonances and forms a bridge across to the writing centers we desire. Yet,
frames of acceptance have limits that symbolic bridges cannot always stretch far enough
to span: “While the frame centers the attention upon some relationships, by this very
thoroughness it obscures the perception of new factors that are of critical importance. Or
it may induce thinkers to damn the new factors as symptoms, without disclosing the
causes of the symptoms” (Attitudes 27–28). Symbolic bridges tell us about desire as they
move groups from where they are to where they want to be. Understood through a frame
of acceptance, the existing male-dominated history failed to provide a sufficient
invitation for professionals in a field now heavily populated by women to situate
themselves within it. The three myths explored here form a world that is hospitable to
female writing center practitioners and gives them models with which they can identify.
They encode everyday writing center work as different, special, and heroic.
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In fact, the myths resonate strongly with Burke’s description of the epic form of
symbolic bridging. The epic helps people during wartime or crisis form a frame of
acceptance toward their struggles by exaggerating the role of a hero (Burke, Attitudes
35). Think, here, of the heroines of the Vietnam War-era and open-admissions-era
creation myths, fighting for resources; recognition; and, most of all, the disadvantaged,
alienated student. The inflated heroism, first, ennobles the struggle and those who
sacrifice for it and, second, allows the individual to take on some of the hero’s honor
through identification with (in this case) her (Attitudes 35–36). Women who were and
are struggling in a field where the tenure track and the salary and professional standing
that come with it can sometimes prove elusive have changed their story. They can see
themselves as members of an emerging discipline, forged by their brave sisters for the
noble cause of making higher education available to the underprivileged. So the epic
attitude has the paradoxical ability to simultaneously glorify and humble its adherents
(Attitudes 36). Of course, those writing center professionals who still have to fight for
resources and respect do not need many reminders about humility; in the epic form, they
also gain the reflected glorification of the heroine. But in the epic form, the hero, as a
mediator between gods and humans, is imperfect and therefore destined to fall, like Jesus
on the cross. This imperfection humanizes the hero/heroine, making him/her easier to
identify with and also, Burke explains, “incidentally dignifies any sense of persecution
that may possess the individual, who may also feel himself marked for disaster”
(Attitudes 37). Here, built in to the epic form, is the “poor marginalized us” “attitudinal
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malady” that frames writing center marginalization as an affirmation of virtue. The
danger, then, is that persecution becomes a self-fulfilling prophesy.
Burke’s schema—frames of acceptance, symbolic bridging, the epic form—sheds
light not just on what language constructs but what it destroys or prevents from being
built. Each frame of acceptance acts as a kind of terministic screen, simultaneously
opening and closing possibilities. Each of the three writing center myths, in opening
space for certain definitions, closes off possibilities for others. The 1970s creation myth,
for example, invites women in this feminized field to identify with imagined matrilineal
origins that are enmeshed with social justice movements. At the same time, obscuring the
actual patrilineal origins discourages men from forming a frame of acceptance toward the
field. Gendered metaphors of childbirth and motherhood do not invite men to find a home
in writing centers. Certainly this stance is incompatible with a pedagogy of inclusivity.
Likewise, a writing center topography in which liminality is rewritten as a virtue rather
than a limitation, a feature of the second myth, can be an equally restrictive model. When
writing centers’ status as separate and between is framed as a strength, arguments in
favor of mainstream recognition in the form of tenure, resources, visibility, and scholarly
respect fall flat. The field’s internal inconsistencies do little to make it less
misunderstood.
The myth of marginality and the myth of consensus share perhaps the most
serious limitation of all. In order to bridge the male founded origins with a womandominated field and in order to bridge the view of the field as doing lesser service work
for remedial writers with its desire for scholarly respect, writing center myths imagine a
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strong, unified “us” in opposition to a “them.” However, that “us” obscures the
contributions of men to the field, stigmatizes centers that value a central role in the
mainstream of the university as sell-outs, and inhibits open debate among members of the
field. Writing centers’ rhetoric inhibits the community from working out areas of
disagreement and engaging in more nuanced discussions about identity formation. That
strong sense of a unified “us” also does a disservice to the groups that are most often
saddled with the label of “them,” our counterparts in the composition classroom and
university administration who some have unfairly caricatured as oppressors of students
and opponents of writing centers. The beginning of this chapter features the voices of
writing center administrators who feel frustrated at being misunderstood; however,
composition instructors could level the same charge against writing center scholars who
portray classrooms as insensitive and even antagonistic to individual writers. All three
myths do formative work for an embattled, marginalized field. In many senses, however,
the battle has ended, and writing centers, hundreds of them across the world, have won.
What new myths will carry forward a transformed field as it becomes comfortable with
its success?

Naming Names
My concern with the field’s symbol systems, its frame of acceptance, extends to
its names: writing center, lab, studio, the storehouse, the garret, the Burkean parlor, the
fix-it shop, the contact zone, the clinic, the café. These terms have done and still do real
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work in shaping writing/multiliteracy centers’ identities. As metaphors, names act as our
most visible symbolic bridges, explaining to those in other disciplines and within writing
centers themselves what writing centers are. Muriel Harris, Neal Lerner, Peter Carino,
and others have studied these metaphors’ formative power in past and contemporary
writing centers. But what happens when we look to the present frames of acceptance and
project them into the future? Names and metaphors are normative, not just descriptive, so
they identify not just what centers are but what practitioners desire them to be. Names are
reflections, deflections, and projections (Burke, Symbolic Action 45). One sign that
writing centers need new, more complex narratives to reflect an increasingly diverse, rich
field is the proliferation of new names. The old names, especially the blanket term
“writing center,” no longer does enough to equip practitioners for action. These names
describe spaces that in some cases do not exist any longer or never did.
What were once terms for actual physical spaces--center/lab/studio—are sliding
into obsolescence at institutions where consulting is going electronic—where its space is
becoming cyberspace. The advent of synchronous and asynchronous online
communications and online voice and video programs has broadened and decentralized
the nature of multiliteracy work. For instance, the company SmartThinking employs
hundreds of writing tutors, who can work from home or wherever they have an Internet
connection with students from colleges across the country. Support not only travels to
colleges, but consultants now travel to writers in community centers, libraries, high
schools, and homeless shelters. Even traditionally situated writing/multiliteracy centers
increasingly move beyond their office boundaries and outward into their communities. In
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short, the institutions termed “writing centers” now often deal with much more than
strictly writing and often function in ways that are decidedly de-centered. Perhaps the
central/marginal spatial binary is no longer an adequate metaphor to form an attitude
toward organizations that are spatially diffuse but pedagogically pervasive. In light of
these changes, the term “writing center” seems to fall far short in naming what these
organizations are and do.
“Writing” is perhaps the even more questionable half of writing centers’ moniker.
John Trimbur looks at this problem in his 2000 article “Multiliteracies, Social Futures,
and Writing Centers.” Trimbur foresees writing centers remaking themselves as
multiliteracy or communications centers (“Multiliteracies” 29). And his prediction is
gradually coming true, as centers face new demands and operate in new ways, revealing
the inadequacy of those defining metaphors and images to carry the field forward from
here. Trimbur questions making “writing” a defining term. He, too, links that question to
changes in the nature and media of communication, a move away from process, and a
move toward rhetorical theory in the pedagogy (“Multiliteracies” 29-30). As schools add
multimodal communications to their first-year curricula, as multiliteracy centers invite in
students working on oral presentations, websites, email, and PowerPoint presentations
for consultations, as—more and more—visual rhetoric becomes a part of consultant
training, as students are presented with multimodal assignments in place of traditional
paper assignments, the term “writing center” no longer seems sufficient. As Trimbur
predicted, it is becoming a less apt description for the places or what those places aspire
to become. The Worcester Polytechnic Institute’s writing center, which Trimbur directs,
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changed its name to the Center for Communication across the Curriculum and divided
into 3 workshops: one for visual design, one for oral communication, and one for writing.
Trimbur, the Sweetland Writing Center at the University of Michigan, and many others
recognize that the material and rhetorical realities of visual and verbal communication are
different from what they were when the dominant metaphors of the field were being set
out in the 1970s.

Dancing an Attitude
Any choice about what to (re)name a writing center constitutes a terministic
screen, a “selection,” “reflection,” and “deflection of reality” (Burke, Symbolic Action
45). Our terms function as lenses and filters, focusing and limiting what we see. Every
term opens up, shuts down, and obscures possibilities. Naming and metaphors, the poetry
that forms writing centers’ symbolic bridges, are terministic screens – which, as a
rhetorical strategy, function at the same time as both the staking of a claim and as a kind
of a “look over there!” ploy to distract attention from other possibilities. So before
crossing symbolic bridges, writing center professionals might pause to ask what gets lost
in the movement from alienation to a frame of acceptance.
Yet, my purpose in examining the limitations of writing centers’ identity-making
myths, metaphors, and names is not to discourage their production. To the contrary,
more, and more complex, poetry is an antidote. John Dewey argues that “The cure for the
ailments of democracy is more democracy” (Public 146). Similarly, the cure for the
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ailments of writing centers’ rhetoric is more rhetoric. The cures for stale names and
definitions are more names and definitions, always “moving toward the better.” Myths
that reify oversimplified binaries of us/them, writing center tutorial/composition
classroom, and matriarchal writing centers/patriarchal universities do not do justice to
writing and multiliteracy center of today or the future. Centers today are diverse, nearly
universal in American higher education, and influential. The number of centers in
American high schools and international universities is only growing. Community
writing centers are succeeding in the United States and just beginning to appear abroad.
New, more complex stories will create frames of acceptance that this broad group of
people with broad sets of aims can find a home in. The good work names do and have
done for the field encourages us to keep naming—keep generating, negating, and
obscuring—as a way to define the field we aspire to create. Burke suggests that: “The
symbolic act is the dancing of an attitude” (Literary Form 9). “Dancing” reminds us that
we can use language to move toward a frame of acceptance; maintaining a writing center
community which provides a home for all of its writers and practitioners requires an
ongoing act of defining and naming, listening to the music and inventing new steps.
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Chapter 4: The Multiliteracy Center and the Public Sphere
Me, I’m from University City, St. Louis, Missouri, the county. Police patrol the streets.
It’s kind of segregated. The majority of whites stay on the south side of Olive Boulevard
while the majority of blacks stay on the north side of the street. Drugs float around, but
what can I say, weed is universal. To make a long story short, my living conditions are
where they should be. I don’t get into trouble, I don’t smoke or drink. I’m more
intelligent than you think. I guess I don’t have the proper attire on for you to think
otherwise. Don’t judge me. Then again this life is nothing but judges and verdicts for me,
I can’t help that. I won’t help that. This is me everyday.
Eric Oliver
“Hip Hop E-Roc” (2007)
The essential need, in other words, is the improvement of the methods and conditions of
debate, discussion, and persuasion. That is the problem of the public.
John Dewey
The Public and Its Problems (1927)
WRITING CENTERS’ DEMOCRATIC MISSION
In the early 1930s, against the backdrop of the Great Depression, the State University of
Iowa11 advanced several initiatives designed to broaden and diversify the student body. One
initiative in particular sought to challenge the state’s high schools adoption of a two-track
curriculum that asked young people to choose between the “Carnegie unit” college prep track
that critics deemed impractical and elitist and a vocational education track, which critics felt
prevented children from gaining a strong general education and closed off the option of college

11 The university is now commonly called the University of Iowa.
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too early (Quinn 2–3).12 The effort, led by E.F. Lindquist, was the development of the Iowa Tests
of Education Development program. The program organized state-wide (as well as national)
standardized tests of high school students in 12 subjects (Quinn 10). Lundquist intended the tests
to be a tool for deliberation about what a general studies curriculum—a curriculum that would
teach strong critical thinking skills to all students and end the bifurcated curriculum—should
teach. To Lundquist’s dismay, schools used the tests to create a popular academic competition
called “Brain Derby” that pit students and school against one another (Quinn 12). When he tried
to shut down Brain Derby, University of Iowa officials insisted it remain because it served as
great recruiting tool to identify and draw gifted students to the university (Quinn 12). One can
imagine the rural Iowan farm kids who might once have taken a vocational track being offered,
instead, a general education curriculum and then acing the state’s standardized test. Suddenly,
the university had a pool of talented kids to recruit from who previously would not have
considered college as an option.
To further their effort to find hidden talent in Iowa’s small towns, the Iowa Board of
Regents supported another initiative to diversify the student body: they adopted an open
admissions policy that allowed any graduate from one of the state’s high schools to matriculate
(Kelly 4). The policy’s impact on the university was profound, particularly when it came to
writing instruction. In the years that followed, first-generation college students and students who
otherwise might never have considered going to college entered the university’s classrooms.

12 Though it falls beyond the immediate scope of this study, Lois Quinn’s “An Institutional History of
the GED” offers an engaging history of the efforts by progressive educators to topple the “Carnegie unit”
curriculum—the elite college prep course of studies—in favor of a general education curriculum that
would, they argued, make higher education more accessible to talented students from underrepresented
groups.
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These students brought with them a wide range of experience in writing. English department
faculty members found themselves struggling to teach classes of students whose skills ranged
from advanced to basic (Kelly 4–5). But if they simply let the basic writers flunk out without
trying to help them adapt or adapt to them, the regents’ policy would represent a false promise to
first-generation students. A notable exception to the overwhelmed English faculty was Carrie
Stanley. In her literature and composition classes, Stanley found particular success practicing a
conference method (Kelly 4–5). Her colleagues, less interested in teaching basic writing, began
sending waves of their “bad” writers to her (Kelly 5). Stanley found that, “For a single
conference or for whole semesters of additional hours in practice literally dozens have come in,
largely sophomores, many freshmen, a good sprinkling of juniors and seniors, from English and
other departments as well, even from graduate college” (Stanley 424). Students came in such
numbers that Stanley opened a site-based writing lab to handle the demand. By 1945, she set
aside her classroom teaching responsibilities to focus full-time on directing the Iowa writing lab
(University of Iowa Writing Center). There, writing instructors helped students succeed in higher
education.
For Carrie Stanley, the University of Iowa Writing Lab’s work quite explicitly
represented a larger political effort to educate citizens who would be able to express their ideas
forcefully and protect American democracy. In an article in College English which was
published during the same month that Germany surrendered to the Allied powers, Stanley writes
the following about her lab’s aims:
We feel, too, that, making available as it does to students of all levels and in all degrees
of difficulty the opportunity of achieving independence, it comes very close to meeting
the ends of true education…. We are pleased, too, that even when there is no question of
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passing or failing many keep on coming, hoping eventually to gain for themselves that
complete freedom of a person who can think what he wishes to think and can express
what he wishes to express and can understand what he needs to understand from the
words of others. This is a freedom that armies today are defending. (Stanley 428)
In the years that followed, more schools created site-based writing centers and labs. And, like the
University of Iowa lab, these centers and labs were responses to periods of growth and diversity
in student enrollments, efforts that opened up higher education to underrepresented students and
stretched classroom teaching to its limits. In this way, the project of democratizing education is
encoded in writing center DNA.
Writing centers’ history is, in fact, bound up with the project of broadening access to
education; centers have played the most prominent role when higher education enrollments have
grown and student populations have become more heterogeneous. In “The Teacher-Student
Writing Conference and the Desire for Intimacy,” Neal Lerner argues persuasively that the
history of college enrollments tells the story of writing centers. During periods when enrollment
numbers were fairly flat and college populations were relatively homogeneous, colleges tended
to rely primarily on classroom writing instruction (Lerner, “Teacher-Student” 186–87). Group
instruction worked best with students who shared similar backgrounds and levels of composing
experience. However, during four pivotal eras—the 1890s, 1930s, early 1950s and 1970s—
enrollments shot up and student bodies became more heterogeneous (“Teacher-Student” 188).
Classroom instructors discovered that they could not meet all their students’ diverse needs
through group instruction, so they first turned to student-teacher conferences to address
individual needs (Lerner, “Teacher-Student” 186). Of course, conferences quickly became too
time-consuming with anything but small classes, a rarity in times of surging enrollments (Lerner,
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“Teacher-Student” 187). Additionally, some instructors felt reluctant to devote even more time
outside of class to the students who needed help with more mundane basic concepts (Lerner,
“Teacher-Student” 187). So instructors and administrators looked elsewhere to find support for
student writers.
During the four periods of enrollment surges, colleges and universities turned toward
what we would identify today as a writing center-based approach to supporting the influx of
students. In the 1890s, schools began accepting a broader range of students and enrollments rose
more than 50% from the previous decade (Lerner, “Teacher-Student” 188). Instructors
experimented with model-based centers that featured work with individual students inside of
their classrooms (Boquet, “Our Little Secret” 466). By the late 1920s through the 1930s, the
children of the wave of immigrants who arrived in the United State around the turn of the
century began entering higher education (Lerner, “Teacher-Student” 188). Many were the first in
their families to attend college and did not speak English at home. As two overwhelmed
Syracuse University professors put it at the time, their composition students were “hordes who
come from high schools overcrowded with students lacking the background of cultured homes
and the tradition of good English speech” (qtd. in Lerner, “Teacher-Student” 193). Schools like
the State University of Iowa and the University of Minnesota responded by transitioning to “sitebased” writing center models in the 1930s, opening offices dedicated to one-on-one work with
writers and, in many cases, loosening their affiliations with writing classrooms (Boquet, “Our
Little Secret” 467).
The writing laboratories of the 1930s were spaces set aside for writers to compose
whatever assignments they were juggling, while one or two instructors circulated around the
room, answering writers’ questions as they arose (Lerner, “Teacher-Student” 195). The
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popularity of writing centers again surged to accommodate World War II veterans entering
higher education on the G.I. Bill in the early 1950s (Lerner, “Teacher-Student” 188). The writing
centers of the 1970s picked up this task again, performing what Elizabeth Boquet terms “crisis
intervention” for underprepared students and Vietnam War veterans entering colleges and
universities under open admissions policies (“Our Little Secret” 472). By the 1970s, the sitebased model of the writing center that we know today became a fixture at many schools.
College and university enrollments are experiencing another period of growth today.
While enrollment figures remained fairly level during the 1990s, increasing just 9% from 1989 to
1999, recent years have seen another jump of 38%, and, again, it is an increasingly diverse
student population (United States Department of Education). Enrollments of students over 24
years old have made up the biggest increase: 41% from 1999 to 2009 (United States Department
of Education, “Education Statistics”). And the Department of Education projects that their
enrollment numbers will continue to surge (see figure 17). Many of those older students are
underemployed or out-of-work adults who are looking for career changes in a decade that saw
the unemployment rate more than double to 9.6% (United States Department of Labor). They are
also veterans returning from Iraq and Afghanistan and using G.I. Bill funds to transition into
civilian careers.
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Figure 17. United States Higher Education Enrollment, 1970-2019.
Since 1970, higher education enrollments have grown, with the most rapid increases in the
1970s and projected into the 2000s and 2010s. Notably, the Department of Education projects
the largest student populations and the most growth will occur from 2000 to 2019, with
especially significant increases in the proportion of learners over age 24. (Figure based on data
from “Education Statistics.”)
Department of Education projections through 2020 anticipate that overall postsecondary
enrollments will continue to increase at high rates (Projections). At the same time, steady
increases in the proportion of students of color enrolled in colleges and universities since the
1970s are also making student bodies more racially diverse (see figure 18). For instance, from
1976 to 2009, the proportion of Hispanic students rose from 3% to 12%, the proportion of
African-American students rose from 9% to 14%, and the proportion of white students dropped
from 83% to 62% (United States Department of Education, “Education Statistics”). If the
historical trend holds, writing/multiliteracy centers again sit at the pressure point where
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traditional classroom curricula strain to meet the needs of the new wave of diverse students. And
again, centers have the opportunity to invigorate their traditional democratizing role, making the
university a place of possibility for traditionally underrepresented students. But, paradoxically,
traditional writing center approaches, in particular the valorization of the one-on-one
consultation and the focus on audience, may complicate rhetoric consultants’ efforts to achieve
this traditional mission in the context of the contemporary composition landscape. Thus, this
chapter examines pathways toward and impediments to realizing writing centers’ democratizing
project. Using John Dewey’s theory of the relationship between democracy and education as a
barometer, I will note ways that institutional pressures and technological bells and whistles can
sometimes derail well-meaning writing centers. The chapter, then, crafts a pedagogical approach
that responds to those pressures, arguing for a pedagogical shift from the concept of audience to
the concept of publics that is particularly exigent for multiliteracy center work. And, finally, it
looks to community writing centers to envision what a greater emphasis on public writing might
look like in the institution-based writing center. Broadening a school center’s mission to public
writing, then, questions the emphasis on individual consultation as a defining concept and argues
that the primary relationship that multiliteracy centers might help composers of public writing
form is not to the rhetoric consultant but to other composers. This final turn revisits Kenneth
Bruffee’s collaborative learning pedagogy, which was formative for the field in the 1980s, and
reinterprets it for the twenty-first century multiliteracy center.
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Figure 18. Race/Ethnicity of Students in United States Higher Education, 1976-2009.
Since 1976, higher education enrollments have steadily grown more diverse in terms of
students’ race/ethnicity, with most of that growth occurring since 1990. (Figure based on data
from United States Department of Education, “Education Statistics.”)

The Seamy Side of Writing Center Work
Lowering barriers to education is a lofty ideal. Writing/multiliteracy centers’ not-sosecret weapon in this ambitious project, the field’s rhetoric suggests, is the one-on-one
consultation. According to Eric Hobson, “What distinguishes writing centers in academe is their
willingness and ability to engage student writers… one to one, face to face” (“Writing Center
Pedagogy” 25). Muriel Harris likewise concludes that a few “common threads of commitment”
sit at the core of the ideal center; among them is the conviction that every writer is a unique
individual “whose differences are acknowledged by close diagnosis and tutorial assistance suited
solely to that particular writer” (“Theory and Reality” 8). Ideally, the one-on-one interaction is
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attuned to composers’ differences in ways that classroom instruction cannot be. And, in fact, the
work of Carrie Stanley at the University of Iowa Writing Lab and those who have followed in
her footsteps since shows that writing development is highly individual. However, a closer
examination of this history also reveals moments when writing centers have overestimated the
ideological purity of the individual consultation, mistaking its mere presence for the work of
democratization. Centers’ role in fulfilling the ideal reveals a long and mixed history of triumphs
and failures which can inform decision making during this current era of growth. Contrary to
those myths, writing centers have variously supported and regulated new students, as well as
claimed and deflected responsibility for their success as college-level writers.
The challenge for contemporary writing/multiliteracy centers is to theorize a clear vision
of what it means to democratize education, to create a yardstick against which to measure efforts
to help diverse groups succeed in higher education. The theorist who has done that work is
education philosopher John Dewey. Dewey’s formulation of democratization is especially
resonant for writing centers because it is the fullest articulation of the subject in relationship to
education. Dewey himself taught high school before teaching both philosophy and education at
the University of Chicago (and later Columbia University) and directing the university’s
Laboratory School. Throughout the early decades of the twentieth century, Dewey argued that
educated citizens were the keystones of a healthy democracy. But his idea of democracy is not
restricted to the realm of government. It is, rather, a concept that describes social, civic, and
political relationships and deliberative processes among people. Dewey’s formulation of the
relationship between democracy and education reminds us that the one-on-one consultation in
itself is not a democratizing praxis.
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As Dewey frames it in Democracy and Education, the cornerstone of a healthy
democracy is its ability to make education accessible to as many people and to as diverse a group
of people as possible:
A democracy is more than a form of government; it is primarily a mode of associated
living, of conjoint communicated experience. The extension in space of the number of
individuals who participate in an interest so that each has to refer his own action to that of
others to give point and direction to his own, is equivalent to the breaking down of those
barriers of class, race, and national territory which kept men from perceiving the full
import of their activity. (Democracy 87)
Dewey’s interest in this passage is not, then, to promote diversity in education out of an altruistic
desire to provide better opportunities for the less fortunate. He focuses instead on the
relationships among people that lead to better-informed deliberation and action. Inclusive
education is vital, he explains, because it challenges homogeneous groups (Dewey, Democracy
86). Homogeneity brings habituation. Groups naturally favor habit over novelty because a triedand-tested habit feels safer even when the reasons why we decided to take it up in the first place
fade from memory (Dewey, Democracy 84–85). Thus, habits demand less of a person’s critical
faculties and provide a sometimes false feeling of security. For instance, imagine that your
kitchen was poorly organized: knives lying in the refrigerator and the spatula sticking up out of
the fruit bowl. Would you still prefer cooking in your kitchen to cooking in a well-organized but
unfamiliar one? Likely the answer would be “yes.” Cooking in your quirky but familiar kitchen
would still require less thought than learning to navigate a new set of better-ordered cabinets and
drawers. The continual challenge that difference brings, Dewey believes, is the antidote to
thoughtless habit. The health of democracy lies in varied interests given free play to interact with
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one another (Dewey, Democracy 83). Free and open interaction with groups unlike one’s own
challenges habits, promotes critical thought, and encourages the recognition of mutual interests
(Dewey, Democracy 86–87).
While centers may foster the notion that the one-on-one interaction between composer
and consultant is the defining relationship in the writing center, that interaction only fulfills the
democratizing mission to the extent that, in the Deweyan spirit, it encourages composers to share
their distinctiveness with others. Yet writing centers can sometimes struggle to balance this work
with the stakes that instructors and administrators have in making composers fit their own
visions of what kind of writer the university should produce. As Nancy Barron and Nancy
Grimm suggest, writing consultants can feel pressured to help students acculturate to the
university by sanding down whatever makes them stand out:
We suspect that many writing center workers have encountered students from diverse
cultures who have implicitly been expected to engage in literacy in ways that deny their
differences. Bilingual students are supposed to write as though English were their only
language. Bidialectial students are not supposed to use their “nonstandard” dialect in
school. Bicultural students are supposed to interpret what they read from the perspective
of mainstream culture. Writing centers might be the best place on campus to glimpse the
extent to which difference really matters in writing, yet too often the writing center is the
place where…students are supposed to learn to read and write as if they have no
differences. (59)
Yet Barron’s and Grimm’s repeated use of the passive voice highlights the ambiguity of the
source of the expectation that composers should conform. By whom are they “expected to
engage in literacy in ways that deny their differences”? Sometimes the composer makes the false
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assumption that an instructor wants a paper that sounds like every other paper when the
instructor is actually longing to be surprised and challenged. Yet other times, a student’s sense
that an instructor wants uniformity is right on target. What is a rhetoric consultant’s
responsibility in those cases?
Many centers negotiate disjunctures between ways students want to compose and ways
instructors want them to compose by adopting policies of strict neutrality when working with
composers facing poorly conceived assignments or counterproductive feedback. But this neutral
stance can pose problems. In “The Regulatory Role of the Writing Center,” Grimm argues that
many writing centers go even further and side with instructors as a matter of policy (“Regulatory
Role” 8). For support, Grimm points to Stephen North’s 1994 article “Revisiting ‘The Idea of a
Writing Center,’” his revision of his writing center manifesto, “The Idea of a Writing Center,”
which appeared in College English a decade earlier. In his original 1984 piece, North asserts that,
in the name of respecting classroom teaching colleagues, consultants always support the
instructor’s position: “[W]e never play student-advocates in teacher-student relationships. In all
instances the student must understand that we support the teacher’s position completely” (“Idea”
441). North’s own framing of the issue suggests how potentially troubling his position might be
in cases where the writer has been truly wronged: even when writers are “crushed by what
appear to be unwarrantedly hostile comments,” he argues, the consultant must stand behind the
instructor (North, “Idea” 441).
“The Idea of a Writing Center” is best remembered as an encomium to the prioritizing of
the individual writer, but this emphasis conflicts with North’s stance on the instructor’s role in a
consultation. He argues for the primacy of the individual writer in the center by declaring,
“teachers, as teachers, do not need, and cannot use, a writing center: only writers need it, only
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writers can use it….In short, we are not here to serve, supplement, back up, complement,
reinforce, or otherwise be defined by any external curriculum. We are here to talk to writers”
(“Idea” 440). Yet something in North’s idea of a writing center has to give. Consultants cannot
both “support the teacher’s position completely” and resist defining their role as backing up
classroom instruction. And if centers adopt North’s dictate, they may put themselves in the
position to reify the very classroom teaching that perhaps did not speak to that writer’s needs and
motivated him/her to seek out a writing consultant in the first place.
A decade later, in “Revisiting ‘The Idea of a Writing Center’” North softens his earlier
stance, at least acknowledging the uncomfortable position that writing centers find themselves in
when exposed to the “seaminess” that may exist in some instructor-student interactions
(“Revisiting” 12–13). He does not, however, go so far as to reclaim the role of student-advocate
for writing centers. “The Idea of a Writing Center” has served as the most influential expression
of the field’s championing of the individual writer. However, both North’s 1984 and 1994 pieces
also tacitly demonstrate the way centers struggle to achieve that ideal when faculty interests
come to the table. Valorizing the individual writer, a value which North’s “Idea of a Writing
Center” was instrumental in promoting, goes only so far.
In “Revisiting,” North likewise reconsiders his argument in “Idea of a Writing Center”
about a second constituency that makes its presence felt at the consultation table: school
administrators (“Revisiting” 13–14). School administrators are present in the consultation in the
sense that they expect to see evidence that the interaction contributes to measureable student
learning and retention. Historically, too, administrators at many schools have invested in writing
centers so that they might serve as a safety valve, easing the faculty’s responsibility to help
composers who are struggling with the curriculum. In a burst of idealism, North’s 1984 article
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promoted writing centers as “centers of consciousness,” sites for enacting schools’ commitment
to teaching writing (“Idea” 446). At a distance of ten years, he reflects that this was, at once, both
his most realistic and most naïve stance. North writes that his initial argument was realistic in the
sense that many institutions are only too happy to leave to writing centers the tasks of writing
instruction, research, placement, assessment, and professional development for teachers of
writing (North, “Revisiting” 14). Yet he was naïve in the sense that, rather than writing centers
building consciousness about the role of writing in learning, in reality they serve at some schools
as a place to offload the job of writing instruction so that the larger institution can feel absolved
of any responsibility (North, “Revisiting” 14). In these situations, they bend toward institutional
interests, which may not always favor democratizing education.
The Writing Laboratory at the University of Iowa, cited earlier as one of the first sitebased writing centers, serves as an example of a center that later became a pressure release valve;
it absolved the institution of responsibility for the shortcomings of the influx of underprepared
writers accepted under Iowa’s open admissions policy. What began as Carrie Stanley’s
“accepting and caring interpersonal approach to the teaching of writing” during the 1930s turned
into an institutionalized corrective program for remediating struggling students (Kelly 5). From
the mid-1940s through the 1960s, students who failed the university’s writing placement test
were assigned to work in the lab for four hours per week (Kelly 5). Writing instructors, rather
than consultants, staffed the lab, and the feedback that writers received firmly prioritized the
institutional aims of the placement test rather than the goals of the individual writer.
Lou Kelly worked in the Iowa lab during those years, and her description of it evokes
visions of something like a learning factory. Upon entering the lab, students would receive a
lecture on sentence composing (Kelly 6). They would then retreat to carrels to work
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independently, constructing sentences before listening to another lecture on outlining (Kelly 6).
Afterward, students would return to their “lonely carrels” to practice outlining before finally
receiving individual feedback from an instructor (Kelly 6–7). Kelly tried pushing back against
the lab’s mechanical approach by giving writers what she hoped would be a liberating
assignment on their first day:
Forget the list of stupid subjects you couldn’t write about on the exam. Forget about the
organization and spelling and grammar …. Your paper will not be marked or graded. I
really want to know what you think and feel about being here. And about failing the
exam. Why did you? After all those years in English classes. Did you fail or did
somebody somewhere along the way fail you? Whatever you think, whatever you feel,
say it—on paper. (8)
Not surprisingly, Kelly reports that writers tackled this assignment with a gusto that was absent
in the rest of their work in the lab (8–9). But she soon had to turn their attention back to the grind
of practicing for the motiveless, audience-less placement exam. Some students felt so
demoralized or alienated that they opted to simply accept an “F” or drop out of the university.
Those who stayed in the lab and passed the exam were released from the punishment of lab
hours, but “they still hated to write” (Kelly 9). The University of Iowa Writing Lab is one
illustration that, even with the best intentions, writing centers face the greatest pressure to take
on regulatory functions at the precise moments when the possibilities for fulfilling their
democratic project is the highest: when the needs of diverse and underprepared populations of
student writers expose cracks in the institution’s approach to teaching writing.
At the same time institutions want to feel satisfied that the writing center is taking care of
writing instruction, North argues, centers typically have neither the resources nor the institutional
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sway to fully provide the level of writing support that student bodies need (“Revisiting” 14–15).
Thus, North revises his original argument about the role that centers often play: instead of
“centers of consciousness,” they act as “the center of institutional conscience, that small nagging
voice that ostensibly reminds the institution of its duties regarding writing” (“Revisiting” 15).
Both North and Grimm conclude that writing centers tend to fall short in meeting the ideal to
prioritize the individual writer’s interests above all. Instead, centers feel pressured to bow to
institutional exigencies, to show that they can mold composers in the university’s image, eliding
their differences and discouraging the kind of push-back that Lou Kelly invited (“Did you fail or
did somebody somewhere along the way fail you?”). They place responsibility for writing
deficiencies on the individual writer’s shoulders and free the larger institution from sharing
culpability, allowing it to continue accepting students from wildly diverse writing backgrounds
without making larger curricular or institutional changes that would accommodate their
differences (North, “Revisiting” 15; Grimm, “Regulatory Role” 13). Borrowing from the
language of psychology and addiction, Grimm terms the sometimes dysfunctional relationship
between writing centers and the institutions that fund them one of “codependency” (“Regulatory
Role” 13). Ideally, writing centers working in the Deweyan spirit resist assembly-line education
practices. They encourage composers to share their differences in order to shake others out of
thoughtless habits so that they might envision a wider range of choices and exigencies in
democratic deliberation.
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Technology’s Mixed History in Democratizing Education
The notion that one-on-one consultations work as an antidote to the institutional forces
impeding students’ autonomy is a hopeful oversimplification, underestimating the demands other
stakeholders can impose which run counter to writing centers’ democratizing project. No better
site exists for dramatizing the challenge of this project than technologies, which, again and again,
centers have adopted as liberatory tools. They then discover that technologies are neither neutral
conduits nor purely liberatory, sometimes providing crucial pathways for writers to develop in
the ways they care about most and at other times re-inscribing the codependent relationship
between centers and institutions that can elide composers’ distinctness or failing to reach key
populations of underrepresented students. The role of technology in the democratizing project is
particularly important to understand as multiliteracy centers take hold across the country,
foregrounding the role of digital tools in the composing process. Technologies seem like
particularly appealing solutions during the pressure-point eras of high enrollments, like today’s,
when centers are overwhelmed by the breadth and diversity of need for support among
composers. Technological solutions promise self-paced —and even self-directed—learning that
better serves diverse students who are left behind by the blanket approach of classroom
instruction. But, like the siren song of the individual consultation, individual technologies have
both advanced and impeded centers’ democratic project.
Historically, technological efforts have fallen into one of three categories: those that
mediate the composer’s interaction with text, those that mediate the composer’s interaction with
the consultant, and those that mediate the composer’s interaction with others. In the first category
fall drill sheets, workbooks, fill-in-the-blank and multiple choice computer programs, and
automated feedback programs. Their origins go back to the site-based centers of the 1930s
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(“Drill Pads” 121). At that time, immigrants’ children poured into colleges and universities,
tripling the number of students in higher education; in an effort to provide remedial writing
instruction, writing centers developed automated grammar drills for them to practice (“Drill
Pads” 121).
Neal Lerner, in concert with Nancy Grimm and Stephen North, suggests that such skill
and drill technologies of much writing center work in this era allowed university administrators
to rationalize that they were actually doing something to democratize education by supporting
first-generation students while, in fact, they played a regulatory role, placing the burden for
success or failure on individual students themselves rather than on the institution (Lerner, “Drill
Pads” 123). The 1950s through the early 1960s, likewise, saw a renewed interest in “teaching
machines and programmed instruction” as the United States competed with the Soviet Union for
technological supremacy (Lerner, “Drill Pads” 125). Michael Pemberton argues that while
centers initially embraced these technologies, resistance then followed each (“Planning for
Hypertexts” 13). Tracing the scholarship on computers in writing centers from 1979 through the
late 1990s, Peter Carino confirms that “success stories, as a genre, continue in subsequent years
side by side with more restless discourse” (“Computers in the Writing Center” 180).
At the contemporary locus of those “success stories” and that “restless discourse” sits
online writing labs (OWLs). The term “OWL” describes a wide spectrum of web-based tools and
resources that fall under each of the three categories of writing center technologies. Some OWLs
are the digital offspring of their drill pad forebears: they mediate the composer’s interaction with
texts. With the development of personal computers in recent decades, many centers have looked
to OWLs instead to mediate the composer’s interaction with the consultant. Some argue that this
second category of OWLs functions as a technological tool of democratization. In 1998 Clint
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Gardner, an early and enthusiastic adopter of technology, designed his center’s OWL at the Salt
Lake City Community College to reach students whose full-time jobs or limited transportation
options prevented them from coming to the center in-person (Gardner 78). Gardner champions
the cause of making education accessible to those with less-than-stellar high school records or
low incomes: “The community college mission privileges the notion that education should be
available to those who seek it and upholds the belief that learning derives from a collaborative,
community effort” (76–77). A wired writing center, he posits, may be the site for carrying out
this ambitious mission (77).
As Gardner suggests, the pressure points where non-traditional students enter higher
education in large numbers are some of the most exigent sites for the development of OWLs. I
recall, as a new writing center coordinator at Saint Louis University, discovering that the greatest
need for writing support at my university existed within the school for non-traditional students,
who rarely visited the center. The students were hungry for writing support and were further
spurred on to seek it by faculty who felt frustrated with the quality of their writing. Yet they
worked during the day, attended classes at night, and took care of their families on weekends;
they didn’t have time to visit the center in-person. So with the best of intentions, we developed a
primitive online consultation service. Writers who wanted to use it completed an online form
describing their projects and specifying what aspects of them they wanted feedback on. Then
they emailed us their drafts. Consultants used the comment feature in Microsoft Word to add
notes in the margins of the drafts. They would return the drafts to the writers attached to emails
with summative notes. The disjunctures between what we valued in our face-to-face
consultations with writers and the values we conveyed online were, of course, glaring.
Consultants, working with the text in the writer’s absence, placed their focus on what already
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appeared on the page rather than the composer him or herself or what the composer wanted the
project to become. And collaboration at the early brainstorming stages was impossible. Although
consultants mainly used the marginal notes to ask questions, writers rarely responded. Since our
OWL made learning about the writer’s personal approaches nearly impossible, consultants’
discussion of composing strategies was limited to generic suggestions about how some writers
commonly approach similar situations. In other words, our OWL did a rotten job of fulfilling a
core writing center value: “close diagnosis and tutorial assistance suited solely to that particular
writer” (Harris, “Theory and Reality” 8).
The term “OWL” applies to resources that vary widely; some, in fact, appear to undercut
writing centers’ democratizing mission while others hold the potential to advance it. The
programs that call themselves “OWLs” range from websites that merely deliver canned content
on predetermined writing topics to interactive technologies that place the composer and the
consultant in the same virtual space. The former risk taking on the regulatory role that Grimm
cautions against. Ironically, even the OWL produced at Purdue University during Harris’ tenure
falls far short of living out the values she articulates, just like my center’s OWL did (see figure
19). The Purdue OWL, arguably the most-visited, best-known writing center site, provides
content rather than opportunities for individual writers and consultants to interact. As Eric
Hobson points out, OWLs like Purdue’s work against efforts to help writers develop through
collaboration: “Put bluntly, many OWLs consist primarily of the contents of old filing cabinets
and handbooks—worksheets, drill activities, guides to form—pulled out of the mothballs, dusted
off, and digitized” (Hobson, “Introduction” xvii). They recall the skill-and-drill approach, which
promotes writing in isolation from others, “reinscribing tenets found in current traditional
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rhetoric’s insistence on originality of ideas (collaboration is a form of cheating)” (Hobson,
“Introduction” xvii).

Figure 19. Purdue OWL Homepage.
A screen shot of the Purdue OWL homepage shows links on the left side of the page that lead
users to pages displaying writing-related contents similar to hardcopy handouts. The OWL’s aim
is to “assist clients in their development as writers—no matter what their skill level—with oncampus consultations, online participation, and community engagement.” (Purdue University
Writing Lab). However, the “online participation” component, as this OWL constructs it, places
users in the role of passive recipients of pre-packaged advice. Users’ position runs counter to
Harris’ stated understanding of the writing center as recognizing the individual writer (Harris,
“Theory and Reality” 8) and the OWL’s own mission of consultation, stated here as “online
participation,” and “community engagement.”
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At the other end of the OWL spectrum exist technologies that, rather than merely
digitizing print resources, embrace the artifice of electronic interfaces. The most common of
these are virtual writing centers, such as those of Seton Hall, the University of Central Florida,
and Michigan State University, that exist in Second Life (see figure 20). Composers and
consultants create avatars that meet in a virtual center, perhaps more spacious and shiny than
most real writing centers but still featuring ubiquitous couches. On one hand, avatars are clumsy
representations that omit the facial expressions and body language cues that tell composers and
consultants so much about one another. On the other hand, for all they obscure, avatars are
differently revealing in the sense that they tell us something about how their users wish to be
seen (hence the avatars’ washboard abs in figure 20). Taking Michigan State University’s idea of
a virtual center one step further, David Sheridan and Kym Buchanan developed a beta version of
an online multiplayer game, Ink, which eschewed the “center” metaphor and instead created a
virtual city where writers’ and readers’ avatars could share and produce multimodal
compositions in various settings (K. Buchanan).13 The City operated on a “reputation economy”;
players earned currency, or “ink,” by getting positive reviews from other players on the content
they posted (K. Buchanan). For users comfortable with them, Second Life and other virtual
realities offer a low stakes way to try on different composing personae. Students whose
backgrounds have not prepared them for what to expect in college—the very people writing
centers’ democratic mission seeks to serve—may find these OWLs particularly powerful. They

13 Ink seems never to have gotten beyond the development stage before the project ended in 2006.
However, a website still remains which explains its conception (Sheridan and K. Buchanan). The site is
worth viewing for its spirit of optimism about the potential for virtual technologies to motivate writers
and readers to interact in new ways.
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boast the face-saving anonymity of a skill-and-drill site like the Purdue OWL while offering
individual consultations that address that composer’s unique interests.

Figure 20. Second Life Writing Consultation.
A screen shot of a consultation in the Michigan State University Second Life Writing Center
shows the avatars of the composer at the left and the consultant at the right. They discuss the
client’s paper using real-time audio. At the same time, the real client and consultant view a
second window on their respective computer screens in which the client revises his paper in
real time (Michigan State University Writing Center).
Consultations conducted via Skype, G Chat, and other video chat programs strip away
some of the artifice of Second Life writing centers or a game like Ink but still have their limits.
These OWLs seek, as far as possible, to replicate face-to-face consultations, representing a
technological solution to the problem of writing center access. Paired with a program that allows
people to revise the same project simultaneously or a program that bundles these features, like
Wimba, consultants and composers can see and hear one another and work on a project in real
time, just as they would in a brick and mortar center. These options make it possible for the
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growing numbers of distance-education and non-traditional students to get individual attention
on their composing. The North Dakota State University Center for Writers makes this argument
in their proposal to fund a Wimba-based writing consultation service. They explain that their
current distance education technologies fail to replicate the important characteristics of face-toface consultations:
electronic submissions and asynchronous feedback are inefficient and inadequate means
to discuss the complexities of effective writing. Feedback is currently provided by email,
phone, or, most often, using the MS Word Track Changes function to insert comments
and suggestions into the margins of a document. None of these methods adequately
replicates the writing center session, where student and consultant interact face to face,
discussing a paper that both can see and revise together in real-time. (Sassi 4)
Wimba, they assert, is a better alternative because it comes closer to approximating an in-person
consultation (Sassi 2). Yet, while technologies might make consultations available to
traditionally overlooked composers, they change the nature of the interaction. The Northern
Illinois University Writing Center, for instance, offers consultations via Skype but cautions
students that they will not work with writers in certain writing-intensive courses “due to the
process-based nature of those courses” (Northern Illinois University).
The technologies that allow composers and consultants to see and hear one another in real
time lower barriers to education in some respects but raise them in others; they can raise the
financial and technological bar to participation compared to in-person consultations. For
instance, in its pilot of online consultations using Wimba, the University of Massachusetts,
Boston found their consultations with students who had not received prior training in using the
program to be less valuable than consultations with students who did (Simone 8). Likewise,
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some students did not purchase headsets that would allow them to speak to consultants, and
others experienced problems with browser compatibility (Simone 8, 24). Problems of access to
technology and technological expertise are particularly acute for some of the very populations of
distance education and non-traditional composers for whom centers develop OWLs and with
whom they identify their democratizing project:


Among adults Americans, the less they earn, the less education they have attained, and
the more rural the areas they live in, the less likely they are to use the Internet. People
from households that earn less than $30,000 per year are 33% less likely to use the
Internet than people from households earning more than $75,000 per year (Pew Internet
and American Life Project). While 94% of people with college degrees use the Internet,
fewer than half of adults without a high school degree can say the same. (Pew,
Demographics).14



Among 18- to 24-year-old American students, 93% of undergraduates in four-year
programs and 95% of graduate students have broadband access at home versus 78% of
community college students (Smith, Rainie, and Zichuhr).15



Just 54% of adults who are disabled use the Internet, while 81% of other adults use it
(Pew, Americans 3).16

14 These statistics about American adults’ Internet use comes from data collected in 2,277 interviews
with Americans over age 17 conducted by the Pew Research Center (Pew, Demographics).
15 Data about American college students’ home access to broadband Internet connections comes from
four tracking surveys by the Pew Internet Research Center, which were conducted in 2010 (Smith, Rainie,
and Zichuhr).
16 Statistics comparing Internet usage between American adults with disabilities and those without is
based on 3,001 telephone interviews that the Princeton Survey Research Associates International carried
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Internet technologies that let composers and consultants see and hear one another can reach
people who otherwise would not be able to visit the center, but, as these statistics demonstrate,
they are less likely to connect consultants to some of the composers they want to reach most.
While one contention of this chapter is that technologies can move writing/multiliteracy
centers toward fulfilling their democratizing project, the mixed results of OWLs illustrate that
technology in itself is not a cure-all. Returning to Neil Postman’s argument in Technopoly,
technologies do not simply help or harm, they create new cultures (18). And compared to
traditional writing centers, technology-rich multiliteracy centers present a new culture that
prompts a re-examination of writing center theory and pedagogy more broadly. Traditional
centers position writers differently with respect to technology than multiliteracy centers.
Traditional writing centers tend to frame technology as a means to bring more composers into
the center and mediate their relationships with texts and consultants. In the democratizing
mission as it has been historically conceived, once technology connects marginalized writers to
the center, the center acts as a gateway, gently easing the writer into the wider university.
Multiliteracy center work, on the other hand, foregrounds the nature of technologies as meaningshaping media. For multiliteracy consultants and their clients, questions about what technologies
can mean are always in play, granting composers agency to determine the work technology
should do for them. And for many composers, that work functions not as a gateway into the
university but a gateway out of the university and into a more deliberately public role.

out in 2010 (Pew, Americans 4).
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While some work has been done on strategies for consulting with composers on
multimodal projects, most notably by David Sheridan and Jackie Grutsch McKinney, little to
nothing has been written on the potential for multiliteracy centers to employ pedagogies that help
composers claim public roles. These are the technological solutions that fall under the third
category: they mediate composers’ interactions with others. In itself, the notion of multiliteracies
has challenged those who see the university as a self-contained entity. Ultimately, employing
technologies to help composers move outward would represent a new step in
writing/multiliteracy centers’ democratizing project, broadening it outside the walls of
educational institutions. Two developments suggest where that project might go: first, the
relative ease of web publishing argues for a more complex, productive concept to replace the
idea of audience, and, second, community writing centers offer models for thinking of
multiliteracy centers as protopublic spheres that prepare composers for public roles.

GOING PUBLIC

A Conceptual Framework for Public Rhetoric
Whether or not writing/multiliteracy centers decide to direct their democratizing project
outward toward the public, young composers have already voted with their keyboards. A 2005
Pew Research Center study of American teenagers between 12 and 17 years old estimates that
57% of the 12 million kids who use the Internet already post their own blog entries, films, and
images on the Internet (Lenhart and Madden i). Students are already claiming public roles on
their own. Chapters two and three in this text extend John Trimbur’s argument that multimodal
composing turns our attention from writing process and toward compositions themselves
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(“Multiliteracies” 30). The pervasiveness of self-publishing also argues for an additional step
beyond Trimbur’s emphasis on products: that of publication. Rhetoric consultants could help
some composers best not only by helping them focus on their compositions but by helping them
navigate public roles and publication. Though little has been said about what this additional step
might mean in writing centers, others in composition studies more broadly have pointed out the
potential for web publications to expand what we define as the public sphere (Sheridan, Ridolfo,
and Michel 804). David Sheridan, Jim Ridolfo, and Anthony Michel second Doug Hesse’s
critique that “We often have tended to distill civic writing into a school genre. That is, we have
students write about the civic sphere, not in it” (Hesse qtd. in Sheridan, Ridolfo, and Michel
805). They argue, instead, for composers who not only create but who also publish their work
outside of the university (Sheridan, Ridolfo, and Michel 805). However, they suggest, the current
lack of a conceptual framework for handling the complex, multiple, and overlapping
technological concerns and sociopolitical interests for tackling public writing in the classroom
impedes us (805). The solution is “a conceptual apparatus—a map—that better enables rhetorical
educators to confront a host of fundamental and concurrent shifts in rhetoric as a simultaneously
symbolic, cultural, and material practice that occurs within local and extended contexts that are
themselves simultaneously discursive, cultural, and material” (805). That is a tall order. And I do
not believe that the writing/multiliteracy center’s only goal should be to help composers go
public. However, it is one kind of work that multiliteracy centers, in particular, can make visible
and can carry out better than classroom instructors can. Since many composers are already doing
so—and without a conceptual map for confronting constantly shifting rhetorical situations—
centers would do well to make work with public composing one thing that they do. A first step
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writing/multiliteracy centers could take would be to revisit the notion of “audience” and consider
the work that publics theory might do in its place.
The term “audience” often leads composers to imagine a homogenous set of readers
defined primarily in terms of demographic categories. In academic settings the concept
frequently serves as shorthand for “the teacher.” Rhetorical theorist Rosa Eberly argues that
“audience” is too reductive of a concept to do sufficient service in the writing classroom and
likewise, she shows how many strains of twentieth-century literary criticism falsely boil down
the “reader” to a single, generic entity (“Writers, Audiences, and Communities” 165; Citizen
Critics 11–13). She writes, “[W]hereas theories of audiences or readers tend to focus on the
always-fictional nature of the audience, the psychological constituents of the audience, or the
demographics of the audience, such theories do not account for the empirical discursive
processes through which publics come to recognize themselves, form, act, and, perhaps,
disintegrate” (“Writers, Audiences, and Communities” 175). The same critique applies to the use
of “audience” and “reader” in the writing center. The terms oversimplify the complex and
competing responses that communication can provoke. These simplifications further feed into
the center’s nomos of consensus. While writing/multiliteracy centers might help composers
negotiate public roles, “audience” and “reader” do not prove pedagogically substantial enough to
support this project. Better alternatives, Eberly suggests, are the concepts of “publics” and
“public spheres” (“Writers, Audiences, and Communities” 166). While John Dewey, Jurgen
Habermas, Hannah Arendt, and Richard Sennett have all offered their own theories of publics,
John Dewey’s formulation is perhaps the most exigent for multiliteracy center work.
For a public to form, Dewey explains in The Public and Its Problems, it is not enough for
people to associate with one another. A public has the potential to form through “conjoint
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behavior” that has social consequences, even if those consequences are indirect. A precondition
of a public is the recognition that those consequences represent a common interest (Dewey,
Public 188). However, people often are not aware of their “social natures” or their ability to
shape government and other institutions by engaging in “conjoint behavior” (Dewey, Public
188–89). Conjoint behavior brings publics into being. And unlike the rather static notion of
“audience,” publics can be dynamic, complex, conflicting, and overlapping entities. Dewey
compares an individual’s role in various publics to that of an oxygen molecule within water
(Public 188–89). Bonded properly with hydrogen, it takes on all the behaviors of water. It finds
definition as a constituent of water. Yet, it also finds definition in the comparison between its
characteristics as oxygen and its characteristics as a component of water. It may find further
definition in contrast to other forms it takes on. Of course, people’s associations with various
publics are more difficult to delineate because our movement among publics is more fluid
(Dewey, Public 189). Publics may overlap or conflict with one another just as an individual in
conflicting publics would face a conflict within himself or herself (Dewey, Public 190–91).
Thinking of the recipients of texts as publics challenges composers, first, to respond to
complex, multilayered rhetorical situations and recognize shifting or competing interests.
Second, it asks them to think of their rhetoric in terms of conjoint behavior rather than isolated
utterances. In this respect, publics theory offers a conceptual framework to understand rhetoric’s
potential as a form of public action. Hannah Arendt argues that public action that mobilizes
others is a form of power,
Power corresponds to the human ability not just to act but to act in concert. Power is
never the property of an individual; it belongs to a group and remains in existence only so
long as the group keeps together. When we say of somebody that he is “in power” we
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actually refer to his being empowered by a certain number of people to act in their name.
The moment the group, from which the power originated to begin with…disappears, “his
power” also vanishes. (44)
University cultures in the humanities so often hold fast to the fallacy of the romantic genius
toiling away in a garret to produce a great classic. Arendt helps us see that this notion does
students little service when they choose to take on public roles. A writing/multiliteracy center
can instead invite composers to see possibilities for public formation, composing works that ask
others to recognize shared interests.

The Role of Technology in Publics Formation
Dewey’s prescient ideas about the role of technology in publics formation are particularly
relevant for multiliteracy center work. In 1927, Dewey argues that during the “the machine age”
he lived in people were typically too isolated from each other to recognize shared interests that
produce publics (Public 184). To his credit, instead of launching a doomed campaign against
machines, the forward-thinking Dewey argues for better machines. Better communication
technologies bring more people and a greater diversity of people into conversation. In our
Internet age, outlets for communication, particularly electronic communication, have overrun our
culture in ways Dewey probably could not have imagined; yet his understanding of the role of
technology in democracy resonates with today’s networked digital landscape:
The highest and most difficult kind of inquiry and a subtle, delicate, vivid, and responsive
art of communication must take possession of the physical machinery of transmission and
circulation and breathe life into it. When the machine age has thus perfected its
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machinery it will be a means of life and not its despotic master. Democracy will come
into its own, for democracy is a name for a life of free and enriching communion. It had
its seer in Walt Whitman. It will have its consummation when free social inquiry is
indissolubly wedded to the art of full and moving communication. (Dewey, Public 184)
For Dewey, it is not only important that communication technology be accessible but that it be
sophisticated enough to convey ideas with depth and nuance. The mechanisms of
communication, used well, can lead to the “annihilation of space” between people (Democracy
86), which seems to foreshadow the role of the Internet and smart phones in fostering
contemporary globalism.
Writing/multiliteracy centers that expand their democratizing missions and help
composers not only to succeed within academic institutions but outside them are taking on a
public project that, done responsibly, demands grappling with publics formation. New media
technologies present opportunities for composers to take on public roles in ways that are
unavailable in exclusively print-dedicated writing centers. Web publishing carries the potential
for non-experts to be public. But it also brings interactivity, public consequences, and ethical
concerns of mixing and sampling. Thus, the full potential of multiliteracy center work goes far
beyond helping composers produce multimodal projects. Responsible multiliteracy consulting
must help composers negotiate publication and publics. Dewey’s definition of publics offers a
conceptual model of this work. But what does it look like in practice? Independent community
writing centers, organizations that school-based writing centers seldom associate with, provide
some models for moving forward. They are testing out strategies for helping composers negotiate
public roles.
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COMMUNITY WRITING CENTERS AS PROTOPUBLICS
Just over 1,600 writing centers from all 50 states and 20 countries have chosen to list
themselves in the Writing Center Directory (St. Cloud State University). Of those, over 1,400 are
located in colleges and universities, 200 are located in high schools, and just two are communitybased. Why are community-based writing centers relatively invisible in the Directory despite the
fact that they exist in many cities? In part the answer is that so many community writing
initiatives are created by school-based centers. With some digging, we would find that the listing
for the University of Denver writing center also encompasses two centers that they run in Denver
homeless shelters. The listing for the University of Wisconsin-Madison writing center represents
not just their on-campus locations but sites at public libraries and job centers. And at least one,
the Salt Lake City Community College Community Writing Center, is sponsored by a
community college but run by an independent staff at its own off-campus building. However,
another small but growing subset of community writing centers exists that the Writing Center
Directory fails to capture at all: independent community writing centers.
Independent community writing centers are stand-alone, nonprofit organizations that
have opened during the last decade; most target primary and secondary school-age kids in
particular. They include the 826 Valencia franchise, which started in San Francisco and now
exists in eight American cities; Birmingham, Alabama’s Desert Island Supply Co; the Austin Bat
Cave; Philadelphia’s Spells Writing Lab; St. Louis’ Studio STL; Cleveland’s fledgling Ohio City
Writers; Cleveland Heights, Ohio’s Lake Erie Ink; Dublin’s Fighting Words; Hackney,
England’s Hackney Pirates; and others. While writing centers’ impact has largely been measured
at the college and university level, the growth of community writing centers presents a new set of
possibilities for the democratizing mission that centers can fulfill—providing that the two types
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of centers can recognize their mutual interests and build stronger professional networks with one
another.
Yet, structural forces work against forming connections between these different types of
centers. The fact that over 1,600 schools chose to submit listings to the Directory indicates that
school-based centers enjoy strong professional networks that provide outlets for administrative
support and scholarship. The International Writing Centers Association (IWCA) boasts ten
regional chapters in the United States, as well as two international regionals and numerous miniregional organizations in metropolitan areas. These organizations sponsor various publications;
hold conferences, symposia, and institutes; and maintain websites and listservs. And it makes
sense that school-based centers form connections to one another; strong professional networks
provide the foundation for the field’s hard-won disciplinarity. Yet, as the Directory suggests,
community-based writing centers seldom identify themselves as members of the existing, schoolbased writing center community. A community writing center director is more likely to give a
TED Talk or post a funding plea video on Kickstarter than he or she would be to participate in an
IWCA-sponsored conference. News of their work is much more likely to appear in a city’s
alternative weekly newspaper or on the evening news than on the pages of The Writing Lab
Newsletter or the Writing Center Journal. But community writing centers’ focus on people who
are outside of their professional group is just as logical as school-based centers’ focus inside:
community centers’ funding comes from grant organizations and community members.
Because community-based centers have developed independently of their counterparts in
schools, they have reinvented the wheel in some senses. They have “invented” some approaches
that school-based writing centers have practiced for years. And yet they have truly pioneered
some strategies traditional school-based centers might consider adapting. The most influential of
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these centers has been San Francisco’s 826 Valencia, founded by Dave Eggers. While the
founders of longer-established community writing center like the Salt Lake City Community
Writing Center (established in 2001) and Richard Hugo House (established in 1998) and schoolbased centers stretching back more than a century might be surprised to hear Eggers’ “new” idea,
nonetheless, many other community writing centers point to 826 Valencia as their model (Lake
Erie Ink; Ohio City Writers; Desert Island Supply Company; Edmonds; Fighting Words;
Aldenton).
Eggers’ 2008 TED Talk, “Once upon a School,” viewed over a half-a-million times on
Youtube, highlights some of the common ground and divergences between community-based and
school-based centers. In his talk, Eggers describes how he came up with the idea for 826
Valencia. His friends who were teachers helped him realize that the San Francisco public schools
were unable to support diverse student writers sufficiently in the classroom, a notion that
unwittingly echoes Lerner’s argument in “The Teacher-Student Writing Conference and the
Desire for Intimacy.” Egger says he realized that
so many of my friends that were teaching in city schools were having trouble with their
students keeping up at grade level, in their reading and writing in particular. Now so
many of these students had come from households where English isn’t spoken in the
home, where a lot of them have different special needs, learning disabilities. And, of
course, they’re working in schools which sometimes and very often are under-funded.
And so they would talk to me about this and say, “You know, what we really need is just
more people, more bodies, more one-on-one attention.”
Like 826 Valencia, the Hackney Pirates opened in response to overwhelmed public schools in
Hackney, a city just east of London, failing to meet the diverse needs of their students
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(Aldenton). Not surprisingly, then, many centers like the one in Hackney choose to locate in
neighborhoods that are struggling economically. They are independent efforts that are explicitly
“aimed at supplementing the school system” as the Hackney Pirates website explains (Hackney
Pirates). The Austin Bat Cave website echoes, “At ABC, we understand that public school
teachers are the hardest-working people in town. With all our programs, we strive to be a
resource, mobilizing volunteers to help teachers accomplish what they might not be able to
accomplish on their own” (Austin Bat Cave). The creation of Studio STL was motivated by
similar circumstances. In 2004, lawyer Beth Ketcher saw how unenthused her daughter’s secondgrade class was about writing (Edmonds). At the same time, the beleaguered St. Louis public
school system was waging an ultimately unsuccessful battle to retain its state accreditation
(Clubb). An article about Eggers’ efforts at 826 Valencia inspired Ketcher to quit her law firm
and start a community writing center for St. Louis kids (Edmonds). These centers launched in
response to concerns similar to those that gave rise to school-based writing centers historically:
overwhelmed schools struggle to meet the needs of ethnically and socioeconomically diverse
groups in the classroom.
The two types of writing centers share a common motivation: like school-based centers,
community-based centers see their work as a democratizing project. Eggers explains that the
group of writers with whom he started 826 Valencia shared “an interest in the primacy of the
written word in terms of nurturing a democracy, nurturing an enlightened life.” Upon closer
examination, the democratizing mission of community-based writing centers diverges from
school-based centers in ways that productively challenge traditional centers. The nomos that
pervades college and university writing centers embraces an image of themselves existing on the
borders of their institutions, ushering writers in. As the University of Colorado, Colorado Springs
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writing center’s mission statement says, “The Writing Center exists to promote excellence in
writing and success in students' academic careers.” They place their focus on “writers entering
the academic community.” Community centers, on the other hand, position themselves in the
liminal spaces within neighborhoods, ushering writers out into their towns and cities. Beth
Ketcher of Studio STL articulates a common philosophy: “We envision a world where all youth
embrace the power of their individual voices and are seen, valued, and heard in their
community” (StudioSTL). As the Lake Erie Ink vision statement expresses it, they work in order
to have young writers “Become more confident participants in the community as they discover
their voices, share their ideas, and listen to and gain inspiration from each other.” Community
writing centers are not helping alienated students navigate the university; instead they help
writers navigate the world. In practice, the difference in missions means that community-based
centers meet underserved writers where they are instead of waiting for larger social trends like
immigration or waves of veterans returning from war to prompt diverse students to come to
them. Indeed, data on high school drop-outs suggests that college and university writing centers
that want to make higher education more accessible to underrepresented students would do well
to intervene earlier—like Carnegie Mellon’s Community Literacy Center does with Pittsburgh
teenagers—when the bottleneck on the pathway toward college occurs and proportionally more
underrepresented students reach a crossroads about whether to continue formal education.
While gaps have narrowed over the last four decades, categories like family income and
race or ethnicity are still strong predictors of high school graduation. High school dropout rates
among students from all income groups have fallen since 1972 (Chapman, Laird, and Ramani
21). Yet, considerable disparities among groups remain. In 2008, students from families with low
incomes dropped out of high school at twice the rate of their as their counterparts from middle200

income families and more than four times the rate of their counterparts from high-income
families (Chapman, Laird, and Ramani 21; see figure 21). Likewise, the three most populous
racial/ethnic groups have seen increases in high school enrollment and graduation rates since the
early 1970s (Chapman, Laird, and Ramani 10). Yet, differences among the groups remain
significant. Figure 22 shows that in 2008, among people aged between 16 and 24, blacks were
twice as likely as whites to neither be enrolled in high school nor to have earned a high school
credential (9.9% to 4.8%, respectively) (Chapman, Laird, and Ramani 8). And Hispanics in that
age group were close to four times as likely (18.3%) as their white peers to neither be enrolled
nor have earned high school credentials (Chapman, Laird, and Ramani 8). The advantage that
community writing centers enjoy is that their democratizing mission is not tied to college
enrollments. Instead, they plant their flags in struggling communities and open their doors to
young writers years before the pivotal moment when kids decide whether to go to college or
whether to stay in school at all. They connect with writers earlier (like their colleagues in
secondary-school and primary-school sponsored centers), and then they move writers out toward
publicness and publicity and publication.
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Figure 21. High School Dropout Percentages, by Family Income, 1972-2008.
An image of a graph from a 2010 National Center for Education Statistics report shows United
States high school dropout rates of people from different income brackets between 1972 and
2008 (Chapman, Laird, and Ramani 22).17 While dropout rates have decreased overall, students
from low-income families still dropped out at much higher rates than students from middleand high-income families.

17 The National Center for Education Statistics defines low-income families as those in the bottom 20%
of annual income. Middle income families represent the middle 60%, and high-income families
represent the top 20%. You will note a gap in the graph lines; data from 1974 were unavailable.
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Figure 22. Percent of Americans not Attending High School or Holding GEDs, by
Race/Ethnicity, 1972-2008.
This image of a graph from the National Center for Education Statistics indicates the proportion
of 16- to 24-year-olds from different races or ethnicities between 1972 and 2008 who were
neither enrolled in high school nor earned a high school diploma or GED (Chapman, Laird, and
Ramani 23).

Community-based centers seek out young people who otherwise might be less likely to
stay in school. While they see themselves as supporting schools, that support is often
independent of schools’ curricula; they turn the composers’ attention toward the public sphere.
Most community-based writing centers create opportunities for participants to publish their
writing in anthologies and newspapers and on websites. A number of community-based centers,
in fact, fund themselves in part by selling anthologies of their participants’ work. This funding
model started at 826 Valencia with Isabel Allende’s offer to pay for the publication of an
anthology of writing from high school students about “how to find peace in a violent world”
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(Eggers). They sold the results online and in local bookstores. Not surprisingly, Eggers reports,
the 826 Valencia volunteers discovered that
The kids will work harder than they’ve ever worked in their life [sic] if they know it’s
going to be permanent, know it’s going to be on a shelf, know that nobody can diminish
what they’ve thought and said, that we’ve honored their words, honored their thoughts
with hundreds of hours of five drafts, six drafts—all this attention that we give to their
thoughts. And once they achieve that level, once they’ve written at that level, they can
never go back. It’s absolutely transformative.
In 2000, John Trimbur predicted that, as writing centers took on multiliteracy work in the next
ten years, they would shift their attentions from composing processes to products
(“Multiliteracies” 30). The community writing centers movement hints at an additional shift in
the coming decade from products to publication. In fact, the founders of 826 Valencia call their
organization a “publishing center” (Eggers). Community writing centers usher members of their
community into public roles. As traditional writing centers transition into multiliteracy centers
and work with composers who are taking advantage of relatively easy avenues to online
publication, community centers provide a model for how centers may support public composers.

Personal Stories, Public Writing, and the “Journey from Nepal”
Studio STL’s fourth anthology of kids’ writing, Walking with Skinned Knees: Stories of
Perseverance, dramatizes the role centers play to help composers negotiate public roles. The
2011 book project collects writing from St. Louis-area high school students, as well as
participants in the St. Louis Internship Program, a nonprofit that prepares inner city kids for
professional careers, and students in College Bound, a Department of Education program
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designed to provide a pathway to higher education for high school students who are from lowincome families or who plan to become first-generation college students. During the summer,
many of the contributors met with the Studio’s volunteer mentors twice a week to write, revise,
and collaborate. One of those participants, Bal Chuhan, contributed a personal narrative entitled
“Journey from Nepal.” Chuhan’s story describes his parents’ displacement from their native
Bhutan, his childhood as a refugee in Nepal, and his recent move to St. Louis. His essay bears
closer examination for the way it enacts his journey into the public sphere and hints at the role
Studio STL played as facilitators. The anthology editors make the striking choice to publish
Chuhan’s original handwritten piece, composed in Nepali blended with a few English words,
accompanied by Ashish Chalice’s translation on the facing page (see figure 23 and figure 24).
Describing the volunteer mentors’ roles, Project Director and Studio STL Founder Beth Ketcher
says, “We listened. We heard”; their editorial choice asks readers to do the same. Honoring
Chuhan’s Nepali language demonstrates the Studio’s mission to act as a kind of expressivist
listening post for young writers.
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Figure 23. “Journey from Nepal.”
An image of Bal Chuhan's “Journey from Nepal,” an essay about his journey as a refugee from
Nepal to St. Louis, Missouri (46). Chuhan's handwritten essay appears in Walking with Skinned
Knees: Stories of Perseverance, an anthology of St. Louis teens’ writing sponsored by Studio STL.
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Figure 24. Translation of "Journey from Nepal."
An image of Ashish Chalise's translation of Bal Chuhan's story (47). Chalise's translation appears
on the page facing Chuhan's handwritten original.
Chuhan’s story narrates a double displacement. His family is among the Bhutanese
people whose peasant ancestors migrated to the country from Nepal beginning in the nineteenth
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century and established themselves as successful farmers (Hutt 45). While, over the course of the
next century, these people came to identify themselves as Bhutanese, the Bhutanese monarchy
considers them ethnic and religious outsiders whose growing influence and democratic leanings
threaten the existing rule (Hutt 44, 46). During the early 1990s, the monarchy expelled them;
102,000 fled to Nepali refugee camps (Hutt 44). Those who stayed in Bhutan were declared
illegal immigrants, faced imprisonment, and lost their land and jobs (Hutt 47–49). While the
country of their birth, Bhutan, rejected them, their ancestral homeland, Nepal, refused to claim
them as citizens either. Many lived in the camps for close to two decades, surviving on handouts
from the United Nations. Finally, in 2006 the United States agreed to accept 60,000 Bhutanese
refugees (Laenkolm 59). Among them were Chuhan and his family.
Chuhan’s original composition in Nepali and his choice to write certain words in English
enact his cultural and political homelessness. The English words—“camp,” “UNHCA,”
“refugee,” “help,” “IOM,” “sale,” “process,” “plane,” “New York,” “Missouri,” “St. Louis,”
“pick-up,” “relative,” “International Institute,” and the heartbreaking conclusion “I miss my
country”—hint at the places where his path crossed most with English speakers: the aid agencies
that supported the camp and resettled him in the United States. The words seem to progress from
a sense of rootless precariousness in the refugee camp; to the passage toward the unknown,
“locked in a dark room” of the airplane; to the potential for a new, stable home with a relative in
St. Louis. However, the final sentence, “I miss my country,” the only one completely in English,
overturns that expectation and further complicates Chuhan’s expression of longing for a home
country. But which country does he claim as his own: his parents’ home country of Bhutan or the
site of his refugee camp, Nepal? Neither nation claims him. And yet, the country that did grant
him citizenship, the United States, feels foreign. Still, the language of Chuhan’s last sentence
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itself promises a certain vexed claim to a place among Americans. The Nepali language has no
equivalent word for the English term “to miss” (Gurung). The more common Nepali expression
appears in the second-to-last sentence, translated by Chalise as “I always remember my country
since I have been here.” Chuhan’s choice to add the concluding sentence in English to convey a
sentiment that does not exist in Nepali represents a certain reaching out to his fellow Americans;
for a moment he voices his plight, and perhaps even experiences it, in the terms his new
countrymen understand. To enlist us, he must for a moment think like us. Chuhan’s piece serves
as example of the way community writing centers’ mobilize personal narrative to do public
work—in his case, expanding and complicating a shared sense of national identity.
While school-based writing centers do not as often work with composers on personal
narratives like “Journey from Nepal” or creative writing, community-based centers focus on
these genres for a reason. As John Dewey argues, they ask others to recognize shared interests in
ways that traditional academic writing or journalism cannot (Public 183). Patricia Roberts-Miller
explains the function of personal narrative in a democracy this way:
In deliberative democracy, one must make one’s argument understood in the words
others use. While part of what makes narrative (especially personal narrative) so helpful
in public discourse is its situatedness, it must speak to people in other situations. . . . It is
an attempt to make a certain kind of experience comprehensible to people who have not
had it. (213)
Narrative builds bridges; it pathos and its presentation cut through the “crust of conventionalized
and routine consciousness” and provoke critical thought (Dewey, Public 183–84). Skinned Knees
and collections like it challenge school-based writing/multiliteracy centers to see creative writing
as central to the effort to usher diverse voices into the public sphere. Dewey makes clear that
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democracy demands better communication not only in the form of highbrow scholarship and
newsgathering but also artistic expression by and for the many.

The Writing/Multiliteracy Center as Protopublic Sphere
Community writing centers function as, what Rosa Eberly terms, “protopublic spaces.”
Eberly applies the term to an approach to classroom teaching; her classroom foregrounds publics
and the situated nature of communication, while, at the same time, providing composers lowstakes practice grounds as they prepare to go public. This teaching includes but goes beyond the
classroom and “into the different kinds of public realms that our students and we read and write
in after we have left high school and perhaps college, after we have gone home for the evening
or the morning—all the kinds of writing we might engage in for the duration of our lives, the
writing we do as citizen critics” (“Writers, Audiences, and Communities” 165–66). In other
words, the protopublic classroom provides the students who want it, a pathway toward public
action outside of educational institutions.
Protopublic spheres so far have been most fully conceived of in the composition and
language arts classroom—and for good reason. Randy Bomer argues that moving students
toward public involvement is best done in groups: “Social action is least effective when it is
boxed into solitary efforts. To take action in a democracy, citizens must enlist others into caring
about their issue and learn to negotiate people’s diverse agendas to involve them in their
projects” (35). Bomer describes constructing something like a protopublic space in his
elementary and secondary school classrooms: he asks students to keep a notebook, recording
situations in their communities that they want to make better (35). During class, students then
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have time to share their concerns and find allies. Some students, inspired by a classmate’s
subject, decide to abandon their original focus and take up the classmate’s issue. Once they
identify common concerns, they work together on writing projects that seek change (Bomer 35).
Bomer’s approach dramatizes for students the dynamic and social nature of publics. Yet,
constructing the classroom as a protopublic sphere is not entirely ideal. Classrooms are, as
Eberly points out, institutional spaces, not public spaces (Citizen Critics 169–70).
No matter how much we want classrooms to be supportive testing grounds for public
rhetoric, students must do the work assigned by their instructors. The impetus for their potential
public utterances is extrinsic. And to earn a good grade in the class, students must attune
themselves to the values or aesthetics of that instructor. In that construction, the notion that the
instructor represents a public rather than a reader is more vexed. Students must negotiate their
own motivations for communicating with their desires for good grades. As an alternative, what
would it mean to imagine the multiliteracy center as a protopublic space? While independent
community centers are well-positioned to function this way, school-based centers are still
institutional spaces. However, most have the luxury to work with students on extracurricular
projects. Multiliteracy centers, by their very natures, invite composers who want to self-publish
on the Internet. The center can be a place where intrinsically-motivated composers test out
independent projects before making them public.
The consultant-composer relationship, too, avoids the polite fiction in the teacher-student
relationship that the student is intrinsically motivated to produce a composition that the instructor
will just happen to evaluate. A consultant is not an evaluator. Thus, the composer can decide in
what ways the consultant represents or diverges from the potential public that he or she will
address. Or better yet, the consultant will not pretend to represent a particular public—a doomed
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effort to be sure—but teach the composer to ask the questions public rhetoricians ask themselves
when making ideas public. Composers risk little when they fail to meet a rhetoric consultant’s
standard. In that sense, the consultant never becomes the sole, final reader in the way a
classroom instructor must inevitably be, leaving the composer free to communicate to external
publics. Still, an advantage that writing classrooms hold over multiliteracy centers is the group
dynamic that can dramatize a public the way that Bomer does with his classes. The value of the
group dynamic raises the question whether the defining relationship in the writing/multiliteracy
center should strictly be the one-on-one consultation. How can multiliteracy centers hold on to
Muriel Harris’ ideal of the writing center as a place where each unique composer receives
individual support geared specifically for him/her and at the same time present the dynamics of
protopublics? Envisioning the writing/multiliteracy center’s primary interaction as between the
consultant and the composer limits its potential to engage the shifting, overlapping, conflicting,
and conjoint interests of actual publics and composers themselves. Composers interested in
publication may challenge multiliteracy centers to expand the range of relationships they have
with composers to small group workshops or other low-stakes connections to other groups.
So multiliteracy centers may consider fostering other types of relationships; when it
comes to composers working on public writing, the defining role of the multiliteracy center can
be to help composers form relationships with one another. Here, Bruffee’s idea of “the crunch”
becomes newly relevant. His formulation of collaborative learning is firmly grounded in a
democratic project. According to Brooklyn Summer Institute fellow John Trimbur, “Bruffee sees
collaborative learning as part of a wider movement for participatory democracy, shared decisionmaking, and non-authoritarian styles of leadership and group life” (“Consensus and Difference”
605). “The crunch” is a key step in that democratizing effort; it is the moment when the students
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turn away from the teacher’s authority and decide to form into a community of knowledgeable
peers. As the term would suggest, reaching the crunch is not easy. To achieve it, another one of
Bruffee’s students, Peter Hawkes, argues, “Students not only need to change their relationship to
the authority of the teacher, but they also need to change their relationship to the authority of
knowledge itself” (30). It demands that members of the group show courage, confront resistance,
and negotiate conflicts. It asks centers to get comfortable with dissensus. However, the crunch is
a less fraught pivot point in the multiliteracy center than in the classroom because the center
positions itself outside the curriculum, is stocked with experts, and is wired to the world beyond
academe. Multiliteracy centers could serve as these kinds of protopublic spaces because, in their
best moments, they give composers freer play in generating ideas, preparing them to become
public actors and to be ready for all of the interpretive complexities that involves. Centers that
move in this direction would offer writers opportunities to form writing publics, to publish, and
to shape publics, in person, in print, and online. They would be gateways into education and,
likewise, gateways out toward rich participation in public life.
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Conclusion: Memory and “The Public Arts”
I confess that the preceding chapters occasionally lean on an argument that, in the
process of writing this dissertation, I have come to question: that new composing
technologies should prompt a reimagining of the writing center project. Certainly,
arguments persuading writing instructors to teach students multiliteracies have been
popular in composition studies in the computer age. Lester Faigley, Doug Hesse, Jackie
Grutsch McKinney, Cynthia Selfe, Kathleen Yancey, members of the New London
Group, and others have encouraged composition instructors and writing center
practitioners to take on the work of teaching students to negotiate new media
communication. These arguments take the form of a call to arms to those who are not yet
teaching multiliteracies. The New London Group called their influential 1996 article a
“programmatic manifesto” (“Pedagogy” 63). Cynthia and Richard Selfe also capture the
persuasive intensity of the genre by entitling their 2008 article “’Convince Me!” Valuing
Multimodal Literacies and Composing Public Service Announcements,” channeling the
resistance of composition teachers. Calls to arms like the New London Group’s and the
Selfes’ commonly share two rhetorical features. The first feature, one that this
dissertation has only strengthened my conviction about, is that multimodal rhetoric plays
a role in preparing students for public engagement. The second rhetorical feature—the
one that now troubles me—is an appeal to a pioneering spirit.
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The arguments that appeal to a pioneering spirit depict a new technological
frontier for instructors who, often with little formal training in new media themselves,
take up the mantle of teaching students to design websites, film digital videos, record
podcasts, and so on. Pamela Takayoshi and Cynthia Selfe make this appeal to newness
when they write in 2004,
It is fast becoming a common place that digital composing environments are
challenging writing, writing instruction, and basic understandings of the different
components of the rhetorical situation (writers, readers, texts) to change. Such
changes are both significant and far reaching—and they promise to be disruptive
for many teachers of English composition. For many such teachers …the texts
that students have produced in response to composition assignments have
remained essentially the same for the past 150 years. They consist primarily of
words on a page, arranged into paragraphs. (1)
Teaching multimodal rhetoric, these arguments suggest, is paradigm-shifting new work in
a field whose work up until now has restricted itself to language-centered composing.
Takayoshi and Selfe boil down 150 years of composition studies history to the pre-digital
era, which they imagine as purely written language-based, and the digital era. In their
version, the contemporary paradigm shift is made possible—and necessary—by the new
pervasiveness of digital composing technologies. If we do not teach these new literacies,
they emphasize, our students will be unprepared to communicate in the twenty-first
century. But, further, many share anxiety that if we don’t teach multiliteracies,
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composition studies itself will fade into obsolescence. In other words, because today’s
composing technologies are evolving, the nature of composition instruction must evolve
too.
Despite their rhetoric, the clarion calls to teach multiliteracies are far from a
strictly contemporary response to digital media. In English studies and composition
studies scholarship, calls for teaching new composing media appear as early as the 1940s
and continue throughout the second half of the twentieth century. As an illustration,
notice the parallels between the quote from Selfe and Takayoshi above and the following
three quotes from English Journal. In 1952, William Boutwell asks, “Should English
teachers pay any attention to movies, television, and radio? Perhaps we should ask, ‘Can
we afford to neglect them?’ If we don’t find a way to take them into the curriculum, we
may find that English as a subject has become outmoded” (133). Eleven years later,
Patrick Hazard argues,
But in a larger sense the same emerging global technology underlying printing is
making a worldwide community of meaning possible for the first time in
history…. That primary purpose I believe is to enable all of our students to see
and to say as much as needs to be seen and said through all the media that at once
complicate our modem world and make it at least partially meaningful. (470)
Then in 1975, Nancy Cromer writes,
As English teachers in the mid-1970s, we can’t afford to ignore television. It has
revolutionized communication, to the point of being called a world language. We
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might even go so far as to say it has replaced print as the predominant form of
mass communication in our culture…. So, as English teachers in a revolutionized
communication environment, we can’t ignore television, and neither should we
neglect print. As teachers of language, our concern has always been in helping
young people learn to communicate in the language or languages that carry
cultural communication and that the culture demands we use. In the past those
were reading and writing. Now, we still have to help our students learn to read
and write, but our job has expanded to include the languages of other media. (68)
Imagine removing the authors’ names, dates, and the names of technologies; it would be
easy to mistake them for contemporary utterances. Boutwell and Cromer’s statements
betray anxiety that not just students but English studies itself would be left behind if it
exclusively taught “words on a page, arranged into paragraphs.” For Boutwell, creating a
sense of urgency among teachers of writing was crucial to the war effort. He served as
the director of the US Office of Education (later to become the US Department of
Education) radio division during World War II. Though not a writing instructor himself,
Boutwell saw writing instructors as the prime locus for multiliteracy instruction (136).
During the open admissions era of the 1970s, another one of Neal Lerner’s “tension
points” in higher education, Cromer wrote a column called “Multi-Media” for the English
Journal that regularly issued calls to arms for teaching multimodal rhetoric. A 1977 issue
of the Writing Lab Newsletter reprinted an excerpt from Cromer’s April 1977 column,
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which it entitled “A Rationale for Multi-Media Learning Programs” (Harris, “Rationale”
1–2).
The calls to arms issued by Boutwell, Hazard, Cromer, and others throughout the
middle and late half of the twentieth century found eager audiences among many teachers
of writing, contrary to Cromer, Takayoshi, and Selfe’s sense of the past. Take one new
composing medium, radio, for example. Radio writing instruction was not unusual in
American secondary schools in the 1930s through the 1950s. In 1938, English
departments in half of Illinois largest 89 high schools presented student radio broadcasts
(Reid and Day 314). During World War II and the years that followed, interest in
teaching radio composition in English classes was strong. In 1941, approximately 15
percent of Ohio schools had radio units in English classes or whole courses devoted to it
(Reid and Day 315). In that same year, Rochester, New York public schools made radio
writing the focus of its second semester tenth-grade English curriculum. Radio writing
likewise entered secondary school curricula in Michigan, Texas, and elsewhere (Reid and
Day 315).
The long view suggests that calls to arms for multiliteracy instruction are not
provoked by any particular new technology in itself but rather some other forces. Neal
Lerner finds that during “tension points” in higher education enrollments a greater push
toward one-on-one instruction takes place. Calls to arms for multiliteracy instruction also
become most visible at these “tension points” in higher education. Viewed in the
continuity of the long history of arguments in favor of multimodal instruction,
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contemporary efforts to teach multimodal rhetoric no longer seem driven so much by new
technologies but by diverse writers themselves as they enter higher education. Thus the
scholarship often takes on the argument that teaching multiliteracies is a democratizing
effort. While the rhetoric of language-based writing instruction typically focuses on
providing a gateway into the university, the rhetoric of multiliteracy instruction focused
on providing a gateway out of the university and into the public sphere. Communication
media like film, radio, and television are what Patrick Hazard called the “public arts”
(468).
In his 1882 lecture at the Sorbonne, “What Is a Nation?” French philosopher
Ernest Renan considers and rejects factors that we might commonly assume play roles in
forming nations, like language, race, or religion. He argues, instead, that a key to nation
building is the ability to forget:
Forgetting, I would even go so far as to say historical error, is a crucial factor in
the creation of a nation…. [T]he essence of a nation is that all individuals have
many things in common, and also that they have forgotten many things. No
French citizen knows whether he is a Burgundian, an Alan, a Taifale, or a
Visigoth, yet every French citizen has to have forgotten the massacre of Saint
Bartholomew. (11)
In order for different groups of people to come together as a nation, they must not just let
go of their old identifications; they must, over the course of several generations, forget
they ever had them. “It is good for everyone to know how to forget” Renan argues (16).
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The community of writing centers professionals knows how to forget; this amnesia has
done the important rhetorical work of uniting them today while at the same time
unfortunately asking them to reinvent the wheel each generation. The frame of
acceptance places writing centers in a reactive position each generation when a new
technology inevitably appears and “tension points” in college enrollments raise the stakes
on writing center work anew.
The argument I want to advance, then, is not that today’s new media technologies
should compel writing centers to take up multiliteracy work and attendant pedagogies but
that the continuing history of new composing technologies stretching back, perhaps, to
ancient Egypt, should challenge writing center practitioners to see multiliteracies as a
permanent fixture of our work. Thus, we would be best served by adopting lasting
pedagogies that speak to this reality. While this study announces itself as forward looking
from its investment in technologies and multiliteracies, its theoretical touchstones
deliberately blend past and present. In addition to contemporary rhetoricians Richard
Buchanan, Susan Jarratt, and Rosa Eberly, it finds pedagogical touchstones in thinkers
who were developing their ideas about writing and design during writing centers’
formative stages: John Dewey in the 1910s and ‘20s, Kenneth Burke in the 1930s, ‘40s,
and ‘50s, and Josef Albers in the 1950s and ‘60s. The fact that their ideas about
composing, design, and communication applied in their own eras and, this dissertation
argues, still apply to today’s new literacies encourages me to believe that they may
likewise prove relevant as new waves of technology inevitably roll in. Forgetting old
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associations, as Renan argues, brings people together and helps them adopt a new, shared
identity. But now that our field is established, we can afford to remember and draw from
the past.
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